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4A b s t r a c t .
Let X ,  X \ , A'2, . . . be independent ,  identically d ist r ibuted random variables with zero 
mean and unit variance, and let Pn ( x ) be the dist r ibut ion function of n - 1 / 2 i X 3. 
Th e Central  Limit  Theorem is often presented as a uniform bound on the difference 
\Pn (x) -  4>(x)j as n —* oc, where <L(x) is the Standard  Normal  dist r ibution function. 
Such an approach ignores a lot of informat ion about  the  ra te  of convergence of P n (x) 
to <L(x) at par t icular  points x. Remarkably,  much of this detailed informat ion does not 
depend on the  dist r ibut ion of X .
Given a set X  of Real numbers,  put  A n ( T )  =  s u p xeX \Pn (x) -  4>(x)j. Hall (1982) 
defines a set X  to be convergence determining  (CD) if
lim inf
77 —♦ OC
A n( X ) + n - P 2 \
An ( R )  J > 0
for every choice of the  dis tr ibution of A’; that  is. the worst ra te of convergence of P n (x) 
to ^ ( x )  over x £ X  is essentially no bet t er  than  the worst ra te over the  whole Real line. 
There  is a useful expansion due to Osipov (1971) and Rozovskii (197-4):
sup Pn (x) -  4>(x) -  Q n (x)i =  o (  sup Q n {x) ) -  0( t i  1 2).
X  R  T o )  ■'
Hence the "leading term Q n (x). which depends  on the  dist r ibution of A.  carries all 
the informat ion needed to decide whether  or not  a set X  is CD.
Hall (1982.1983) presents a few CD sets. We go fur ther,  and (almost ) completely 
characterize those sets X tha t  are CD (C hap te r  3).
In C hap te r  -4, the concept of a CD set is extended to local limit theorems.
We also generalize to CD classes. Given a class S of Borel sets B  C R ,  put 
A n ( S )  =  s u p B e 5 \Pn (B)  <L(B ) where Pn and are interpreted as probabili ty 
measures.  Then S is CD if A n (5)  tends  to zero no faster than  A n (C), where C is the 
class of all intervals.  CD classes of finite intervals are s tudied in C h ap te r  5. Finally, in 
C h ap te r  6, we consider CD classes of sets B  C R.li for random vectors X .
T a b le  o f  C o n te n ts
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1.1. R a t e s  of  C o n v e rg e n c e  in t h e  C e n t r a l  L im i t  T h e o r e m .
The Central Limit Theorem asserts that a suitably normed sum of random variables 
converges in distribution to the Normal. In particular, suppose that  X, X i , A”2 • • • 
are independent and identically distributed with zero mean and unit variance, let 
S n =  X j 5 ar*d Pn be the distribution function of S n /^/n .  Then P n (x) —> <L(x)
as n —► 00 , for all x. where <J>(x) is the Standard Normal distribution function. We are 
interested in the rate of this convergence. The assumptions of finite variance, identical 
distribution and independence may all be relaxed, but we only study the simplest case 
described above.
Suppose first that A has not only a finite variance but also a finite absolute 
third moment. Then, so long as X  does not have a lattice distribution. P n (x) may be 
approximated by a short Chebyshev-Edgeworth-Cramer expansion:
P M )  = M )  -  I n - ' / V ' W E . Y 3 + o ( „ - ’ (1.1.1)
uniformly in x as n —► oc. where o(x) is the Standard Normal density function; see, 
for example. Theorem 1 on page 539 of Feller (1971). Note that (1.1.1) is false if A 
has a lattice distribution. Indeed if A takes values a -t mb where b is the span of the 
distribution, then S n take values na -r mb , and
b
S n_
y n
na -f- mb \
-  Q
na -t mb \
— 0 (1.1.2)
uniformly over all integers m as n —- oc; see Feller (1971), Theorem 3 page 517. Thus 
the distribution function Pn (x) has jumps of order 7?.“ 1/ 2 whereas ^ (x )  and ^ ' ( x )  are 
continuous, so (1.1.1) cannot hold for all x.
The famous theorem of Berry and Esseen holds for all distributions with a finite 
third moment, including lattice ones. They showed that  there is a universal constant c 
such that
r? sup Pri(x)
1 6  K
T(x);A cn 1/2E] A';3; (1.1.3)
7see Esseen’s (1945) Theorem 1, page 43. This result does not give such a good 
asymptotic estimate of P n (r) as (1.1.1). But whereas the exact rate of convergence in 
the o (n-1 / 2) term of (1.1.1) depends on the distribution of X ,  the inequality (1.1.3) 
provides a concrete bound on A n with no such dependencies.
Without  the assumption that E Xp < oo, results like (1.1.3) still hold with - 
t runcated moments on the right-hand side. Indeed it follows from work of Osipov and 
Petrov (1967) and Feller (1968) that
X n < c( n^2 + n^3) >
where c is a universal constant,
i„t = e {.Y2 /CA'! > Vn)} and S„3 = , / 2E { ,X | 3 (;A'| < v'n)}.
Let us consider the sequences <*>„•> and 8ns- Since E  A 2 < oo it is clear that, £n2 -* 0 as 
n —* oc. Also, if m < yfn then we have
i n i  =  >i " 1/2e { .Yis /(j.Y| < m )}  + n - , /2E{j .Y;3 l ( m  < !.Y: < V n) }
< n , /2E-j I.Y;7, 7(,.Yj < m ) |  -  e ( .Y2 /(,.Y; > m) J. (1.1.5)
The right-hand side of (1.1.5) can be made arbitrarily small by first choosing m large 
(to make the second term small), and then choosing n m 2 to kill the first term. 
Therefore bn3 —► 0 as n —> oc. Note that  if E  A’ 2" r? < oc for some // 6 (0, 1 then
ini + ini < n - ’>/JE{;.Y!2+” /(:.Y > v « ) } +  n" ri' "E I  ;.Y 23 r' /(|.Y < y^ )}
= « - " ' ' “E  .Y:24” . (1.1.6)
Thus if ELY 3 < 0 0  then the bound (1.1.4) is sharper than (1.1.3).
To assess an upper bound like (1.1.3). we would also like to see some kind of lower 
bound on A n . Ibramigov (1966) made some progress in this direction. He showed 
that ,  given q <£ (0. 1), A n = 0 ( n ~ r,!2) if and only if 6n2 = 0 ( n ~ f?/2), and that A r) -  
0 ( n  1 2) if and only if bn-> + |6no — 0( n~  1/ 2). w here = n~ 1 ’2E -| A 3 7(|A| < \ /n)  j.
But Osipov (1968) was the first to produce upper and lower bounds of the same 
order of magnitude. Suppose that X  has an infinite absolute third moment and satisfies
8Cramer’s continuity condition
l imsup Ee t,A | < 1. (1.1.7)
j £ I —► oo
Theorem 1 of Osipov (1968) states that  in this case
( 1. 1 .8 )
as n —■» oc, where
b n  —  b n 2 d j ^ n3! d b n 4  ,
6„2 =  e {.Y2 / ( |X |  > VH)},  *n3 EE n ' ^ e { x 3 / ( |X |  < v ^ ) } ,
and Sn4 =  d - ' e I x 4 / ( |X |  < \A>)}-
The notation an x  bn is to be read “a n is of the same precise order as 6n ", and means 
that  both an — 0 ( b n) and bn = 0 ( a n). Note that  ;<5n3j d  bn4 < 26n3, so (1.1.8) gives 
a better upper bound than (1.1.4). Furthermore (1.1.8) shows that  this is essentially 
the best possible upper bound on X n . Osipov (1968. Theorem 2) also proved that  if A' 
has a lattice distribution then A n x  <$n -j- n ~ 1/2 as n —> oc. This last result is trivial 
if E X  A < oc. for then =  0 ( n  1/_>) (see 1.1.6) and X u x  n _1 2 (see 1.1.2, and 
Theorem 2 on page 540 of Feller 1971).
Osipov also discovered a new and important  asymptotic expansion for Pn (x).  His 
Theorem 1 (1971) implies that ,  if E Ad3 < oc and Cramer's condition (1.1.7) holds, 
t hen
Pn (z) -  <S>(x) -  Q n (x) = 0 ( n ~ ' )  (1.1.9)
uniformly in x. where
Qn(r) = «EG (x, - X / Vn )
and
G{x . y )  =  <F(x + y) -  ^(x) -  yd>(x) -  f y V ( x ) .
(In Osipov’s notation: =■ 0, Cj^ 1 =  n and C j(rj 1 (x) = n ~ l Q n (x). He actually derived
expansions longer than (1.1.9) in which the error term can be made arbitrarily small.) 
The asymptotic equation (1.1.9) provides a more accurate approximation to Pn (x) than 
the Chebvshev-Edgeworth-Cramer expansion (1.1.1). although the assumption (1.1.7) 
is slightly stronger than just  excluding lattice distributions. Observe that  G( x . y )  is
9defined to be the difference between (t>(x-f- y) and the early terms of its Taylor expansion 
about <J>(x). Thus, writing R = R(x.  y ) = G’(x, y) -  y3<p"(x) we have R — 0 ( jy  3), and
R — o(!y ;3) as y —> 0; that  is ji?(x,y)j < c y 3 (say) for all x and y, and given 6 > 0 
there exists e = «(x) > 0 such that  R(x,  y)J < 6jyj3 whenever !yj < c. It follows that
i3/2E R f a - X / y / n )  = i»3/2e { ä (i , - J V / x/ S ) [ / ( | X |  < fx/H) + / ( |X |  > fv/n)l }
< 6E!A'|3 + fE 1(\.\\ > ,
which tends to zero as n —>■ oo because may be arbitrarily small and E| .Y|3 < oo. 
Therefore
Q n (x) =  n E G { x , - X / y / n )  = -  \ n ~ 1' 2<f>"[x)E.Y3 +  nEi?(x,  - X / y / n )
= \ n - l /2<t>"{x) E.Y3 + o ( u - 1/2),
so (1.1.9) implies (1.1.1).
Rozovskii (1974) improved and generalized Osipov’s results. In particular he 
dispensed with Cramer’s condition and the restrictions on the third moment of A\ His 
result (17) implies that
sup Pn (x) — ^ (x )  — Q n (x)i < c(^2 +  Tn 1 2 - n ~ 1) (1.1.10)
i t R
for all random variables A' with zero mean and unit variance, where c is a universal 
constant. The quantity t depends on the distribution of A in rather a complicated way. 
However a result from Rozovskii (1978a) shows that  if A is so large that
e {.Y2 /(|.Y > A ) } <  1 (1.1.11)
t hen
sup |Prt(x) -  $ (x )  -  Q n (x) < c(S2 + An-1 /2 ). (1.1.12)
x tR
(Substitute (19) of Rozovskii (1978a) into (14) of Rozovskii (1974) to see that 
EfT' \  V'n ;n < e~l ■;1° whenever t\ < y'r?/(2A). then take T  — y /n / ( 2 A) in the proof 
of (1974, equation 17) to get (1.1.12). It follows from (1.1.11) that  A > \  0.8. so the 
n 1 term of (1.1.10) may be omit ted in (1.1.12).) Now' Lemma 3 of Rozovskii (1974) 
states that
sup Q n (x) x  bn 
xC H.
( 1 1 1 3 )
10
as n —* oo. It follows that
A n + n - 1/2 x  bn + 1/2 (1.1.14)
as n —> oo.
In general we cannot dispense with either of the n -1 / 2 terms in (1.1.14). Indeed if 
X  has atoms at ±1 of mass \  each then A n x  r ? ^ 1/ 2 (see 1.1.2) and 6n =  =  n~ 1 .
Thus the n ~ 1/ 2  term on the r ight-hand side of (1.1.14) is necessary. But  if A" is 
absolutely continuous with density xj-5 in jxj > 1, then A n x  bn (using 1.1.9 
and 1.1.13) and Sn ~  bn 4  ~  n -1 log n as n — * oo. So we need the balancing n ~ 1//2 on 
the left-hand side of (1.1.14) as well.
Of course many authors have studied rates of convergence in the Central Limit 
Theorem in contexts other than our simple one. We have only presented the material 
leading up to the definition of a convergence determining set.
1.2. C o n v e rg e n c e  d e t e r m i n i n g  se ts .
Hall (1980.1982) refined the expansion (1.1.12) and examined the behaviour of the 
“leading term Q n(x). He also introduced the idea of a convergence determining set. 
Given a set X of Real numbers, let
A n( T)  = sup P„(x)  - 4>(x) .
i t  t
The set X is said to be convergence determining (CD) if. for every random variable X  
with zero mean and unit variance.
lirn inf
71 — ► DC
A„ ( I ) i » - 1/2\
A„ ( R)  )
x 0; ( 1 . 2 . 1)
that  is. the w'orst rate of convergence of Pn (x) to T(x) over x € X  is essentially no better 
than the worst rate over the whole Real line, up to terms of order r?- 1 / 2. Another way 
of put ting this is A n ( X ) + n 1/2 x  A n (R) -+ n 12 as n —> oo. The expansion (1.1.12) 
implies that
A n (X) = sup Q r,(x) -  o(dri) -  0(n~  1 2).
11
Thus, in view of (1.1.11), the relation (1.2.1) is equivalent to
] i , n i nf f5UP^ QT x)l
n ^ o c  \  0 n
The study of CD sets therefore reduces to the analysis of properties of the function Q r, .
The n ~ 1' 2 terms in (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) are aesthetically unsatisfactory. However 
they are forced upon us if we want to use the expansion (1.1.12) because of the 
term An~1//2 there. Also, if we just deleted the term n~~l ! 2 from the r ight-hand side 
of (1.2.1) then the definition of a CD set would have a very different character.
T h e o r e m  1.2.1.  Suppose that X is a finite set o f  Rational numbers. There exists a 
random variable X  with EA' =  0, EA '2 -  1, and
1/ 2
>  0 . ( 1-2. 2)
lim inf
n —► oo
pn (D\  
V A „ ( R  j /
= 0.
However it turns out that  any set X of four or more points is CD by our definit ion (1.2.1). 
whether or not the points are Rational. The proof of Theorem 1.2.1 is deferred until 
the end of this section.
Hall proves some interesting results about CD sets. He shows that  any set X with 
a point of accumulation at the origin is CD (1982. Theorem 2.-1 page 46). Also, any 
doublet X = { - 1 . 2-2 } with Xo i 1 ±1 is CD (1982. Theorem 1.4 page 12), whereas 
{ 1 , - 1 }  is not CD. Later (Hall 1983) he proved that { x . - x }  is CD if 0 <: x < \ /3  and 
x =£ 1. but not CD if x > Q0 ~  2.1241.
These results are far from exhaustive. Hall does not deal with the case of a 
singleton X = {x}. He only considers a few special doublets {X1 .X2 }, and hardly 
mentions bigger sets X at all. This thesis takes up where he left off. We can (almost) 
completely characterize those sets X that are CD. In fact no singleton is CD. but  any 
set X with at least four members is CD. This leaves doublets and triplets. We show 
that  the doublet X — {xj .xo} is CD if and only if a certain function H x ( y ) has no 
zeros except for y = 0. These functions are examined numerically, and we display the 
collection of all CD doublets as a set in the Real plane. The important features of 
this set may then be confirmed analytically (see Hall and Wightwick, 1986a). Triplets
12
{xi,Z2,X3} are treated similarly, although the analysis is more complicated. There are 
still two surfaces in R 3 on which we do not know whether or not, triplets are CD.
This study of CD sets is given in Chapter  3. Before that  we consider the wider 
concept of a CD class. Let us think of Pn and <!> as probability measures rather than 
distribution functions, so that  Pn (B)  =  Pr{ Sn / v/n e  B}  for a Borel set B C R .  The 
notation Pn (x) for x  6  R  is then just  a shorthand for P n {( -oo,x j} .  Suppose that  $ 
is a class of Borel subsets of R.  We say that 5 is a convergence determining class if 
A n (S) d n - 1 / 2 x  8n + n _1/2 as n —> oc, where
A n { S ) =  sup \Pn {B)  - $ ( P ) | .  (1.2.3)
Bes
Chapter  2 presents some results on CD classes of intervals. In particular,  no single 
interval S — {B}  is CD, and we characterize those doublets 5 =  { B \ , B 2} that are CD. 
There are non-CD classes containing an infinite number of intervals, so the ultimate 
goal of classifying all classes as CD or not CD is a formidable one.
In (Chapter 4 we extend the notion of a CD set to local limit theorems. Suppose 
that X  is absolutely continuous so that  Sn / \  n has a density pn . If pn {x) is 
bounded for large n then p n (x) —► <p(x) uniformly in x as n -> oc. Thus, writing 
A'n {X)  = supxeX pn (x) -  d>(x)\ for a set 1  C R ,  we have X'n ( X ) - 0 as n —1• oc. We
say that  X is density convergence determining if A^(. i ' )  — n ~ ] 2 x  A ^ R )  -f n “ 1//2 
as n —> oc. These density CD sets may be studied in the same way as the CD sets 
of Chapter  3. Indeed, Hall (1982. Chapter  5) has a leading term expansion for p n(x) 
which implies that
A U * )  =  SUP 9n(-r) d o(6„) -h 0 ( n ~ 1/2),
x ( : X
where qn (x) is just  the derivative of Q n (:r). We show that  no singleton {x} is density 
CD, and that, any set X with at least five elements must be density CD. However there 
do exist quadruplets X that  are not density CD. Again we are able to characterize 
the collection of all density CD doublets (x] ,X2 ). and we examine the shape of this 
collection in R 2.
Chapter 5 builds on the work of Chapter  2 to examine CD classes of finite intervals 
of some fixed length 2A. When A is large, these intervals behave a bit like infinite
13
intervals on one of the endpoints,  and CD classes of such intervals inheri t  some of the 
proper t ies  of the CD sets in Chap ter  3. On the other  hand,  for small A, the  CD classes 
behave like the density CD sets of C hap te r  4. It turns  out  t h a t  A =  \ / 3  is critical in 
many respects.  As usual we devote most of our a t tent ion to classes consisting of jus t  a 
pair of intervals.
Finally, Chap te r  6 considers CD classes in the mul tivar ia te  case. Suppose that  
A'! ,Ar2, . . .  are independent ,  identically d ist r ibuted random vectors in R J wi th zero 
mean and identity covariance matrix,  and 5 is a class of Borel subsets of R.d. Taking Pn 
and to be probabil ity measures on R ' f we define A n (S) by (1.2.3). Then  we say that  
5 is a CD class if A n (5)  +  n - 1' 2 x  A n (C) +  n - 1 ' 2, where C is the class of all convex 
Borel subsets of R J . Rozovskii (1978b) has shown that, A n (C) n-1/2 x  8n 4- n ~ 1/2, 
where is a generalization of the sequence Sn from the  case d — 1. We derive the 
corresponding leading term expansion for Pn(B) with B <E C (see Hall and Wightwick.  
1986b),  but to ensure tha t  the  remainder term is only 0 ( n ~ 1 2 ) we need the  extra 
moment  condition
E {  X | 2(log:Ar )d/2l { \X\  > 1 ) |  < oc. (1.2.4)
It is then possible to deduce whether or not  certain classes 5 are CD (for random 
vectors A that  satisfy 1.2.4). In par ticular,  we show that  no class 5 consisting of just  
Q  =  }d{d  — l ) (c /T 2) convex subsets of R 1 is CD.  but there does exist a CD class of 
n  -r 1 convex sets. This  generalizes our result of C h ap te r  2. that  no single interval 
B C R 1 consti tutes  a CD class.
P roo f o f  Theorem 1.2.1. Let A be a discrete ra ndom variable th a t  takes  the  
values - 1  with probabili ty r, each. Then A' is lat tice wi th span 2, so in view 
of (1.1.2). A rv(R)  > | o ( 0 ) n _1 2 for large n. However if we smooth out  the  j u m p s  
in the  d is tr ibut ion function Pn then a relation like ( 1 . 1 . 1 )  holds. Explicitly,  if 
R( y)  =  y -  y -  I where y is the integer part of y, then
Pu (x) -  $ ( x )  -f ‘In 1 2o [x ) R{  \ ( \  n x  -  n)} | =  o(n 1/2)
14
uniformly in x (see Theorem 3 on page 56 of Esseen 1945). Now suppose t h a t
X  =  { X j  =  Pj /q : j  = 1,2
where all the and q > 0 are integers. Define a sequence n /, =  4k 2 q2 +  1, so that  
v/n/c — 2kq +  0(fc_ 1 ). We have
R { \ ( y f n k x j ~ n k)} =  /?{ \ {2kpj  -  Ak2q2 -  1) +  0 ( k  ! )} 
= 0 ( k - ' )  = 0 {  n - I / 2 )
for each x 0 6  I  as A: —> oo. Therefore
as n -► oc through the sequence n □
1.3. N o t a t i o n  a n d  C o n v e n t io n s .
We are not interested in par t icular  random variables,  only dist ribut ions.  In fact it would 
be more natura l  to use probabil ity measures  throughout ,  but the ensuing integrals 
would be more cumbersome than  expectat ions .  Thus  we often wri te A when we mean 
“the  d is tr ibut ion of Ar” . In par ticular ,  A* <E £ 2 means  that  A’ has zero mean and unit 
variance. And if we want  to draw at ten t ion  to the fact tha t  (say) depends  on the 
d is tr ibut ion of A" then we write £„ =  : this must not be interpre ted as t n raised to
the power of some realization of A.
This  is perhaps a good place to collect the definitions of the  various sequences ön j . 
For a ra ndom variable A" we put
for j  = 0,1 or 2
for j  > 3,
(1.3.1ft)
and
(1.3.1r)
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(Hall (1982) defines the sequences <$n0, 8n ] and 8n2 differently.) Note that  
n P r ( |X |  > y/n)  =  8n0 < 8ni < 8n2, and 8n3 > 8n4 > 8n5 etc. If X  is a random 
vector then 8* is defined consistently in Chapter  6.
We write d>(x) =  (2n)~ 1^ 2e ~ x ;  2 for the Standard Normal density function, and 
$ (x )  =  (f>{y) dy for the corresponding distribution function. Also it is sometimes
convenient to think of $  as a probability measure, and for a Borel set B C R  we put 
<h(B) = f  B <f>(y) dy. Thus <£>(x) = < t> { (  —00, x i} . This two-way notation extends to 
other distribution functions and measures.
The symbol c always denotes a strictly positive, universal constant,  not necessarily 
the same at each appearance. We shall often just  state an equation including c without 
explicit reference to the constant.  For example, 8* < c is to be read “there exists a 
universal constant c > 0 such that  8*  < c” ; in this case, c does not depend on either n ■ 
or (the distribution of) A\ If c is given arguments then it represents a strictly positive 
function depending only on those arguments. Occasionally C i , c 2 , . . .  may be used to 
emphasise the fact that  different constants are involved in neighbouring equations. The 
symbol C  denotes a strictly positive function of (its arguments and) the distribution 
of A ; we could write C  =  c x .
We also use the O and o notations. Thus, given two sequences a n and 6n , we 
write an =  0 ( b n) if jan |/ ;6n j is bounded as n —► oc, and an =  o(bn ) if «n !/  bn —» 0 
as n —> 00. If the sequences an and 6n depend on some other quantities as well 
as n, then the implicit bound in the statement an = 0 ( b n) may also depend on these 
quantities. For example, Q *  (x) — 0 ( ^ x ) means Q * ( x )  < C(x)8*  . which is weaker 
than IQ *  (x)| < c8nx .
Now suppose that  ari and bn are both positive for all n. We write an ~  bn if 
an /b n —* 1 as n —> oc. but  this is often too strong a requirement. If both an = 0 ( b n ) 
and bn — 0 { a n ) then we say that  an is of the same precise order as bn and write 
an x  bn . Thus an x  bn if and only if the sequence an / b n is bounded away from zero 
and infinity. Sometimes it is useful to weaken this relation a little more. Given a 
third sequence en > 0. we say that  ari is of the same precise order as bn to order etl if 
o-n + (n — bn +  en \ this may also be written uan x  bn to 0 (cn )'’.
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We always use the symbol ‘ =  ’ to define new notat ions .  It is also used for equivalence 
in modulo ar ithmet ic.  The relation l~ '  is used for equali ty to four places of decimals,  
whereas  means approximate ly equal in a much looser sense.
Our  vectors look the same as ordinary variables,  but  their presence should be clear 
from the context .  We use row vectors v = (tq,  v2, . . vm ), and write v'  for the  t ranspose.
Proofs of Lemmas and Theorems are collected a t  the end of each section.  A line 
across the  page marks  the  point  at  which discussion of results ends and the  proofs 
begin. Occasionally numerical  work leads to an interest ing conclusion, bu t  one th a t  
seems hard to prove analytically.  In such cases we declare the result as a “Conjecture” 
ra the r  than a Theorem.
There  is a complete index of notat ion at  the  end of the thesis.
2. C o n v e r g e n c e  d e t e r m i n i n g  c la s se s .
2.1. In trodu ct ion  and Sum m ary.
Let AT, X \ , A'2 ,  • • • be independent and identically distributed Real-valued random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance (A” £ £ 2). Put  S n = X 3 and let Pn be 
the probability measure induced by S n /y/n.  For a class 5 of Borel subsets of the Real 
line, we put
A n ($) EE sup 1 Pn (B) -  ‘t ’(R)!. (2.1.1)
B e s
If A n(S)  —» 0 as n —> oc then we are interested in the rate of this convergence.
In the case of infinite intervals B = ( - o c ,  x , we also write Pn (x) = Pn { ( - o c, xi) = 
Pn (B).  Rozovskii (1974, equation 17) and Hall (1982, Theorem 4.1) showed that
IP„(x) -  4>(j) -  <?„(*)! < c(£2 + An“ 1' 2), (2.1.2)
where
Q n (j)  =  nE4>(z -  Xf y / n )  -  n$>(x) -  \d>'(x), (2.1.3)
— bn‘2 +  I&n31 ~T bn4
= e { a"2 /(IA'i > y/n) I -f i n " 1 2e {.Y8 J ( \ X  < v^ ) } i  
-  ~ 1E I  A' ^  /  (! A ! < \ / n ) I ,
and A is so large that  e | a 2 /( A" > A) j < f .  (Rozovskiis work leads to |  instead 
of I here, but he does not state (2.1.2) explicitly; see (1.1.11).) Since sup^ Q n (x)| x  6n 
(see 1.1.13) and bn —► 0 as /j oc. Q n (x) is often the ‘‘leading term" in an expansion 
for the difference Pn {x ) ~~ 4>(x).
This motivates the following definition. 5 is said to be a convergence determining 
class (CD class) if. for all A' <E £ 2.
A r,(S) x  bn to 0 ( ? r  1 2) as n —+ oc. (2.1.4)
Thus the class { ( —oo.x: : x 6 R } is CD. (Our CD classes bear no relation to those of 
Billingsley (1968).)
In Section 2.2 we define a signed measure Q n{B) such that Qn { ( -  oo, x \} = Qn(i)  
is consistent with (2.1.3). We then discuss the circumstances under which (2.1.2) may 
be generalized to an estimate like
|P„(B) -  <!>(/?) -  < c(62 + An-1/ 2) (2.1.5)
for various random variables A’ € £ 2 and Borel sets B. In particular, it is easy to show 
that (2.1.5) holds for all intervals B C R.
We say that 5 is a Q-determining class (QD class) if. for all X  € T2,
sup |Qn(.B)j x  <5n to 0 ( n ~ 1/2) as n —* oc. (2.1.6)
B £ S  '
Thus, if (2.1.5) holds for all B € S then the class 5 is CD if and only if it is QD. 
Various QD and non-QD classes are identified in Section 2.3. In particular, we show 
that no singleton S = {B}  is QD, and characterize all QD doublets 5 =  { B\ , Bi } -  To 
prove that a class 5 is not QD it is necessary to construct a particular distribution for 
A G L 1 so that (2.1.6) fails. These constructions are deferred until Section 2.4.
2.2. T h e  le a d in g  t e r m .
Given a random variable X  € L2. define a signed set function
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Q n ( B )  = Qn( B)  = \ w , ;(2.2.1a)
where
G ( B-  y) = I g(x, y) d x (2.2.16)
and
J B
g(x. y) = o{x + y) -  o(x) -  yo'(x) -  \ y 2o"{x). (2.2.1c)
If B is the infinite interval ( -o c ,x  then we have
G {(-oo ,x j ,y}  = 4>(x -r y) 4>(j ) -  y<j>{x) -  \ y 2d>'{x).
Thus, since EAr = 0 and E A 2 = 1, Qn{ (_ c c ?x;} same as the function Qn(x)
at (2.1.3). We might therefore hope to generalize the leading term expansion (2.1.2) to 
give
IPn ( B) -  <P(B)~ Q n{B) < c(6~ + A n-1/2) ( 2 . 2 . 2 )
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for a wider class of Borel sets B than just the infinite intervals.
The set function Q n(B)  is defined at (2.2.1) as a double integral. Before proceeding 
any further we should check that  this integral is always well-defined. Recall the 
sequences 6nj and 8nj from (1.3.1).
L e m m a  2.2.1.  There exists a universal positive constant c such that
[  nE \g(x , - X / y f n ) \  dx < c(f>n2 +  6n3)
J  X t R
for ail X  £ C2 and ail n.
Thus the double integral (2.2.1a) is absolutely convergent, and Q n(B)  is well-defined 
for all Borel sets B. Furthermore, we may apply Fubini’s theorem to reverse the order 
of integration and obtain
w here
Q n { B ) =  [  qn ( x )d x
J  B
qn (x) = nEg[x,  - X / \ / n ) .
(2.2.3a) 
(2.2.36)
So Q n is an absolutely continuous signed measure. The function qn {x) is just the 
derivative of Q r1(x).
Lemma 2.2.1 implies that  Q n (B)\ < c(6n2 +  6ns)- Our next lemma provides a 
better  estimate of Q n(B).  Let
<P[r){ B ) ~  f o [r){x)dx  
J B
(2.2.4)
for r > 0 and Borel sets B. Note that <J)(II,(.) is just the Normal probability measure 
<!>(.). and <F,r*(x) = d)(r) { ( -  oc, x } =  o^r 1!(.r). so these notations are consistent.
L e m m a  2.2.2.  There exists a universal positive constant c such that
Q n(B)  + + p n3^ ]( B )-L < , + 6„5)
for all X  E l 2 and all n.
We have <I>(r'(_ß)j < c(r), and 6nl + 6r,r, < 6n2 -f 6ri4 (see 1.3.1), so it follows from 
Lemma 2.2.2 that
Qu(B)\  < c6n . (2.2.5)
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On the other hand we show in Section 2.3 that
sup Q n [B)'  > c(S)6n 
B t  5
for many classes S . In this sense, if (2.2.2) holds and n ~ 1/2 = o(<5n) then Q n (B)  is the 
leading term in an asymptotic expansion for the difference Pn (B)  -  &(B).
Suppose that E ; A j 3 < oc. We have
6„2 < n - 1/2E  ( j.V13 /(!.VI > \Ai)} = o(« ' 1/2)
as n - M X ) .  Also, if m  < y/n then
n ~ 1/2Sn4 = n~1/ 2 E l x 4 I(\X\ < m) + I(m < \X\ < yfii) }
< n _1/2mEjA’|3 +  e | | A | 3 / ( |A |  > m)} , ( 2 . 2 . 6 )
so n 1,2bn 4 —* 0 as n —* oo (choose m  large to make the second term of (2 .2 .6) small, 
then take n m 2). Thus, in view of Lemma 2.2.2
Q„(B)  = -  p „ 34>(3)(B) + 0(S„2 + 6n i ) = - 3 n - 1,2(E.V3) $ ' 3>(B) + o ( n~ i l2).
Unfortunately this estimate is not much use, for it means that  Q n(B)  is asymptotically 
no bigger than the error term An-1/2 in (2.2.2). The leading term expansion (2.2.2) is 
most informative when n ~ 12  =  o(<5„). and this entails E A 3 =  oc (see 1.1.6).
So far, the equation (2.2.2) is only established for infinite intervals B = ( —oo,xj. 
However, by considering the difference of two such half-lines we see that  (2.2.2) is 
true for intervals of the form B — (x].x-»! (with a different universal constant  c). 
And since (2.1.2) holds on either side of a jump in / ^ ( t ), and <t> and Q n are both 
absolutely continuous, (2.2.2) cannot be upset by atoms of 5 n / \ / n  at the boundary 
of B. Therefore (2.2.2) holds for all intervals, finite or infinite.
Next suppose that  the random variable S n yTt has a bounded density pn for all 
sufficiently large n. Theorem 5.3 of Hall (1982) implies that
l/>n(*) -  <t>(x) -  g„(x) < c(l -f x 2) ' ( ^ ;  + r? ] ) (2.2.7)
for all n and x (actually he does not state that  the constant c in (2.2.7) need not depend 
on X ,  but this follows from his proof). The inequality (2.2.2) follows immediately by
integrating (2.2.7) over x £ B. Therefore (2.2.2) holds for all Borel sets B  when A € £ 2 
gives rise to a density pn that  is eventually bounded.
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On the other hand, if A" is lattice and B  is more complicated than just  a single 
interval then (2.2.2) can fail quite spectacularly. For example, suppose that  A' takes 
values ±1 with probability |  each, and let B = { m / \ / n  : \m\ < n, n > 1}. Then B 
includes all the values taken by S n/y /n ,  so Pn ( B ) = 1, but since B  is countable we 
have <F(.Ö) =  0. Thus Pn ( B ) does not even converge to <F(B) as n —» oc, and (2.2.2) is 
certainly false.
Of course if B  is the union of at most k intervals then it follows from (2.2.2) applied 
to the component intervals that
IP„(B)  -  <5>(B) - Q„( B) \  < ck(S2n + A n - 1-'2).
But the factor k in this bound is essential, and (2.2.2) does not hold uniformly over all 
finite unions of intervals. Indeed we could take X  as above and
I m  1 1
{ x : \x — —pr i < --------- for some rri with rn < n .
\  yfn\  2n + 1 -  I
Then Pn ( B n ) =  1 , but <h(Bn ) < 2ö(0) < 1. so again Pn[Bn ) 4>(Bn) does not converge 
to zero as n —► oc.
It may be possible to establish (2.2.2) for a wider class of sets than just  the 
intervals, under a weaker smoothness condition than (eventual) absolute continuity. 
Perhaps there is a result, assuming Cramer s continuity condition (1.1.7). Ilow'ever 
results of this kind are normally proved by Fourier inversion, having first smoothed the 
distribution of A" by convolution with an absolutely continuous kernel distribution. The 
problem is that the error commit ted by this smoothing is only manageable for sets B 
with well-behaved boundaries. For example. Bhattacharya and Rao (1976, Sections 3 
and 11) only prove “smoothing inequalities” for convex sets B  C R  , which does tie us 
down to the intervals in R 1.
F^roof o f  Lemma 2.1.2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3 in Hall (1982). We 
think of the integral in the lemma as a double integral
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J =  J J  r i \ g { x , - y ) \ d x d y n(y),
where /in is the probability measure induced by X/yfn.  Let us divide the area of 
integration into three parts,
Ai  =  { (x,y) : \y\ < | |a:| + 1, \x\ < 8 J, (2.2.8a)
Ao = { (x, y) ■ |y| < | | x |  -f 1, |x| > 8 }, (2.2.86)
3^ =  { (x , y)  : \y\ > \  jxj -  1 },
and
(2.2.8c)
and write J — J] - J 2 +  J?. where each Jt is the integral over A
Note that g(x, y)  is defined (at 2.2.1c) to be the difference between <p(x 4- y) and 
the first terms of its Taylor series expansion about o(x). Thus
y) = £y‘V 3,(* + °y)' (2.2.9)
where 9 £ 0. 1 depends on x and y. We have
I y* dnn{y)
iv < — -  1
-  1 2 - < v'n) - X  5 7( \  n < |JV| < ( | ; x | +  1)X/S ) }
£ 6n3 + (|ix| + 1 ) 2 ( 2 . 2 . 10)
(i) In .4] we use the crude estimate |d>l?)(;)  < 0.6 for all 2, so
j \  <  0 . 1  f  6 n 3  +  ( I N  +  1 ) 6 „ 2  dx < c(bn 2 - 6 n 3 ) .
9jx|<8L J
(ii) For (x, y) € A 2 and 9 6  0,1; we have
I  -+- 9y > jxj -  jyj > * jxj -  1 > 3.
Now j f 3} (2:)j is decreasing as \ z j increases in \z\ > 3 (see Figure A.l in the Appendix), 
so it follows from (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) that
J 2 < C /  \(p["^  ( I jxj -  1 ) 6n3 4- ( X + 1 ) f n2 d l  < c(Sn2 4- f ns)-
J \ x \ > 8  ' 1 1  J
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(iii) To e s t i m a t e  J 3 we per form th e  in tegra t ion  over x first, giving
J z < n \  /  \ g{x , y) \dxd/ jn(y)
J |y I >  1 J 1 6 R
< n J  ^1 +  \y\ j  \<p'[x)\dx + \ y 2 j  \<t)"(x)\dx^J dfin (y)
< 3n j  y 2d y n(y) 
d\y\>l
— obr,").
T h is  co m pl e te s  the  proof  of L e m m a  2.2.1.
Proof  of  Lemma 2.2.2. T h e  proof  is s imi la r  to t h a t  of L e m m a  2.2.1.  For \y\ 
e x p a n d  g(x , y )  two te rm s  f u r th e r  t h a n  (2.2.9) to  give
9( x, y )  -  i U ' V 31M  -  ^ y 4d>( , ! (.r) =  Y‘2öy d>ir>) (x +  Oy)
w here  0 G [0. L.  T h e  func t ion  6 ir' : (z) is decreas ing  wi th  increas ing \z\ > 4, so 
the n  o (;'*(x -f Oy). < j<^s )( jX! -  1) . T h u s ,  in te g ra t i ng  (2.2.1 1) over x G B  we
G ( B . y )- iy3<J>l3)(B)-
-  r k  y  ' 1 ^ 5 U P  ° ' '  ’ ( - )  "* j
For y > 1 we in tegra t e  g(x.  y) d i rec t ly to  get
o '  4' { X -  1)  dx
x! > r.
=  c\y\
G ( B . y )  =  4 > ( B -  y ) - 4 > ( B )  y<i> '(B)-  W 2<J>"(B)
where  B ■+ y = { x + y : x €. B  }. Therefore
G(B,  y) -  W ( B )  < |y| 1 +  <i>(B) -  j t ' ( B ) <  c\y\.
L e m m a  2.2.2 now follows by p u t t i n g  y — - X / \  n in th e  e s t i m a t e  (2.2.12) if 
and  in (2.2.14) if \X\ > ^ n, and  tlien ta k in g  expec ta t io ns .
□
< 1 we
( 2 . 2 . 11)
I if |x|  > 5 
have
( 2 . 2 . 12)
r>
(2.2.13)
(2.2.14)
A’ I <  V' T ,
□
2.3. Q -d e te r m in in g  Classes.
A class 5 of Borel sets B  is said to he Q-dt t trmining  (QD) if, for each X  G £ 2,
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lim inf
n —► oo
supßGS \Qn (B)\  + n 1/2
<$n
> 0. (2.3.1)
We have supBe5 jQ n (B) = 0 ( 8 n) (see 2.2.5). so 5 is QD if and only if 
supBeS \Qn (B)\  x  Sn to ö ( rc~1/2) for each \  G £ 2. Also, if the leading term 
expansion (2.2.2) holds for all B € 5, then S is CD if and only if 5 is QD.
The n -1 2 term in the numerator of (2.3.1) is a little unsatisfactory. We suspect 
that it is superfluous; that is whenever there exists X  E C2 with
l i m i n f f S U p » » i9 " ( B ) l U o ,n * ° °  V <S , J
then there is another random variable X '  G C2 for which (2.3.1) fails. Results later on 
in this section imply that  this is indeed the case for classes S of just  one or two sets. 
However we do not have a proof for the general case.
If any subset  of a class 5 is QD then so is 5. In this sense large classes are more 
likely to be QD than small ones. Indeed there is no hope of finding a single set B  to 
make up a QD class by itself.
T h eorem  2.3 .1 . Xo singleton S — {FI} is QD.
However we also have:
T h eorem  2 .3 .2 . Fix r — 2.3 or 4. If  <5>!r)(ß )  = 0 for each B  G 5 then S is not QD.
Therefore there exist infinite classes that  are not QD. For example, we might take S 
to be the class of all intervals symmetric, about the origin so that  (B) — 0 for all 
B  G 5.
It turns  out tha t  some doublets  5 =  { ß ] , ß 2} are QD,  and we characterize these.
Pu t
where
^ r s { B u B 2 ) Vrs{*] , jx )  dxidx-2 (2.3.2 a)
so that
^ r s ( ^ u X 2) =  >^(r,(x ] )^(5)(x2) -  <5(r)(x2)d>(D ( j 1), (2.3.26)
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O r . f S i . B j )  = <S>,r»(ßi)<I><f ' ( ß , )  -  4>'r ) ( ß 2)4>(f)( B 1). (2.3.2c).
Also let
H ( B i , B 2,y) = f  f  h {x x, x 2,y) dxAd x 2 (2.3.3a)
X  2  £ 1 3  2 ** X  i £  - ö  i
where
h{xu x 2,y)  =  </>t3)(xi)y(a:2, y) -  <£(3)(z2)y(*i,  y), (2.3.36)
so that.
H ( B I , B , , y )  = 4><3>(B,)G(ß2,«,) -  ^ ( ß j M ß j . y ) .  (2.3.3c)
T h eorem  2 .3 .3 . (a) If  '^23(^1 , #2)  = 0 or ^34(5 i , B2) — 0 then the doublet  
S — { B \ . B 2j is not QD.
(b) Otherwise, S is QD i f  and only i f
H ( B i , B 2, y ) ^  0 for all y ^  0. (2.3.4)
We have g(x, 0) = 0 for all j . so G ( ß , 0 )  -  0 for all sets B. and H ( B \ . B 2,0) — 0 for all 
B\ and B-2 . Theorem 2.3.3(a) is a generalization of Theorem 2.3.2 for doublets 5.
Proofs. To show that  a class 5 is not QD we must construct a particular distribution 
for the random variable X  G C 2 so that (2.3.1) fails. Lemma 2.2.2 states that
!<?„(ß) + p „ 2< t"(ß)+  J6„34>(3|(B) - (fl) < c (^ ,  -  i n6). (2.3.5)
Thus, if we can find X  € C 2 such that the 6nj terms cancel out on the left-hand side 
of (2.3.5) for each ß  € 5. and -f 6^5 = 0(6,,). then 5 is not QD. The following lemma 
provides a suitable family of distributions.
Lem m a 2 .3 .4 . Let a2,a 3 and a4 be Real numbers with a2 0. a4 > 0 , and 
a2 +  1 a 31 +  o A = 1. There exists a random variable X  G L 2. and a divergent sequence A 
of  positive integers. such that as n —> oc through A we have
f ni — cijfir, 4- o(Q,) for j  =  2.3 and 4. (2.3.6a)
and
4 u  + 6nr, i - n 1' " = o(6n ). (2.3.6b)
The proof of Lemma 2.3.4 is deferred until Section 2.4.
It is easy to prove Theorems 2.3.1. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3(a) using this scheme. 
Theorem 2.3.1 may be seen as a special case of Theorem 2.3.3(a) taking B j =  B> = B. 
and our proof (below) of the latter theorem is still valid in this case.
Proof o f  Theorem 2.3.2. Take ar = 1 and the two other a3 = 0 in Lemma 2.3.4, and 
let A' be the ensuing random variable. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.2 that 
(2.3.1) fails for this X .
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Proof o f  Theorem 2.3.3. The case <t>^3^(B  i) = ^ ' ^ ( F L )  =  0 is covered by Theorem 2.3.2, 
so we may assume that  ^  0 .
(a) Suppose first that  ^23(^1,  B 2) — 0. Put
b = 3 ^ ,,( jB1)/<T*(3)( jB1 ),
a -2 =  1/(1 + b ), 03 =  - 6 / ( 1  +  6 ) ,  and a4 = 0.
These a3 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.3.4. so let X  be the corresponding random 
variable and let .V be the sequence there. Then, in view of Lemma 2.2.2, we have
(1 + M)Qn(B) '(B) t  )M>|3»(B) '(*n)
for any Borel set B. as n —- oc through A . It follows immediately that Q n ( B\ )  = o( f n). 
and that
( 1  + \b \ ) ^ 3>{B,)Qn(B.2) - )S„ + o(K) o(6„)
as n —♦ oc through A . Therefore (2.3.1) fails ami 5 is not QD.
To deal with the case ^ 2.4 (B) ■ Bo) = 0 we take
6 = 4>(4’(ß , )  4 $ (3,(B,),
Qi =  0, 0 2  - 6/(1 4- 6 ). and a4 = 1/(1 -r ;6 ),
and proceed as above. □
(b) This is a bit more subtle.
(i) Suppose first that  (2.3.4) holds. We show that
max \Qn ( B3) > e ( B ] , Bo)bn . (2.3.7)
3 =  1 >2
I his is stronger than (2.3.1) because the positive constant c(B\ , B>)  does not depend 
on A Furthermore we do not need a term n -1/2 on the left-hand side of (2.3.7).
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It follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that
since 6n] < 6n2 and <5ns < Sn4. Thus it remains to show that
max \Qn{Bj) \  > c ( B u B 2)(6n2 + <5n4).
3 =  1  > 2
In view of the estimates (2.2.12) and (2.2.14) we have
' £ y 4* 34( B i , £ 2) + 0 (y5) as y —> 0
(2.3.8)
H( Bl t B2,y)
\ y 2'^2z (B \ ,  B 2) T 0 ( y )  as y -» ±oo.
(2.3.9)
Now, by hypothesis, ^ 23 7^  0 and 'L34 72 0, so H is the same sign as ^34 for small |y|, 
and H is the same sign as vL2o for large y . But H is a continuous function of y, which, 
according to (2.3.4), is non-zero except at y = 0. Therefore 'Loo and vLo4 must  be of the 
same sign. Suppose first that  they are both positive. It follows from (2.3.4) and (2.3.9) 
t hat
f c(B\ ,  B-i)y4 for iy! < 1
H ( B „ B 2, y ) >  ‘ (2.3.10)
{ for > 1,
S O
4>m (B,)CMB2) -  4>(3,(B2)<5„(B1)
t i E H l B i . ß 5. -  .Y/V” ) > f ( B „ B 2)(«n4 + i m ) -  (2-3.11)
This implies (2.3.8). If ^03 and ^34 are both negative then the inequalities are just  
reversed in (2.3.10) and (2.3.11). so (2.3.8) still follows.
(ii) Next suppose that H ( B \ ,  B 2. yo) — 0 for some y() 7^  (). We use the following lemma 
to produce a random variable X  G for which (2.3.1) fails.
L e m m a  2.3.5.  Given yo,yi 7^  0, there exist random variables Vu,T] G C2, a 
sequence qn , and a divergent sequence X of  positive integers, such that all the following
results hold asymptotically as n —> oc through X :
(a) ~  O n ,  ^  ‘ -  O n - an d  n 1 “ =  o(-j„);
(b) n E G { B , - ) \ ) j \ rn) = G ( B . y 0) 4  (',y(> m (B)
(c) n E G ( ß , - y , / v ^ )  = + o ( 7 „)
In o(qn), and
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for any Bore] set B.
Lemma 2.3.5 is a special case of Lemma 2.4.2 which is proved in the next section. 
Since & 3){Bi)  ^  0 we may define y] by the equation
G ( B , , y o) + l(Vo -  2y?)4>|3>(B,) =  0 . (2.3.12)
Suppose first that  y\ 0. We take A' to have induced measure | ( p o  + p j ) ,  where p 0 
arid pi are the probability measures induced by the random variables Yq and of 
Lemma 2.3.5. Note that  A' G C2. We have
( B i ) = n E G ( B 1, - X / y / f i )
=  h i E G { B u - Y 0/ \ / n )
G{B\ ,  yo) -r 1 (y0’
-  ^nEG (B i , —V i / v n )
"7n -  o(jn)
= ° ( l n )
as n —► oc through .V, in view of (2.3.12). Furthermore
<s><3|(B i )q ? ( b 2) o>(:i|(ß2)e„v UM
<J>l3)( ß , ) G ( ß 2.!/n) -  4>,3, (ß2)G(ß„! / t , )( 3 ) , ° f r n )
- lB(B].  B i • y o b *  - r  o ( q 7 i ) 
=  0(7rj ,
so Q*(B-2) = o(7n) as n oc through A . Since <S* 1 ) x qn and
n “ 1' 2 — o(7n) as n —» oo through A . we see that (2.3.1) is false.
n
If yi =  0 then we take A” =  Yq. It follows as above that \Qn [B3) — 0(7^) as 
oc through A for j  = 1 and 2 . I— j
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2.4. C o u n t e r - e x a m p l e s .
To show that  a class S is not QD we have to const ruct  a par ticular  probabili ty 
d is t ribut ion for the random variable A so that  (2.3.1) fails. Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 
below' present two families of d is t ribut ions that  are useful in such const ructions.  They 
are related to the counter-example  on page 360 of Hall (1983).
Lemma 2.4.1 has already appeared as Lemma 2.3.4, but  we res ta te  it here for 
convenience. Recall the definitions
2 + I ^ n3 i + ^n4 = E |  A “ 7(|A”| > \ / n )  j
+ n - V2e (.V3 7([JVI < v/H)}| + n “ 1E j  A 4 7(|A| < y'n)},
h i  =  \ /Se { |A | / ( |A |  > VS)}, and «„5 =  » - 3/2E{ |A j5 /(!A| < y»)}-
L e m m a  2 .4 .1 .  Let a 2, a?, and a4 be Real num bers  w ith a-> > 0, a 4 > 0, and 
a 2 +  «31 t a  4 =  1. There exists a random variable A 6 £ 2. and a divergent sequence X  
o f  positive integers , such tha t as n —> oc through X we have
8nj —  a 76n — o(£n) for j  = 2 .3  and - I ,  (2.4.1a)
and
h i  -h : .  + n r '  - =  o(^„).  (2.4.16)
Incidentally,  this lemma shows that  any of the three terms of bn may dominate  the  
others  asymptot ical ly (take two of the a d s to be zero). Thus  there is no obvious way 
to obtain a simpler sequence than  8n which is of the  same precise order as 8n for all
A e £ 2.
Our second lemma includes Lemma 2.3.5 as a special case.
L e m m a  2 .4 .2 .  Given a 0 and 6 - ^ 0  there exist random variables Va 6 C 2 and  
Zb 6 £2 with the following properties.
(a) There is a sequence q n and  a divergent sequence X o f  positive integers such that
X On, f>n -  On- aild 7 ) 1 2 =  o(7n )
as n —1■ oc through X .
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(b) If a function F(y)  satisfies
and
IF(y)  ~ ty* i £ c4y4 when \y\ £  1 
' F{y) < c2y 2 when y\ > 1
for some constants t, c4 > 0 and c2 > 0 , then
n E F ( - Y / \  n) = F { a ) d t a 3 7 n + 0(7«)
and
i E  F( - Z/ y / ^) =  -2tb3ln  +  o ( 7 n )
(2.4.2a)
(2.4.26)
(2.4.3a)
(2.4.36)
as n —» 00 through .V.
To get Lemma 2.3.5 put F(y) = G ( ß , y )  and / =  3>(S) (# ) .  Jn this case the
estimates (2.4.2) follow from (2.2.12) and (2.2.14).
Proof o f  Lemma 2.4.1. Suppose first that a 3 > 0. Define functions
a 22 — (m — i)2y~3 when 2(rn~ F z < y < 2m2“ m (m > 3)
A(y)  = j °
M - y )
for other y > 0 
when y < 0 ,
j 2a 3y 4 when 2771 1 < y < 2m (m > 3)
M y )  =  \
( 0 for all other y.
( a42mV  5 when 2m‘ m < y < 2m‘ (m > 3) 
A(y)  = \ 0 for other y > 0
(2.4.4a)
;2.4.46)
(2.4.4c)
and
/ 4( - y )  when y < 0 .
FlJ[m) = f  yVj(y)  dy for m £  3 and j  — 2.3 or 4.
J-2< » " -  i l *
■2
« ’ " -
Easy calculations show that
/  2 My) t My) + My) dy = [2/M(M + AtsM + 2F24(m)
m  >  3
< 'S ( ma 2 log 2 4- a 3 + a 4)2 m‘ 42m < 1
m 3
since a2 -j- a 3 +  a 4 = 1. This also implies that
f My) -f My) -  My) dy < 1
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Therefore we may construct a fourth function r(y), bounded and with bounded support,  
such that  / (y )  = / 2(y) + / 3(y) + /^ (y) 4- r(y) is a probability density function with 
/  yf (y)  dy — 0 and /  y1 2 f (y)  dy =  1. Let X  be an absolutely continous random variable 
with this density.
Take .V to be the sequence n k = 22k~ (k > 0). In the following asymptot ic ,  
equations we write n = n k and assume that  k is so large that  r(y) =  0 whenever 
IyI > 2k =  y/n.  Note that all the moments of r(y) are finite. As k —> oo we have 
«„1 = 2 k:E { | V | / ( | V | > 2 t=)}
— 2^   ^ ' 127^ ,2( )  + Fizi™) + 2/*]4(m)
m >  k
2*‘‘ 2a22>- 2(m- 1)' 3a,2
m >  k
- 2m' + i<i42 “ 2m' + s,m
*„2 =  ^ | 2 M " » ) 4  0 ( 2 - ' " , - " V) = 2a-ik2~k~ log2 + 0 ( 2 -fc").
=  0{2~k
»- k~
n3
m  >  k 
2~ k
,-2 k~
Y .  f » w + o ( i )
7TJ <  /c
^ 4  =  2— ' ] T  2 f 44( m ) * 0 ( 2 m-)
and
*n5 =  2 — 3k~
= 2a3A’2_fc' log 2 + 0 ( 2 " * ' ) ,
=  2a.xk2~k log 2 + 0 ( 2 ~ k~).
{ Z L  [ 2 ^ 2 ( w ) ^  Fzs(™) ~ 2Fr,.x(u
i <  k
m  <  k
I E
m  <  /c
| a 222m‘ 3a322T7,' ~ 2 -  2a422m 0(1 )}  = 0 ( 2 - fc=).
Therefore 6n — 2k2 k~ log 2 -f 0 ( 2  A~) and n 1 2 = 2 =  o(6n) as n —> oc through .V.1 2 nr 2 ~ A;1 
The asymptotic equations (2.4.1) now follow immediately.
The case a 3 < 0 is handled similarly; instead of / 3(y) we use / 3 (y) — - f z { - y ) .  □
Proof  of  Lemma 2.4.2. Choose mo > 5 so large that  2 rn" < a < 2™" and 
o - m , ,  ^  ,, 2m". Then let V =• Ya be a discrete random variable with atoms at
ym EE - a2rn of mass pn, =  2 “"'!m ~m for each rn > m 0,
and just two further atoms at y x and y2 of mass p \ and p2 chosen so that  ) F I 2. 
Similarly let Z  =  €  C2 have atoms at
=  62771 Tn of mass qm =  2 “ 'J,m for each m  > mo,
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and at 27 and z 2 of mass q} and q2. Take A to be the sequence { n k =  2 lk : k > 
and put 7 n =  =  2~k' + k.
(a) Observe that
!Vk\ < \fn~k < | y * + i |  lf « < 1, y/. - 1.1 < V n * < :y*| if ia !
and Tfc 1 \/^~k <'' 2fc+l •
f jai| < 1 then writing n =  n k we have
& ~  £ V-mPm = ?  '
32o-m 24m _ 2 2 — k~ — fc
=  Ofan),
m> /c4 1 m > fc 4 1
'ns ~  2 _ £ VraPm. - 2 - =  y a32m ~ -2 c P '2 -k~ + k
771, ,<m<k mn < m< k
A'n4
^  ry — 2k~
£ VmPm
2 . ^  y 4 0 m ‘ 4 m 4a 2 ~  a 7 n
=  - 2 a 37,
and
as n -» oc through .V. If o! > 1 then the corresponding results are 
^ n ‘2 a b t i )  ^n? .  ~  — a  a n d  6 , l4  — o ( 7 n ) -
In any case. 6  ^ qn as n —» oc through A. We also have
<\?2 =  ° ( 0 n). <\fs ~  2637n and <$,f4 =  0(7 ,,).
so as n —* oc through A . Finally, note that - 1/2 o- A-- _ 0(7 ^) as A:
(b) Suppose that the function F(y)  satisfies the inequalities (2.4.2). Writing n 
for k > m 0 -+ 1 we have
n E F ( - y / v 7  =  2 J ‘ :  V  F ( - y m - 2 k ' ) p m
m  — 1,2 , m  > m ,
= 2“' y  r( £-ym - )Pr »2 Ir"
TTI = 1 . 2
Now, in view of (2.4.2)
22fc" y  [ q - !/m2 - l7  + ((ym2 - t1 )3
m — 1.2
Pm
C4 2 2/‘ ^  ( y m 2  A ) ‘p m  =  0 (  7 n ) ,
m  =■ 1,2
!2fc'|  ]jT [F(a2m2" fc=) -  t ( a 2 TnZ ~ k ~ )
m  11 < m  < k — ]
,2 k< c42ZK ^  (a2rn' ~ kZ)
m I, < m< fc — 1
k~ \ 4 4 t) — 2 A'
Prn =  C 4 a  2
iy  l ft ^  .-) m ” 4  m  _
m n  <  m  <  fc — 1
} ,
— > O C .
=  ttfc
° ( 7 n )
and
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22k \ F{a2rn2~ k")pJ
m >  fc-t-1
< c22“ = Y, (“2 m!' * i V «  =  C!«! £  2 m " •+ m _ o(7n)-
m > /c-f ] m  > fc4 1
Therefore
nEF(-Y/y/n)  =  22k~ F{a)Pk +  22 * '  ] T  * a 32
m ,I < m < fc — 1
3 r)3m~ — 3k~
P m  T  C>(7n )
=  F ( a ) 2 “ fc2 + fcT / a 32 - ,f2 2m +  o(7 n )
m , t < m < k — 1
F ( a )  +  i a 3 7n -+- o(7 n )
as n oo through .V. In the  same way it is easy to show th a t
n E F ( - 2 /v 4 )  = 22k'-]T + o(7n)
m n < m < k
= - / f t -v * 2 x i  2'n + °('i")
m n <  m  < A:
= -2/,637n -  0(7,,)
as  ^ oc through .V. □
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3. In fin ite  In terv a ls .
3.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  S u m m a r y .
In this chapter we consider classes S of infinite intervals, and characterize those that 
are convergence determining. Suppose that
S = { ( —oc, x] : x G X } (3.1.1)
for some set X C R.  Then A n [S) = supieX Pn (x) -  T^x)i , where Pn (x) =  P n {( —oo, x } 
is just the distribution function of S n/^/Xi. Thus we are interested in the rate of 
convergence of the distribution function Pn (x) to <I>(x) at particular points x e  X .
It was shown in Section 2.2 tha t  a class S of intervals is convergence determining
X  6 C2. Now Q n is an absolutely continuous signed measure, and Q n (R) =  0, so
for all x € R.  It follows that  the convergence determining nature of a class 5 of infinite 
intervals depends only on the endpoints x. and not on the individual types (( —oo,x , 
( - o c .x ) ,  etc.) of the intervals. We may therefore restrict ourselves to classes S of the 
form (3.1.1).
Let us adopt a definition of Hall (1982), and say that  X is a convergence determining 
set (CD set ) if the corresponding class { ( -o o .x ,  : x £ X } is convergence determining. 
We can write
if and only if it is Q-determining: that  is supB ,_5 Q n (B)  x  to 0 ( n  1;/2) for each
Qn{(-OC, x]} =  Q n {(~OC, x)} =  - Q n {  X. OC) } =  - Q n {(x,Oc)}
Q n (x) = Q rl{ ( - o c , x  } = nEG(x,  - X/y/ 'n),
w here
G(x. y) = $ (x  -  y) -  4>(x) -  yo(x) -  | y  V ( x ) . (3.1.26)
The set X is CD if and only if
(3.1.3)
for all random variables X  €  £ 2.
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Theorem 2.3.1 implies that, no singleton X = {x} is CD. The case of doublets 
X = { x i , x 2} is covered by Theorem 2.3.3. but in the next section we present a simpler 
version of this theorem for the case of infinite intervals (Theorem 3.2.1). Section 3.3 
goes on to consider the collection of all CD doublets ( x i , x 2) as a set in the Real plane. 
We prove that  large areas of the plane correspond to doublets that  are CD (Theorems 
3.3.3, 3.3.5 and 3.3.6). In particular, any set of four distinct points must include a CD 
doublet, and so be CD itself.
Therefore the only remaining case is that  of triplets X — { x i , x 2 , 1 3 }. In Section 3.4 
we characterize all such triplets as either CD or not CD, except for those lying on two 
specific surfaces in R°' (Theorem 3.4.1). These surfaces of triplets are the only sets X 
whose CD nature is unknown. Finally, in Section 3.5. we examine some aspects of the 
geometry of the collection of all CD triplets in R '.
3.2. C o n v e rg e n c e  d e t e r m i n i n g  d o u b le t s .
Theorem 2.3.3 provides a complete characterization of those doublets 5 =
{ (-oc.X]  , ( — o c ,x 2; } that  are CD. However a slight simplification is possible in 
this special case of infinite intervals. Put
H ( x i , T 2,y)  =  / /  ( ( - o c .x j j ,  ( - o c , x 2 j, y)
-  4>"{x i )G( x2, y) -  <f>"{x2)G ( x u y), (3.2.1)
where G(x. y ) is defined at (3.1.2b).
T h eorem  3 .2 .1 . (a) I f  X = { x i , x 2} C { — \  3.0. \ / 3} then X is not CD.
(b) Otherwise, X is CD i f and only if
H (x j . x2, y) = 0 for all y /  0. (3.2.2)
It is shown in the next section (Theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6) that condition (3.2.2) does 
hold for doublets { x j , x 2} C { —\  3 . 0 , \  3}. Therefore Theorem 3.2.1(a) must  indeed be 
treated separately.
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Proof o f  Theorem 3.2.1. (a) Note that  if { x i . x 2} C { - \ / 3 , 0 ,  \/3} then </ 3^) (xj)  = 0 = 
<£>*3' ( x 2). Thus Theorem 3.2.1(a) follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.2.
(b) This is covered by Theorem 2.3.3(b) so long as t/;i 2 7^  0 and t/ ’23 7^  0, where
Vv* =  1p r e ( x  1 ^ 2 )  =  0 ( r , ( ^ l ) ^ ( 'S)( X2) -  <>( r | ( x 2 )<A)(5 ) ( :rl ) -
But the following lemma implies that  (3.2.2) fails if t/’i 2 = 0 or t/; 23 — 0, so the theorem 
is proved. □
L e m m a  3.2.2.  I f  { x j , x 2} { — \ / 3 , 0, v3} ,  and / / ( x 1. x 2 y) 7^  0 for all y /  0, then
^ 1 2 ( ^ 1 ,  ^ 2 ) 0 2 3 ( ^ 1 ,  ^ 2 )  >  0 .
Proof o f  Lemma 3.2.2. In view of the form (3.1.2b) of G(x , y ) ,  it is easy to see t hat
tf(*i5*2,y)
Ya y4V’23 -r j^Q y Sp-24 -f 0 ( y Q) as y—1— . -i- a c  ti — » Q
V \ y 2V 12 +  y p 02 T O ( l )  as jyj -> oc.
Thus this lemma shows that if { x j , x 2} ^  { - v'3.0.  \  3} arid (3.2.2) holds, then 
f / ( x ] ,X 2 ,y) takes the same sign for all y ^  0.
We show first that  t/q2 = V’23 — 0 is impossible. In this case we would have
0  =  V  2 3 -  2 i/>i 2
= (f)11 [x \ ) d>(3)(x2) -  2o' (x2) -  <£"(x2) o f?,(x,) -  20,(x1)
=  ( X 1 -  x 2 ) d> "  ( X 1 ) < p "  ( X 2 ) .
(3.2.3)
where the last equality comes from Lemma A.2 in the Appendix. Now. by hypothesis, 
/ /( . )  =  H ( x j , x 2, .) is certainly not identically zero, so the case <?"(xi) — o " ( x 2) — 0 
(or Xi -  x 2) is excluded. But if, say. ö" (x])  =  0 ^  y " ( x 2). then it follows from y 12 =  0 
that  (p'(x 1 ) = 0 as well. This is the required contradiction.
Thus if t ’i2 — 0 then y 23 A 0 ; so / /  takes the same sign as V’23 for small positive 
and negative y (see 3.2.3). If also y u2 7^  0 then II ~  yt/ !02 as y —> ±oc,  so H takes 
opposite signs for large positive and large negative y. But H is a continuous function 
of y, so all this contradicts (3.2.2). We have shown that  t/’i2 — 0 implies y 02 — 0 as 
well, so 0 " (x ]) = 0 = <2>/;(x2) and H = 0. Tlierefore y ]2 --t- 0.
Now suppose that  0 23 =  0, so that 0 12 i 1 0 and // takes the same sign as 0  12 for 
large positive and negative y. It follows as before that 0 24 = 0. Therefore, in view of 
Lemma A.2 we have
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and
0 — t/>24 +  X 1 023
=  <!>"{x \)  < (^4)  ( 3*2 ) +  x 10(3)(x 2) -  &"(x 2) <£( 4 ) ( Z ] )  +  Xi <^( 3 ) ( X ] )
= ( X 1 -  *2)0"(zi)<?(3)(z2)
0 = 024 + *2023 = (*1 -  3'2)0//(-T2)0(3)(-Tl)-
The cases 0"(x]) =  0 =  0 " ( x 2) and 0(,Q’)(x]) =  0 =  0 ^ ( x 2) are excluded by hypothesis, 
so we must have 0"(x)  =  0 = 0 ^ ( x )  for some x. But this is impossible, so 0 23 ^  0.
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 it remains to show that  0 ] 2 and 0 23 are of 
the same sign. This follows from the asymptotic equations (3.2.3), since H does not 
cross the axis in y > 0. □
3.3. G e o m e t r y  of t h e  d o u b le t s .
Our aim in this section is to describe the form of the set { ( x ] . x 2): { x ] , x 2} is CD) in 
the Euclidean plane R~ In view of Theorem 3.2.1. our task is equivalent to that of 
deriving certain properties of the function
7/(xi,  x 2. y) = o " {x j ) C (x 2. y) -  o " { x 2) G( x 1, y).
Observe that G(x.  y) — -  G ( -  x , -  y ) . so H ( x x. x 2, y) =  — H ( - X i , -  x 2, - y )  for all 
X], x 2 and y. The condition (3.2.2) depends only on the zeros of / / ( x ] . x 2,.), so it 
follows that { x ] .x 2} and { —x j , - x 2} are either both CD or both non-CD. We may 
therefore confine attention to ordered pairs (x l5x 2) in the quadrant  |x2j < x ^
Condition (3.2.2) may be analysed numerically. For particular X] and x 2, define 
a function 5 ( x j . x 2) € { - 1 ,0 ,1 }  as follows. First search for points yx 7^  0 with 
/ /  ( x j , x2, yx) — 0 by interval halving in x . c -1 and [ — c _ 1, — c] for small c > 0. 
These y, are the non-zero turning points of H (x\ ,  x 2, . ) .  If H{x  i , x 2.y,) > 0 for each ?, 
and also 0  12 > 0 and 023 > 0,  then let 5 — 1. Similarly, if / / ( x j , x2, y,) < 0 for each ?.
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F i g u r e  3.3.1.  Convergence determining doublets. Shaded regions (and their 
boundaries) represent doublets which are not CM). Dashed lines are asymptotes, dotted 
lines are the loci of solutions to U -  0 or \ ’ =  0, and dot- dashed lines are axes of 
sy mmetry.
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tp 12 < 0 and -023 < 0, let 5  -  1. Otherwise put 5  = 0. Now, for fixed x2, we search
for jumps X] in S ( . , x 2). The resulting points ( x 1, x 2) are plotted as unbroken lines in 
Figure 3.3.1. We have 5  =  0 in the shaded areas, and S = ±1 outside according to 
the signs near the diagonal Xj =  - x 2. It follows from the asymptotic equations (3.2.3) 
tha t  S =  1 ( S = —l ) i f  and only if H > 0 ( / /  < 0) for all y ^  0 (except perhaps 
when { x ] , x 2} C { - \ / 3 , 0 , \  3}). Therefore the set of all CD pairs ( x j , x 2) is just the 
unshaded part of Figure 3.3.1. Of course the pattern is symmetric about the axes 
X] = x 2 and Xj — —x 2.
If we allow- the case X\ = x2, then that line is not CD (see Theorem 2.3.1). The 
next theorem shows that  the boundaries of the shaded areas are also not CD.
T h eorem  3.3.1.  The set of  CD doublets is open.
Some aspects of the geometry may be deduced from properties of the interior 
curves given by dotted lines in the figure. These curves are the loci of solutions to the 
equations U — 0 and V = 0 where
T =  U { x \ , x 2) = 0 1 2 (^ 3 , ^ 2 ) (3.3.1a)
and
=  V  ( x j , x 2) =  023(^1 , ^ 2 ) (3.3.16)
Note that ey.-(xi ,x2) =  pr5( x j , x 2)o(x! )<p(x2), where prs is a polynomial of degree 
r -^ s .  For example, t/i’i 2(x1?x 2) =  (xj — x2) (x jx 2 -r 1 )<£>(x])o(x2). Thus the curve U =  0 
is just given by the equation Xj = - l  / x 2.
T h eorem  3.3.2.  If  U( x ] . x 2)V ( x ] . x 2) £  0 then the doublet { x i , x 2} is not CD.
This follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2. Points ( x j . x 2) between 
the dot ted lines in regions A] and A2 of Figure 3.3.1, satisfy U > 0  > \ rFhat. portion 
of region B below and lo the right of the dotted line, satisfies U < 0 < V’.
Conversely, we can show analytically that most of the unshaded regions of 
Figure 3.3.1 corresponds to doublets that really are CD.
T h eorem  3.3.3.  If -  1 <• x2 < x,  ^ 1 or 1 < x 2 < X] then / / ( x i , x 2,y) > 0 for all
y # 0 .
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By symmetry we also have / / ( x j , j 2;  y) > 0 for all y ^  0 if -  1 < x 2 < X ]  <  1 or 
x 2 < < -  1 • This theorem implies Theorem 1.4 on page 12 of Hall (1982): any
doublet containing just one of the points -f 1 or 1 is CD.
Any set of four distinct points must include a subset { x i , x 2} in the same one of the 
three intervals ( -o c ,  - 1], ( - 1 . 1 )  and 1, oc). Theorem 3.3.3 asserts that  this doublet is 
CD. Thus we have the following important result.
T h e o r e m  3.3.4.  Any set o f four distinct points is CD.
Theorem 3.3.3 states that the unshaded triangular regions, bounded above by the 
axis X] — x 2 in Figure 3.3.1, are CD. But there are still substantial unshaded areas 
unaccounted for. Our next two theorems deal with some of these, by exhibiting CD 
right-angle triangles just above each of the shaded regions Aj ,  A2 and B.
T h e o r e m  3.3.5.  We have H ( x j , x2, y) > 0 whenever 0 < xj -  x2 < \  3 and y f  0.
T h e o r e m  3.3.6.  \V;e have H( x j ,  x 2, y) < 0 whenever Xj > 1 . x2 < — 1 , Xj — x 2 < 2\/3 
and y + 0.
Since V(y 3,0) = 0, the upper boundary of region Aj must cross the x j -ax is  at  a point 
Xj < \  3. Theorem 3.3.5 implies that (x],0)  is CD for all X] e (0 ,\ /3) .  Thus the 
intercept point is at Xj = \  3. Similarly. Theorem 3.3.6 shows that the boundary of B 
crosses the axis X! =  - x 2 at the point ( \  3. - \  3). Note that the doublets { , 0 }  and 
{\ / 3, — \/3} are not CD themselves, although condition (3.2.2) is satisfied. These are 
the exceptional cases covered by Theorem 3.2.1(a).
There are three important asymptotes in the quadrant  x 2’ < xp  the lines x 2 =  — 1, 
x 2 — 0 and x 2 — 1. In order to prove that the line x 2 =  -1  is an asymptote for the 
boundary of region B, we argue as follows. The boundary of B certainly lies above the 
lower curve V  =  0. This curve lies below the line x2 =  1. and increases to that  line
as Xj —- oc. Now Theorem 3.3.7 below shows that the boundary of B must also lie 
beneath the line x 2 = - 1 .  Therefore the boundary of B converges to the asymptote 
x 2 =  -1  as X] —> oc. In a like manner. Theorem 3.3.7 may be used to prove tha t  the 
lower boundary of region Aj lies below and converges towards the asymptote x 2 =  0 
as Xj —> oc. Also, it follows from Theorem 3.3.3 and properties of the function Vr that
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the upper  boundary of A] lies below and converges towards  the asy mpto te  x -2 = 1 as
T h e o r e m  3 .3 .7 .  For each 7 G [ - 1, 0 ) there exists  £0(7) > 1 such tha t H ( x , a , y ) < 0 
for all x  > £0(7)) ct G \ -  1.7] and y /  0 .
It is interesting t h a t  the regions Aj and A 2 meet  at the  single point  ( 1 , - 1 ) .  This 
is confirmed by our last theorem.
T h e o r e m  3 .3 .8 .  There exists a constant p0 > 1 such that:
(a) I f  p > pq or p < p0 1 then  {1 + c, -  1 4- p t } is CD for all small ( 7^  0 .
(b) I f  p ~ l < p < p0 then  {1 +  c, - 1  +  pc) is not CD for all small  ( 7  0 .
(c) The doublet {1 ■+ (, -  1 +  } is CD for small t > 0, and n o n -C D  for small  6 < 0.
(d) The doublet  {1 -T e. — 1 p^  is n o n -C D  for small c > 0 , and CD for small c < 0 .
This  theorem deals with points on a st raight  line of gradient p through (1. - 1 ) ,  near 
that  point.  Par t s  (a) and (b) show th a t  the  boundar ies of A] have gradients po and p r~ 1 
at (1. 1). and th a t  these boundar ies pass smoothly into the opposi te boundar ies of the
region A>. Par t s  (c) and (d) show that both these boundar ies  are concave (downwards) 
near (1. -  1).
IT o o f  o f  Theorem 3.3 . 1. We show t h a t  the set of all n o n - C D  doublets is closed. 
Suppose not,  so there exist sequences £ ln —■> £ 10 and x 2n £20 as Tl sc, 
such that  { £ j0; £2c*} is CD,  but { £ in ,£2n} is not CD for all n . Theorem 3 .3.1 
shows th at ,  for each n. unless { £ i n ,£2n} C { -  \ / 3. 0 . v 3 ) , there exists yn ^  0 such
that  I f  ( x \ n . x 2u : yn ) =  0 . We canno t  have { £ in i £2n} -  { - \  3. 0 , \  3 } infinitely 
often, for then {£10, £20} C { - \ '  3 , 0 . \  3 } which contradic ts  {£10, £20} being CD. 
Thus  we may choose a divergent  sequence A of positive integers along which 
If  ( £ ]n , x 2n. yn ) =  0 and yn —‘ / ( oc < / < oc). It. follows from Theorem 3 .3.2 that  
V12 (£10, £2o)V,2s ( £ io, £20) > 0 . Therefore,  in view of the asymptot ic  equat ions  (3 .2 .3) 
we would have
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as n —> oc through A. So / must be finite and non-zero, and we have
0 =  H (tj n , I-2n, yn) —*■ H (x jy , ? 2U, O '  (3.3.3)
Thus (3.2.2) fails for ( i 10, x 2o). This is the required contradiction. C
Theorems 3.3.3, 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 each depend on the following two lemmas.
L e m m a  3.3.9.  We have
(a) G(x,y)> 0 for all x E :0, J and y < 0;
(b) G ( i , y )  > o for all y /  0.
Proof  of  Lemma 3.3.9. Write G'(x.  y ) = ^ G ( x .  y ) etc., so that
G'(x.  y) = 0 ( j- -f y) -  ö(x)  -  yp' (x) . (3.3.4a)
G"(x.  y) = o' (x  -  y) - o' (x), (3.3.46)
G’(3)(x, y) = o"(x  -f y). (3.3.4c)
Note that G’(x.O) = G’'(.r,0) =  G"(x.Q) -- 0 for all x.
(a) If 0 < x y < x < 1 then G^3)(x,y) < 0. so G"( x . y )  > 0. And if x + y < 0 < x 
then both terms are positive on the r ight-hand side of (3.3.-4b). Thus G " ( x . y ) > 0 for 
all x € 0. 1 and y < 0. so G'(x.  y) < 0 and G(x. y) > 0.
(b)  The function e>'(x) achieves its global minimum at x = 1 . Thus G’,/( l .y )  > 0 for all 
y 0, G ' ( l . y )  > 0 for y > 0, G' (] , y)  < 0 for y < 0, and hence G ( l , y )  > 0 for all
y t  o.
L e m m a  3.3.10.  Put  W( x , y )  ~ G(x.y)/<f>"(x) except when x — ±1.  We have 
-§^W(x.y)  < 0 for all x t  ± ]  and y ^  0.
Proof  of  Lemma 3.3.10. Since U (x. y)  — - W(  x, - y ) .  we need only consider the case 
y > 0. We also have JMV (x.0) = 0 for all x.  so it suffices to show that  If (x, y) < 0
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for all i  ^  ±1 and y > 0. Fix y > 0 and put 
, x , 9 x-> d 2W  ,
A i x )  =  ( x ~  -  ! )
- 2
(p(x) <j>"(x)
d 2G ÖG
a .  (x, y) -  0 (3)(x) —  (x, y) 
d x d y  d y
(x 2 -  1 )y — 2x e x p ( - x y  -  | y 2) -  (a-2 +  1 )y +  2x. (3.3.5)
Let us define ,4(x) by (3.3.5) at  x = ±  1 so t h a t  A has all its derivatives everywhere.  
We suppose t h a t  A( xq) > 0 for some jq t  R . and work for a contradict ion.
Note tha t
[ — x 2y e x p ( - x y  -  I y 2) —* — oc as x  —■> — oc,
, i ( U  ~
( - x " y  —> - o c  as x —> oc.
Thus  there must  exist a point X\ wi th A(x])  > 0 and .4 '(xi )  =  0. We have
and we put
A' {x)  =  ( x 2 -  1) y 2 2 exp ( - x y  I y2) + 2( 1 -  xy).
B{x)  = exp (xy -  ,(y2).4'(x)
=  (x 2 -  i ) y 2(1 -  xy) exp(xy + ■ y2)
l sing .4 (^x j ) =  0. we may subst i tu te  for e x p ( - x j y  -  r,y2) back into (3.3.5) to get
2 -  ( x 2 1 )y2] ^4(x]) -  (x 2 -  l ) ( x “ -r l ) y ?’.
This entails xj’ > 1 because -4(xj) > 0.
Suppose first th a t  X] > 1. Observe that
*4' (1) =  - 2  exp( y -  1 ),2
O £  ’
20  -  y ) =  - T r h ^ - ( i . y )  < ü0 ( 1)
in view of the proof of Lem ma 3.3.9(b).  so B(  1) < 0. Also B( x )  —>■ - o c  as x —► oc. But 
B ( x ]) =  0, so B  must have a local maximum at some point x-> > 1. We have
B' {x )  -  2xy* exp(xy  4 \ y 2
x i y  t  { y 1 =  0 (3.3.6)
which contradicts  x> > 1
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The remaining possibility is that x x < - 1 .  We have
n x 2  d G ,
y4(" I) = - « i ) ä ü (1*_y)>°
because y > 0, and B(x)  —♦ oo as x  —> -oo .  Since B(xj)  =  0, there must exist 
x -2 < -  1 with -ß(x 2 ) < 0 and B 1 (x-2) — 0. But B ' ( x 2 ) = 0 implies (3.3.6), which gives 
ß ( x 2) =  Xoy2 > 0. This final contradiction completes the proof. □
Proof  of  Theorem 3.3.3. If Xj =  1 or x2 =  1 then we invoke Lemma 3.3.9(b). For 
example, if x j G (—1,1) then H (l ,  x 2, y) — -<?//(x2)G ( l ,y )  > 0 for all y ^  0. Therefore 
we may assume that  <j>"{x\)<^ /,(x2) > 0. Writing W (x, y) =  G ( x , y ) / <f>"(x) we have
t f ( * i , * 2 ,y) =  <f>//( x i ) ^ //(x2) VV(x2, y ) -  B' (x ] , y) ( o  o  ß y o  . 0 .
The theorem now follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.10. □
Proof  of  Theorem 3.3.5. As usual, we may assume that X] > ix->| . Furthermore, the 
cases X] > x-2 > 1 and —Xj < x 2 < Xj  < 1 are covered by Theorem 3.3.3. We therefore 
restrict attention to the case
1 — \  3 < X2 < 1 < Xj < \  3 — 1. 0 < X] -  X2  < \  3.
'Phis is the triangle with hypotenuse tangential to the upper boundary of the region A 1 
in Figure 3.3.1. and a right-angle at (1. 1).
Note that  (p"{x-2 ) < 0 < ^"(x] ) ,  so we may use equation (3.3.7). Lemma 3.3.10 
implies that \\ [x-2. y)  £ B (xj -  \. 3.y).  Thus it remains to show that ,  for fixed 
x -  x ] G (1. \  3 t  l),
A(y)  — B'(x, y) -  Br(x — \ 3 ,  y) > 0 for all y ^  0. (3.3.8)
We have
A' (y)  =
A"(y)  =
and
p(xG  y) -  d>(x) -  yo'(x)  j  o"{x)
p{x  -  \  3 4- y) -  o{x -  v 3) -  y<p'(x -  v'3) /  <j>"[x -  v'3), 
(p'{x G y )  -  0'(x) P T
0'{x  \ 3 G y ) - 0 , (x \  3) o " (x \/3),
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yl(3)(y) = (P"{x +  y ) / p " ( x )  -  4>"(x -  v'3 + y)f<f>"{x -  y/Z) 
-  -  V'3 A y )  ! (p"{x) 1 \b [x A y ) -  i*(x)
/  J
except when d>"(x -  \ /3 -f y) =  0. where
B(z)  = <p"(z) j(f>"(z -  v'3)
(3.3.9)
except when <?"(2 -  y/Z) = 0. Observe that B ( z ) —> 0 as 2 —> oo, and .6 (2) —» oo as 
2 —► -  oo. We also have
* " ( *'(*) -  V'23(2, 2 -  V3)
— y/Zz2(z -  V3)2<£(2)0(2 — v'3) < 0,
except when 2 £ { 0, v'3 -  I . y 3 , v  3 V 1 ). Thus B(z)  decreases from infinity to minus 
infinity as 2 increases through the intervals ( - 00, v 3 — 1) and ( \ ' 3  -  1, y/Z + 1), and 
B(z)  decreases from infinity to zero as 2 increases from \  3 -f 1 to infinity. Remember 
that 1 < x  < v'3 + 1, so B(x)  < 0. It follows that  the function B( x  4- y) -  B(x))  has 
just two zeros, y — y\ < 0 and y = 0. where x 4- yj < \ /Z — 1. In view of (3.3.9), the 
continuous function A ^ (y) has exactly the same two zeros, with ,4(3)(y) > 0 for y < yi 
and y > 0. and .4*3* (y) < 0 for y € ( y i ,0).
Next consider the function A"(y) .  The above results imply that  A"(y)  has just  two 
turning points, a local maximum at  y =  y1? and a local minimum .4(0) = 0. We also 
have
and
-<£"(x)<£"(x -  v'3) 
^ r2(x ,x  -  v'3) -
A"(y)  —> xpi2(x, x -  v'3) as y — ±oc. 
v/3(x2 -  V 3x- f  l )o (x )o(x  - V3) > 0
for all x. Therefore A"{y)  > 0 for all large y . It follows that A"(y)  > 0 for all y ^  0. 
Since .4'(0) — .4(0) = 0. this implies (3.3.8). □
Proof  of  Theorem 3.3.6. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.5. Since 
6"{x\ )  > 0, <2>/,(x,2) > 0, and IT (x2, y) < lV(xj -  2 \ 3 , y ) .  we must show that ,  for fixed 
x — x 1 G (1.2 v 3 — 1),
A (y) = VT(x.y) W (x -  2 \  3, y) > 0 for all y ^  0. (3.3.10)
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We have 
where
A (3)(y) = q"[t -  2\  3 -f y) ! q" ( t ) B ( x + y) -  B ( x ) 
B(z)  = 4>"(z)U"(z  -  2 \ /3)
(3.3.11)
(so long as 4>"(x -  2 y 3  + y) ß  0 and o"(z  -  2y 3) ß- 0). Now 
(p"(z -  2y3)  H'{z) -  -W2?.[z ->z ~ 2V3)
= - 2 V
except when 2 =  2y '3±  1. The quartic.
z \ z  -  2 \ /3)2 -  9l 0 (2)d>(z -  2v/3)
has roots at 2 =  \ / 3 ±  y ^  and(2 -  2 y 3 ) 2 -  9
a double root at 2 =  \/3. Thus B(z)  —> oc at both ends of the interval ( - 00, 2\/3 — 1), 
and has one local minimum B ( \  o -  \ / 6) < 0 in this interval (and a point of inflection 
at. 2 =  >/3); H{z ) - o c  at both ends of (2\ 3 -  l , 2 y 3  -r 1), with a maximum at 
B ( \  3 +  Vb) < 0; and B(z)  decreases from infinity to zero in (2\  3 -t- l .oo).  Since 
B(x)  > 0, it follows t hat the funct ion B( x  + y ) -  B(x)  j has just three zeros, at y — y 1. y•? 
and yo say, where x ■+ y\ < \JZ — \, 6 < a- -4- y2 < 2y'3 -  1 and 2\  /3 -f 1 < x  +  y3.  
Note that  y] < 0 =  y2 < y3.  In view of (3.3.11). this implies that / l l,r!*(y) > 0 for 
y €  ( - o c ,  yi )  U (0, y?>). and that  T ' 3)(y) < 0 for y €  ( y i . 0) U (y3 , oc).  Now 
<*>//(x )<*>//(t -  2 \  3 )A"{y)  —> -  V i 2(x.  r  -  2 y  3) as y —► 1 0 c ,
and
V12(•*• • % ~ 2y 3) -  2 y 3 ( x 2 -  2\ '  3 x — l ) p ( j - ) p (x -  2\ 3) < 0
since 1 < x < 2\ /3 -  1. Therefore A " (y) > 0 for all y 7^  0. The required result (3.3.10) 
follows immediately. □
Proof  of  Theorem 3.3.7. If the theorem were false then there would be sequences 
x n —> 00, Qn € and yn ß  0. such that H (xn , a n , yn) > 0 for all n. Thus it
suffices to show' that ,  if x n —» oc. a ri -■» € 1- 1, qd. and yn —> / (possibly infinite),
then
H n = H (xn , o n , yn) < 0 for all sufficiently large n. (3.3.12)
w hatever the values of ß  and /.
There are three cases according to the value of /. For notational convenience we 
suppress the subscript n on x. ot and y.
(i) / =  0. In this case, expanding d>"( x)(L(a 4 - y) 4>"{a)fy(x +  y) as a Taylor series in y 
yields
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Hn = <}>"(x)G(a, y) -  <j>"(a)G(x, y )
24 V 4 1 (o + Oy) 4>"(a)<p{3)(x + 0y) ,
where 9 = 9n E [0, 1 depends on x, y and a .  For large n we have (p"(x) > 0 ,  
d>(?,)(a T 6y) < 0, 4>"(a) < 0 and o^3)(x + 9y) < 0, so H n < 0.
(ii) / = ± 00. We have
H n = - \<p"[x)y2(j)'[c*) -  (f>"{a) j$ (x  + y) - <3>(x) -  O | ( x J y\ + x y 2)(p(x) J. (3.3.13)
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.3.13) is strictly negative for large r?, and this 
term dominates if / =  00 . If / = - o c  then the second term may also be significant, but 
it is also negative for y < 0.
(iii) O < I < oc. Now we may write
Hn =  <p"{x)G(a, y) -  4>"(ot) [^(x + y) -  4>(x)j -  o | x o ( x )  J, (3.3.14)
and G ( a .y )  —<• G (ß , l )  as n —* oc. If / 0 tlien it follows from Lemma 3.3.9(a)
that G (3 . l )  — —G( — ß , —l) < 0. So if / > 0 then the first term on the right- 
hand side of (3.3.14) dominates and is strictly negative for large n. If / < 0 then 
^ ( x  + y) -  4>(x) ~  o(x — y) ; x (see Lemma A. 1(c) in the Appendix), which is much 
greater than p 7/(x) for large n. Thus, if / < 0 and 3 > -  1 then the second term on 
the right hand side of (3.3.12) dominates and is strictly negative. Finally, if / < 0 
and ß — - 1  then Lemma 3.3.9(b) shows that G ( 3 J )  = —G ( l , —/) < 0, so both terms 
are asymptotically negative on the right hand side of (3.3.14) and the first, is strictly 
negative. Therefore (3.3.12) holds in all cases. □
Proof  o f  Theorem 3.3.8. Let
and
Mi>- y) = p G ( i .y )  G ( l ,  - y) (3.3.15a)
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Po =  in f {p :  A(p,  y) >  0 for all y ^  0 } .  (3.3.156)
Lem m a 3.3.9(b) states th a t  G ( l . y )  >  0 for all y /  0, so A ( p , y ) is increasing w i th  p for 
each fixed y ^  0. A lso p u t t in g
° {y)  =  ^ 0 ,y )  =  $ ( i  +  y) -  $ ( i  -  y) -  2y ^ ( i ) ,
we have
a " { y ) =  0'(1 +  y) -  d>'(l -  y) < 0 for all y > 1,
and
a ^ ( y )  =  <^ /;( l  +  y) +  <j>n { 1 -  y) < 0 when 0 < y < 1
in v iew  o f Theorem  A .5 (b )  in the A ppend ix .  Since a " (0 )  =  a '(0 )  =  a(0) =  0 th is  implies 
th a t  a ( y ) <  0 for all y >  0, and hence a (y )  =  - a ( - y )  >  0 for all y < 0. I t  fo llows th a t  
Po >  1, and A(p.  y)  >  0 fo r  all p >  1 and y < 0. In fact numerica l methods show th a t  
Po ~  1.9111, A(po,  yo) =  0 where y0 ~  2.8902. and A (p (). y) >  0 except when y =  0 or 
y yo-
Observe tha t 6 " ( 1) =  0, d>l3 , ( l )  =  2<?(1) and d ^ * ( l )  =  - 2 o ( l ) .  Thus, for a 
sequence 0 ~ c„ —> 0. we have
L/n(yn) = /i(l c„. - 1 -  y)
= d>"(l 4- 
= fno(l)
fn)G(- 1 -r p(n. y) 0 ,/( -  1 -  P(„)6 ’ (l
{ 2 - c n ^ O ( 4 ) } C (  \ ~ p c „ . y )  
- { 2 < > - p 2t „  +  0 ( < l ) } G ( i - < „ : y)
<n-y)  (3.3.16<1)
(3.3.166)
as n —* oc.
(a) Suppose that part (a) o f the theorem is false. Then there exists p ! p J ] ,poj and 
sequences 0 d. i ri —> 0 and yn ^  0 such tha t H n ( yn ) — 0 for all n.  We may assume that. 
yu —> / € - o c ,o o  as n -->• oc. There  are three cases according to  the value o f  /, and in 
each case we show th a t  in fact 1 JTl(yn ) ^  0 for all su ff ic ien tly  large n. T h is  c o n trad ic t ion  
means tha t part (a) m ust be true. For convenience, let us suppress the subscr ip t n on 
cr, and yn .
(i) I f / — 0 then
G { - 1 -r p(.  y) =  l,y*<t>"{ 1 A p t ) ■hyA° (?' ] { 1 -  p ( )
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and
+ i f e y V 4’
= ^y30 ,/(—i + pc) +
c ( i  + c, y) = f,y30 ,/(i + ( ) + i 2
( i) + o ( k y 5| + y6)
— y V ( i )  - i  -  pc -  ?;y + o ( c 2
<£(l) 1 -  c -  | y  +  0 ( r  4 y2)
so, in view of (3.3.16),
Hn(y) v2(y4 <P0) 2(/9 -  1) + (p~ -  4p + 1 )f -  I (p +  1 )y +  0 ( ( ‘ (3.3.17)
as n —> oc. Since p ^  1, the first term on the r ight-hand side of (3.3.17) dominates as 
n —f oo. so 7/n (yn) ^  0 for large n.
(ii) If / — Toe then
and 
so that
G ( - 1 + pc, y) =  -  l y 2o ' { -  1) -  y<?(- 1) + 0 ( c 2y2 * 1)
G(1 + c, y) =  -  | y  V(l) -  yö( 1) 4- 0 ( f 2y2 -f 1),
77n(y) = c o ( l )  (p -  l ) y 2 -  | ( p 2 + l ) f y 2
-  2(p + 1 )y + 0 ( r y 2 -  1) (3.3.18)
Again it follows that  77n (yn ) T 0 for all sufficiently large n.
(iii) Finally, suppose that / is finite and non-zero. Since both G(-r.y) and - ^ G( x . y )  
are bounded for x near ±  1 and y near /. (3.3.16b) reduces to
H „ ( y ) ^ 2 « ? ( i ) A ( p , y ) - 0 ( < - ) ,  (3.3.19)
where A( p, y )  is defined at (3.3.15a). Now if p > po then A{ pJ )  > A(po, l )  > 0, if 
p 6 (0. /3U 1) then A(p. l )  -- - pA(p~ 1. - / )  < 0, and if p < 0 then A(p. i )  < .4(0,/) =  
- 6 ' ( l , - y )  < 0 by Lemma 3.3.9(b). Thus A ( p , y n) is bounded away from zero for 
large n.  and hence H n (yn) A 0.
(b) Suppose that p() 1 < p < p,, arid 0 4- (n —> 0. We have to produce a sequence y„ 0 
such that  IIn (yTl) T 0 for all sufficient!) large n. There are three cases according to the 
value of p.
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(i) 1 < p < po . Since A( p . y )  > 0 for all y < 0. there must exist y'  =  y ' ( p )  > 0 wi th 
A(p.  y )  < 0. Thus ,  according to (3.3.19). H n ( y ' )  takes the opposi te sign to cn for all 
large n.  But (3.3.17) implies tha t  H n ( (n ) and cn are of the  same sign. It then follows 
from the continuity of / / „ ( . )  tha t  there exists yf, e  ( fn , y ' )  with H n (yn ) =  0 for all 
sufficiently large n.
(ii) Pq 1 < p < 1. We have A( p . y )  =  - p A [ p  J , - y ) ,  so there exists y — y {p) —
-  y ‘ ( p ~ 1) < 0 with A ( p , y ' )  > 0. It follows as above that  H n (y ) and H n ( — ;en |) are of 
opposi te signs, so H n (yn ) =  0 for some yn 6  (y , -  en ).
(iii) p — 1. In this case we need the second order terms in the expansions (3.3.17) 
and (3.3.18). We have
and
w „ ( f „ i 3 / 2 ) =  - £ [ ö ( i ) j  4 - o ( T / 2 ) <  o  
h „ ( < ~ - ) =  - o ( £; ‘ ) > o
for large n.  So there exists y„ € ( cn /'  2, en 2) wi th / / n (y„) =  0.
(c) Suppose first tha t  p — p0 but there exist sequences ( n ; 0 and 0 ^  yn —> / such 
th a t  7/ri(yn ) — 0. We aim for a contradict ion.  Since pn > 1. it follows as in par ts  (i) 
and (ii) of the proof of (a) tha t  / must be finite and non zero. Thus  [d2! d x 2)G{x.  yn ) 
is bounded for x  near i n i  and large n,  so we have
G{ 1 -  <n. yn)  =  G[ 1. yn ) - f „ y ( l .  y„) -  0 ( e r2().
where g ( x , y )  = y TG( x . y )  (see 2.2.1c). Expand ing  G ( -  1 — p t n . y n ) in the same way 
and subs t i tu t ing  into (3.3.16b) yields the following refinement of (3.3.19):
where
H n[yn ) = <n O( l )  2.4(p. yn ) -  f n B{p.  y„ ) -  0 ( ( ^ ) ,
B{P-y)  = P2G [ \ . y )  -  G(  l , y ) J 2p :y( 1. y) -  y ( -  1. y)
(3.3.20)
Recall th a t  A( po, y )  > 0 except at y =  0 and y = y0. Thus  if / =t y0 then A( p o , y u ) is 
bounded away from zero so H n (yu ) ^  0 for large n.  It remains  to consider the case 
/ — yo- We have .4(po, yn ) > 0 and B{ p(). yrx) —» ß ( p 0, y 0) ~  1.0207. so / / n > 0 for all 
sufficiently large n.  d’his contradict ion establ ishes the first part  of (c).
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Conversely, if p — pQ and en |  0 then,  in view of (3.3.20)
Hn(\)  = 2c„^(l).4(p0, 1) + 0 ( t J )  < 0
and
Hn(yo)  — ) B{P0 -. Vo) +  C(c'^ ) > 0
for large n.  Thus  H n (yn ) =  0 for some yn €  (1. y0). and {1 +  (n , - 1  +  p0fn } is not  CD.
3.4. C o n v e rg e n c e  d e t e r m i n i n g  t r i p l e t s .
In Section 3.2 we characterized those doublets  X = {. r i , } ' h a t  are CD.  We were
able to deduce that  any quadruple t  X = { x j , x 2. x 3. x 4} must  be CD (Theorem 3.3.4). 
Thus , to obtain a complete character izat ion of all CD sets X,  it only remains  to consider 
t r iplets X =  { x i , X 2 , x$} .  T h a t  is the  task of the  present section.
Let us go back to Theorem 2.3.3. Tha t  theorem implies t ha t ,  except when 
ip 1 2 (^i • 3*2 ) — 0 or ip2 ? ,(x 1 , x 2 ) —  0, the doublet  { x i , x 2} is CD if and only if 
/ / ( x ] , x 2.y) r- 0 for all y 0. (Slightly more  can be said; see Theorem 3.2.1.) This 
result may be adapted to the  case of t riplets { x j , x 2 , x 3 }.
Observe tha t  the functions tprs are dete rm inan ts  of 2 x 2 matrices:
(d) We have A ( p 0 \ y )  =  - p0 1 A ( p 0 , - y )  < 0 except at  y =  0 and y =  - y 0, and 
B ( p q 1 , -  yo) — 0.2795. The proof is similar to tha t  of part, (c) above. □
6 (r l (x!) <5( r ) '
0 (r^ 1)( x 1) d (r +
By analogy we put
/ O(r)( o )  0 (r)(x 2) p (r)(xo) \
M r =  A/r (a‘i , x 2, x 3) =  o (r+1, (x])  o | r ^ n ( x2) 0 (r41)(-ra) , (3.4.1)
V ^ ,r 'l' 2)( x 1) 0 (r^ 2)(x 2) 0 ( rn 2 , ( x 3) /
and let
p = p{x \ ,  X2,X3) =  de t  M
and
Q =  y ( x ] , x 2, x 3) =  det \ 1 2. (3.4.26)
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Next, the condit ion l/ / ( z ] , z-2, y) /  0 for all y ^  O’ is equivalent to the existence of 
Aj and A2 such that  V “ \ l(p"(xl) — 0 and \ tG ( x l , y) ^  0 for all y /  0 . Our main 
theorem uses conditions like these latter ones.
Th eorem  3 .4 . 1 . Except when p(x\ ,  z 2, £3) = 0 or q[x 1,2*2, £3) =  0, the triplet 
X = { z ! , z 2, z 3} JS CD if  and only i f  there exist A1, A2 and A3 with
3
^  At0"(zi)  = 0 (3.4.3a)
1 - 1
and
3
^  AjG(zI, y) 7^  0 for all y -y 0 . (3.4.36)
t =  1
If two of the z, are the same then p = 0 = q. so Theorem 3.4.1 does not apply and 
Theorem 3.2.1 must be used. From now on. we shall assume that  z j ,  z 2 and Z3 are 
distinct.
It remains to consider the cases p = 0 and q — 0. A little algebra gives some new 
representations of the functions p and q.
L em m a 3 .4 .2 . We have
U) det M q =  -  (zi
(b) p ( z j , z 2, z  3 )  =
( 0 ? ( z i , z 2. Z 3 )  =
( d )
(e) 
(0
.2 2 '2 9 •> 9  •> •> •>■ z;  -  z;z3 +  zvz;1 j  2 3 1
4-2z ]Z2 Zo(z ] + z 2 -f- Z3 ) -r 3(zj — z  ^ A z^ ;) -  9 det \ 10 ; 
0 " ( z i ) d e t A / o - 0 u2 ( z ! , 2)V' 12( 1 - -O .)  -  002(2*1 i3,3 )v i2( z i  • z 2);
0,/( z i ) p ( z , . Z 2,Z3) =  t/,12( ^ l ) ^ 2)v’23(^ l :  ^3) -  V1 2 ( 3* 1 . 2^ 3 ) 1'2 3 ( Z j , Z 2 ) ; 
d //( z i ) y ( z i . Z 2,Z3) =  V'23(3*1 , J*2) '^24 (an , 3*3) 023(3*1- X3)V’24( l l ,  2T2).
By symmetry, zj ,  z 2 and Zo may be permuted in equations (d), (e) and (f) above.
Of course, if any doublet in X is already CD then so is X . The following theorem 
suggests that the converse may also be true in the case p — 0 .
T h eor e m  3 .4 .3 . If p [ x \ , z 2. z 3) = 0,
012(2*1 . z 2)y’23 (z ] . z 2) < 0, and { X i , z 2) ^ { - 1 , 1 } , (3.4.4)
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then X = {X], x2, X3 } is not CD.
If ^ 12(11, 12) =  0 = ^ 23(^1, 2-2) then { x ] , x 2} = { - 1 ,1 }  (see Figure 3.3.1). Thus, 
assuming that  p — 0 and in view of Lemma 3.4.2(e), the condition (3.4.4) implies that  
i/>i2(xr, Xj)t/’23(xt , Xj) < 0 for all pairs (z.j) .  Theorem 3.3.2 then shows that no doublet 
from X  is CDunder the conditions of Theorem 3.4.3.
However there do exist triplets X , including no CD doublet, for which p — 0 but 
(3.4.4) fails; for example, X  =  | } .  We suspect that  such triplets X  are still not
CD, but we have no proof.
It is also still an open question whether or not triplets X  with q = 0 are CD.
Proofs. Most of the rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. By 
comparison Theorem 3.4.3 is easy, so let us deal with that  first.
Proof o f  Theorem 3.4.3. Since p = det Af\ =  0 . there is a non-zero vector b €  R * 3 with 
b\l] = 0 : that is
3
'y bjö^J *(x,) =  0 for i — 1,2 and 3. (3.4.5)
] =  i
Eliminating 62 from the first two of these equations gives
~  b 3 y . ' 23(x i . x 2) = 0.
so, in view of (3.4.4), 6] and b3 must be of the opposite signs, say b] < 0 < b3. Since 
b 0. we also may assume that  ( -2/q -+ 6 162i -r 2463) =  1. We now invoke Lemma 2.4.1 
to construct a random variable A” for which
b n'2 2  b]Sn T  ^ ( ^ n ) ,  bn3 — f) b 2 bn -r o ( ^ n ) ,  -^bs^n  — ^ ( C i ) ,
and 6nl + + n 1 2 =  o(6„)
as n —» oc through a particular sequence X . It t hen follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that  
Qn(x) — -  \bn-lp' (-0 -f \b n?. p " { x ) + 2 4 bn40 ^ ’*(x) + 0(6n ] + £„r,)
as n —► oc
3 = ]
through X . Therefore Q n (s,) o(<\,) for each ? using (3.4.5), so (3.1.3) fails
i_Jand X  is not CD.
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The proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is in two parts, one each for the sufficiency and 
necessity of (3.4.3). We need a lemma for each part.
Given Xz and x , (? — 1,2, 3) write
3
rr =  ^  A ^ (r)(x,). (3.4.6)
i  =  i
These rr play the role of the functions xp2r in Section 3.2. The following lemma 
corresponds to Lemma 3.2.2.
L e m m a  3.4.4.  If p ^  0. q 0, and (3.4.3) holds, then < 0.
Proof o f  Lemma 3.4.4. Put
3
7’(iy ) E r y 2 A ,C ( x „ y ) .
I -  1
Note that  r2 =  0 by hypothesis (3.4.3a), so we have
r iy) =  T4 y 4rz + yh y :'r4 4 0 (y‘‘) as y 0
and
T(y)  = -  -  yr(, + 0 (1 )  as y -* ±oc
First observe that rj =  0 = 73 is impossible. This would entail A/j A' = 0. where 
the vector A = (A],A2.Ay,). But it is clear from (3.4.3b) that A + 0. so the matrix A 1\ 
would have to be degenerate which contradicts p + 0 .
Thus if 7 \ =  0 then r.s + 0. so in view of (3.4.8a), T(y)  takes the same sign 
as r?. for small positive and negative y. If also r(, /  0 . then T(y)  ~  — r^y as y —* ±oc 
(see 3.4.8b). so T( y)  takes opposite signs for large positive and negative y. But T ( y ) is 
continuous, so all this contradicts (3.4.3b). Therefore if rj — 0 then ru = 0 as well. In 
that  case we have A/oA' — 0, so det A/,, : 0 which contradicts p -  0 by Lemma 3.4.2(b). 
It follows t hat 7\ 7^  0 .
Similarly, if r?, =  0 then 7^  0 and r4 -- 0, so AT A -  0 which contradicts q /  0. 
Therefore 73 7^  0.
Finally we must show that 7\ and are of opposite signs. Since T(y)  does not
(3.4.7)
(3.4.8a)
(3.4.86)
cross the axis in y > 0. this follows from (3.1.8).
P ro o f  o f  Theorem 3.4.1(i). Sufficiency o f (3.1.3). Suppose th a t  p ^  0, q ^  0, and 
(3.4.3) holds for p a r t icu la r  x, and A,. Since the x, are d is t in c t  (p ^  0) we cannot have 
4>"(x j )  =  0 for all i ,  so let us assume th a t  ( p " [x \ ) /  0. Lemma 2.2.2 implies th a t
|Qn(^ l)| > J I^n3j !p"(xi)j C(fin2 4 6„4),
so to  prove th a t  X  is C D  i t  remains to  show tha t
max !Q n (x , ) j  >  c ( x 1? x 2, x 3)(5n2 +  Sn4) (3.4.9)
3
for all X  G C 1 (see 3.1.3). Lem m a 3.4.4 implies tha t e ither f j  < 0 < r3 or 
r3 <  0 <  T\ . F i rs t  suppose th a t  r\ < 0 < r3 . Then (3.4.3b) and (3.4.8) im p ly  th a t  
T ( y )  >  c ( x j , x 2, x 3) y 4 for \y\ <  1. and T ( y )  >  e ( x j , x 2. x 3) y 2 for jyj >  1 (note th a t  the 
A , 's depend on ly  on the x / s ) .  Therefore
o
y  A ,Q ^  (Xj) =  n E T ( - . Y / \  ’n ) >  c ( x , , x 2, x 3)(6n2 +  6 „4). (3.4.10)
i - i
T h is  proves (3.4.9). The case r3 < 0 < leads to  j A ,Q n (x ,)  <  -  c ( x i , x 2, x 3)(<§n2 +  
^n-i)- w h ich  s t i l l  implies (3.4.9).
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To establish the necessity o f  (3.4.3) in Theorem  3.4.1 we use another lernma. 
G iven x j .  x 2 and x 3 . define a m a t r ix
/ G ( x i , y j )  G ( x 2, y i ) G ( x 3, y j ) \
\ p  =  M '  ( y i . y2) G ( x j . y 2) C ( x 2. y 2) G ( x 3. y 2) ( 3 .4 .11)
V i )  P " ( x 2) ^ " ( x 3 ) /
L e m m a  3 .4 .5 .  Suppose that  p -± 0, y ±  0, and (3.4.3b) fa ils whenever the  A, 's 
satis fy  (3.4.3a). Then there exist y j  ^  0, y2 ^  0, and a vector a G IT* w ith  Q j  > 0 and 
o 2 >  0, such tha t  a A / ' ( y i . y 2) =  0.
The  p ro o f  o f  th is  lem m a is deferred u n t i l  the end o f the section.
P ro o f  o f  Theorem 3.4.1(H). Necessity o f (3.4.3). Take y x £  0. y2 ^  0, and q G R 3 
according to  Lem m a 3.4.5. no rm a lize  a so tha t O] -f q > =  \ , and define 3 by the 
equation
O] y? +  a 2y* = b o 3. (3.4.12)
5G
We use Lemma 2.4.2. Let / / j , //•> and /i^ be the probability measures induced by the 
random variables Yyi , Vyo and of Lemma 2.4.2, and construct a random variable X  
to have induced measure
Ot}^\ + Ö 2/ 2^ +  f/^3- (3.4.13)
(If 2 =  0 then let X  have induced measure 2(a^pi  + a 2/22)-) Note that  X  E £ 2, and 
6^ x  as n 00 through .V, where and .V are the sequences of Lemma 2.4.2. 
Now it is easy to see that  G ( x , .) satisfies the conditions (2.4.2) for the function F(.)  in 
Lemma 2.4.2 by taking t = | <+>"{x). Therefore
Q„v (x.) =  nE(7(x,, -  A'/v'n)
= Y a i  [G (x"Vj)
J =  1
1 3 ± 1  
6 ° ( * t ) 7n
I „3
C. ~ <?"{x,)l n  +  o ( q n )
o , G ( x ?, yj) -+■ Qr2G(xt-, t/2) + a-so'^rr,) 7„ + o(qn)
: 0(7n) =  <>(*r.)
for each ? as n —» 00 through A. using equations (2.4.3). (3.4.12) and Lemma 3.4.5. So 
(3.1.3) fails, and X is not CD.
Proof o f Lemma 3.4.5. Since p Y  0* Lemma 3.4.2(e) implies that neither ^ 12( ^ 1» ^ 2) = 
0 = v;i 2( *^) - ^ 3) nor ^ 23( ^ 15^ 2) = 0 — ^’23(^1, £3)- Thus, by symmetry, xp12 and C23 
are each zero for at most one of the three possible pairs in X . Let us assume that  the 
remaining pair is ( x i , x 2), so that  V’r j ^ i , J"2) 0 and t/>23(x i • * 2 ) X1 0. It then follows
from the equations (3.2.3) that
f ^ y V 23( ^ 15^ 2) 7^0 as y — 0
# i 2(y) = H{x i ,  x 2, y) ~  <  ^ (3.4.14)
l 2 y2^ 12(^1 • * 2) t  0 as y — ± 00.
Note also that  we cannot have <p"(.ri) — 0 , for then one of the doublets {37, x2} or 
{27. xu,} would be CD and (3.4.3) would hold with A3 =  0 or A-_> ■= 0 .
It is sufficient to show that there exist y\ ^  0 and y2 ^  0 with either
H 12(V\ ) < 0 < H ]2(y2)
H u  (yi) — 0 — / /  ] 2 (y 2)
, H 13(y 1) H\z{y-2 )and — ——- = ----- — - .
^12 (yi) HiiKyz)
and //]?,(yi) < 0 < / / i3 (y2),
(3.4.15a)
(3.4.156)
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or
H\2  (y l ) = o = / / 13 (y i ) (3.4.15c)
For if (3.4.15a) holds put  Qj = H \ 2(y2) and a 2 = ~ 7 / i 2(yi); if (3.4.15b) holds put 
Q] =  H\ ?\ y2) and a 2 =  -  H]? \ y ]): and if (3.4.15c) holds put r>i =  1 and a 2 = 0 . In
any case we put
a ?, a i G ( x u yi)  +  a 2G ( x u y2) !  q"(*\ )
so that,
<?"(j t ) G\G{x1, yj) -F q 2G ( x i, y2) -  a s ö " ( x t) = a ,  / / , ,((/]) + a 2H u {y2) -  0
for each i. That  is just q A7‘ = 0, as required.
Now there exists at least one point z '4- 0 with JI]2(z) =  0, for otherwise 
(3.4.3) would hold with A?. =  0. If / / ] 2(y) had an infinite number of zeros, then so 
would H'vl{y). But H[.2(y) ~  yib\2( x \ , x 2) 4  0 as y —>■ x x .  so these zeros must 
have a point of accumulation. Since 7/(.>(y) may easily be extended to an analytic 
function of a complex variable y. this would entail H[2{y) = 0 for all y (Apostol 1974, 
Theorem 16.25). Thus / / ]2(y) has only a finite number of zeros, say
^ 12(-^ 7) — 0 . Zj < z 2 < • • •2m, each z3 ^  0 .
If also 7/ 13(2,) =  0 for some j  then (3.4.15c) holds with y\ — Zj. And if there exist i 
and j  with / / i 3(^?) < 0 < 7/ 13(2,) then we are in case (3.4.15b). Therefore we may 
assume that all the 7/ 13(2,) are of the same sign, say 7/ 13(2,) > 0 . It remains to find 
yi 4  0 and y2 A 0 to satisfy (3.4.15a).
Put
7/13(y) 7712(y)
77(y) = 0
t ' 2 3 ( j "  1 • • r s ) / V T 3 ( ^ i  • * 2 )
whenever 77]2(y) r- 0 
for y =  2, ( j  =  1. 2 . .  . .m)  
at y = 0.
(3.4.16)
The ratio 7?(y) is continuous at y — 0, but has discontinuities at each 2,. Now. given o. 
the equation
0 = 7713,(y) -  ö / 7 12(y)
=  Q(t>"{x2) ~  o"{x 3) G ( / i . y )  -  QO,,( / i ) ( ; ( j 2,y )T«J)" ( i i )6 ' ( i ;i,y)
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must have a solution y ^  0, else (3.4.3) would be true. Thus
for all a  E R  there exists y =  y(a) 7= 0 such that  R(y)  = (3.4.17)
Define intervals 11 =  ( z j , z j + i ) for j  -  l , 2 , . . . m -  1, and let 70 =  ( - o o , 2i ) u  
(2m , oo). Since / / 12(y) does not change sign at y = 0 or y =  oo (see 3.4.14), it does not 
change sign in any of the sets 13. We show next that  if H \ 2  is positive on some 7 — 13 
(0 < j  < m)., then R  attains its minimum in / at  a point y0 7^  0, and the image of 7 
under R  is [7?(y0),oc).
Supipose first that 1 < j  < m -  1. Since / / i3(^ ?) > 0 and H 13(2^41) > 0 we have 
7?(y) —► oc both as y j z3 and as y } z 3+\. The function 7? is continuous on 7, so R  
certainly attains its minimum at some point yn € 7. To see that yo 7= 0 we expand 7?(y) 
into a power series near y =  0:
Ä , * _  ^ y 4t'’2 3 ( j i . ^ 3) -  (*1, ^ 3) +  Q( y 6)
^ y 4 V’2 3 (x i • 2*2) +  7I0y ' t ’j i (X] . x>) -t 0 ( y ° )
^ 2 3 ( ^ 1 , 3 : 2 ) 0 2 3 ( 1 1 , ^ 3 )
+  ^y ^23(3-1, *2) 024  (a’l ,  2-?.) -  V>23(*1 ^ 3 ) ^ 2 4  ( r j , x 2)
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^ 23( ^ 1, X2)
0(y2 )
^23(^1,12)^23(11,^3) -h |yo"(a-i)y(xi . x2, 2:3)
r i  2
^ 2 3 ( 2 - l .  X o )
° ( y 2) (3.4.18)
as y —^ 0 (see (3.2.3) and Lemma 3.4.2(f)). Thus R{y)  is differentiable at y =  0 , and 
since q ±  0 we have 7?'(0) =7 0. It follows that yo 7= 0.
In the case 7 = 7o we have 7?(y) —* oc as y |  2] and as y ; 2m. and
J?(y) = ^ ( x , . * Q v , 2( x „ * 3) -  2> - V ' ( x . ) d e t A 0  4 0 ( i ) . a) (3 .4 , 9)
V’n ( x u  )]
as y —► ±00 (using and Lemma 3.4.2(d)). So R{y)  tends to the same finite limit as 
y —> oc and as y —» - o c .  but from opposite sides since det Mo 7^  0 (see Lemma 3.4.2(b)). 
It follows that 7? attains its minimum in 7 at some finite yo €  7. We have yo f  0 as 
above.
Combining all the intervals 77 on which 7/j •> is positive, we see that  the image 
of the union of these intervals under R is R(yo).oc)  for some y0 with 7/1 o(yo) > 0-
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S im ila r ly ,  the image o f the union o f all the “ negative '5 in terva ls  is ( - o c .  R(y'n) for some 
y'0 w i th  H v2{y'0) <  0 . I t  fo l lows from  (3.1.17) th a t  R(y'0) >  7?(yo), so we may choose 
a  €  \R ( y 0), R ( y '0)j w i th  a  ^  R ( 0). Then, by co ns truc t ion , there exist y] ^  0 and y 2 ^  0 
such th a t  R { y \ )  =  R ( y 2) =  a  and / / 12( y i ) < 0 <  / / i 2( y 2). T h is  is exac t ly  (3.4.15a). □
3.5. G eo m etry  of the  trip le ts .
Consider the co llec tion o f po in ts  ( x 1; x 2,X 3) € R  3 such th a t  the t r ip le t  { x \ ,  x?, x ^ }  is 
a C D  set. The  results o f  the previous section may be used to  describe the fo rm  o f  th is  
co llec tion in R 3.
I f  any pa ir  f rom  { x i . x 2, x 3} is C D  then so is the whole  t r ip le t .  I t  fo l lows from  
Theorem  3.3.3 th a t  a t r ip le t  is C D  unless it consists o f  one representative from  each o f 
t he three in terva ls  (1, oc). ( -  1. 1) and ( - o o .  -  1). Let us assume t hat Xj > 1. x 2 <  1 
and X3 < —1. Since C ( x .  y) — —G ( - x, -- y ) ,  it is clear f rom  (3.1.3) tha t { i i , r 2. j j }  
and { -  x 3, -  x 2, -  X \ } are e ither both  C D  or bo th  n o n -C D .  so we may assume that 
0 <  X] < 1. A lso, Theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 enable us to  reduce the range of interest 
fo r j ]  to  X] >  m a x {  x 2 -+ \- 3. x 3 - t  2 \  3 } .  for ot her wise e ither { x j . x 2} or { X ] . x 3 } w ou ld  
be C D .
Acco rd ing  to  Theorem  3.4.1. { x i . x - 2. x 3} is C D  i f  and only i f
3
there exis t A 1?A2 and A3 w i th  ^  A ,o //( x J) — 0
j - 1
bu t ^  A,G’ ( x i , y )  t  d whenever y -  0 .
(3.5.1)
i - 1
except perhaps when p ( x 1?x 2, x 3) =  0 or q (x \ .  x%, x 3) =  0 . We wou ld  like to  investigate  
cond it ion  (3.5.1) num erica l ly ,  bu t it is aw kw ard  to  deal w i th  all three A parameters. 
Since th e ir  absolute scale is not relevant in (3.5.1). the equation  V)*’ A , 0 " ( x t ) =  0 leaves 
ju s t  one effective degree o f freedom in the choice o f  the A,'s. O ur f irs t lem m a makes 
th is  e xp l ic i t .  Recall the n o ta t ion  H ^ { y ) =  / / ( x , , x 7,y ) .
L e m m a  3 .5 .1 .  Except  for  the  cases p 0 and q — 0, cond i t ion  (d.5.1) is equivalent  to
there exists a  t  R  w i th  / / 13(y) -  o / / ] 2(y) ^  0 for  al l  y 4- 0 . (3.5.2)
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The paramete r  a  in (3.5.2) takes the place of the three At ’s in (3.5.1). We 
may rephrase (3.5.2) in terms of the ratio R(y)  =  / / i 3( y ) / / / i 2(y) (defined formally 
at  3.4.16). Indeed, except when
there exists y ^  0 with / / 12(y) =  / / i 3(y) = 0, (3.5.3)
the condition (3.5.2) is equivalent to
there exists a  £  R  such th a t  R(y)  i1 oc whenever H \ 2{y) 7  ^ 0 . (3.5.4)
Note th a t  if (3.5.3) holds for { x 1, z 2, x 3} then (3.5.2) certainly fails, so the t riplet  is 
not CD.  Condit ions (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) are easier to analyse numerically than (3.5.1).
First ,  to discover which t riplets satisfy (3.5.3), fix a n o n - C D  doublet  { x ] , x 2} and 
look for the zeros y 7^  0 of # 12(y); bv Theorem 3.2.1, there is a t  least one such point y. 
Then,  for each such y, find the points 3*3 w ith H is(y) — H ( j q , x 3, y) =  0.
To establish whether (3.5.4) is t rue for par t icular  Xj, x 2 and x 3, we proceed 
according to the proof of Lemma 3.4.5. Search for the zeros of / / 12(y) and 
H i2{y) 2R'[y) — H i2{y)H'i3{y) -  J / ]3( y ) / / J 2(y) to compile a list of ihe discontinuit ies 
and turning points of the function /?(y). It is hard to com pute  R  (y) accurately near 
y — 0 . but R{y)  may be approximated by a cubic spline in y < 0.3 (say). This 
approximat ion is arranged to give the correct values of R( 0) and R' (0) according to 
(3.4.16) and (3.4.18), and to  be smooth  a t  y =  0 and =0.3.  There  is no need to 
look for zeros of / / 12(y) or R'(y)  at very large y because equation (3.4.19) describes 
the behaviour of R(y)  as y —> 2 oc. In this way. the image under R  of each interval 
(possibly infinite) on which R  is cont inuous may be identified as ei ther ( - o c , q | for 
some a .  a .  oc) for some a ,  or ( - o c . o c ) .  Condit ion  (3.5.4) is false if the union of all 
these images covers the whole Real line, and t rue  otherwise.
Some of the results of this numerical  work are displayed in Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. 
The Figures cover t riplets (x ] , x2, j 3) with x 3 < 0 < x j ,  x 2 — 0 in Figure 3.5.1, and 
x 2 =  0.3 in Figure 3.5.2. The horizontal,  vertical and curved,  dashed lines are the 
boundar ies of the sets of CD doublets (x 2, x 3), ( x j , x 2) and ( x l 5x 3) respectively (see 
f i g u re  3.3.1). Thus ,  any n o n - C D  t riplets must  lie in the rec tangular  regions A between
Gl
F i g u r e  3.5.1.  Convergence determining triplets (xj.O.xo).  The shaded region (and 
its boundary) represents triplets which are not CD. arid the dot dashed lines are those 
which also satisfy condition (3.5.3). Dashed lines indicate which doublets are CD.
G2
F i g u r e  3.5.2.  Convergence determining triplets (j - , . 0.3. x 3). The shaded region (and 
Its boundary) represents triplets which are not CD. and the dot-dashed lines are those 
which also satisfy condition (3.5.3). Dashed lines indicate which doublets are CD. and 
dotted lines are the loci of solutions to p 0 or q -  ().
the dashed lines. We present the case x 2 -  0.3 ra ther than  say x 2 =  0.5, because as x 2 
increases towards 1, the hor izon ta l,  dashed lines get closer to  one another and to  the
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line x 3 =  - 1 .  These p ictures are essentially the same as F igure 3.5.2, bu t th inn e r  and 
harder to  see.
The  shaded areas consist o f the po in ts  ( x i , x 2, x 3) for which  (3.5.4) fails, and the 
curved, do t-dash  lines inside these regions consist o f those po in ts  for which (3.5.3) holds. 
The  do tted  lines represent the so lu tions to  the equations p — 0 and q =  0. Thus, except 
perhaps for po in ts  on the do tted  lines, the shaded areas are not C D and  all the po in ts  
outs ide the shaded areas are C D . Note tha t i f  (3.5.3) holds then (3.5.4) seems to  fa i l,  so 
the  fo rm er cond it ion  does not produce any e x tra  n o n -C D  tr ip le ts .  F ina lly ,  all we can 
say abou t the t r ip le ts  on the do tted  lines is tha t most o f  the points in the shaded areas 
w i th  p — 0 (all o f  them  in the case x 2 — 0) are not C D  (see Theorem 3.4.3).
The p ic ture  for x 2 — - 0 . 3  is jus t a reflection o f F igure  3.5.2 in the line Xj =  — x 3 . 
Thus, in three d imensions, we may visualize the set o f n o n -C D  t r ip le ts  ( x j , x 2, x 3) 
(w i th  Xj > 0, x 2 < 1 and x 3 < -  1) as part o f a long, shallow helix. The spira l tu rns  
th ro ug h  ju s t  one r ight angle, wh ile  c l im b ing  from  x 2 —  -  1 , Xj near 1 . x 3 large and 
negative, to  x 2 =  1. X] large and posit ive, and x 3 near - 1 .  A l toge the r  there are six 
such n o n -C D  pieces in R o n e  for each o f the six p e rm u ta t ion s  o f ( x j , x 2. x 3).
O u r first theorem  shows that the boundaries o f these n o n -C D  volumes are 
themselves not CD.
T h e o r e m  3 .5 .2 .  The set o f  a l l  C D  tr ip le ts  w i th  p T- 0 and q ^  0 is an open set in R ' \  
O f  course, we conjecture  th a t  the whole set o f all C D  t r ip le ts  is open.
In view o f Theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. it is no surprise tha t three o f the dashed lines 
in F igu re  3.5.1 meet at ( x j , x 3) =  ( \  3 . - \  3). But it is in te res t ing  th a t  the dashed 
lines in F igure 3.5.2 also seem to  meet at a single point P. I f  th is  were to  happen for till 
x 2 <E (0. 1) then i t  wou ld  mean there is an in te res t ing  sym m e try  between the boundaries 
o f the regions A j .  A 2 and B in F igure 3.3.1. The do tted  line p — 0 also seems to  
pass th rough  P, so we m ight conclude th a t ,  when p -  0. the doublets ( x j . x 2), ( x 2. x 3) 
and ( x ] . x 3) are e ithe r all C D  or all n o n -C D . U n fo r tun a te ly ,  more detailed num erica l
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work reveals th a t  the lines near P do not qu ite  coincide, so these conjectures arc false. 
Note th a t  the dashed lines near P in F igure 3.5.2 are close to  the loci o f so lu tions o f the 
equations V ( x l , x J) =  0 (see F igure  3.3.1). Lem m a 3.5.3 below shows th a t  these la t te r  
lines do indeed meet., at the po in t where p =  0 — q. The  intersection is a l i t t le  below 
and to  the r igh t o f P in F igure  3.5.2. T h is  observation helps to  expla in  the apparent 
intersections at P.
L em m a 3 .5 .3 . Suppose that  p [ x \ , x 2 , 1 3 )  =  0 ,  and  X3 <  - 1 < x -2 <  1 <  X i .
(a) The three quant i t ies  (x^,  x->). V ( x 2 , x s )  and are e i ther  al l  zero or  al l
non-zero.
(b) H e  have q ( x \ , x 2, x 3) < 0. w i th  equal i ty  on ly  when V ( x ] ,  x 2) =  0 .
In Section 3.3, many double ts  are shown to  be n o n -C D  by considering the funct ions 
l  and V  (Theorem 3.3.2). We would  now like to  exp lo i t  Lem ma 3.4.4 in a s im i la r  way 
to  find some n o n -C D  tr ip le ts .  Recall the n o ta t ion  tt =  T j j ’ At<^r I ( x j ) ,  and suppose 
t hat ,  fo r a p a r t icu la r  t r ip le t  ( x j . X 3 ) ,
whenever A j ,  X2 and A3 satisfy r> -1 0 then r j -3 > 0 . (3.5.5)
It w ou ld  fo l low from  Theorem 3.4.1 and Lem m a 3.4.4 th a t  e ither p — 0 . q — 0 . or the 
t r ip le t  is not CD. However, it tu rn s  ou t tha t (3.5.5) imp lies  tha t p — 0. so th is  approach 
leads nowhere. Indeed, p u t  A] =  a p " ( x 2) -  o n{i[>,). A-> — - 0 0 " ( x ] )  and A3 = (i>"{x\ ). 
so that, t2 =  ^ ( o )  =  0 for all a . We have
T \ T  3 = Q V ’ 12 (x 1, x 2) -  V n { x i . z & ) — Q C'23 (^ U  X ‘2 ) +  V’2 3 ( * l i * s ) j
say. and
ao~ -  bo — c
b2 -  4ac — V’l 2 1  - -*"2) V’2 3 (-D ■ * * ) V 'l 2 ( -r 1 , ^ 3  ) Cl'23 ( x  1 , >  0.
w i th  equa li ty  only when p — 0 (or ;X] = 1 )  in v iew o f Lem m a 3.4.2(e). Thus, unless 
p =  0 , the quadra t ic  (q o * -  ba c) is zero at two d is t in c t  po in ts  a , so jq r3 must be 
negative for some values o f  a , and (3.5.5) fails.
Let us consider the asym p to t ic  behav iour o f the shaded areas in the Figures as 
•D —' oc.
T h eorem  3.5.4. When x3 < -  \  3 the triplet ( x j , 0 , x 3) is CD for all sufficiently 
large X \ .
Thus the upper boundary of the shaded area in Figure 3.5.1 does not approach any 
horizontal asymptote x3 = c, but heads off towards x3 = - o c  as —> oc.
When x? > 0 the situation is more complicated. W7e know that  the shaded area 
in Figure 3.5.2 must lie between the horizontal dashed lines, say 6 < x3 < a. The 
following conjecture implies that the upper boundary is bounded away from x3 = a 
for large xj ,  but the lower boundary is asymptotic to x3 = b as Xj —* oc. Note that  
\ ' (x2. a) > 0 > U(x-2 .6) (see Figure 3.3.1).
C onjecture  3.5.5. Fix x2 £ (0, l). and define b(x2 ) < a (x2) < -  1 so that (x2. x 3) is 
not CD i f  x3 £ b.a , but is CD for all other negative x3.
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(a) I f  x3 < a and V’ (x2, j 3) > 0 then {xi, r 2, x 3} is CD for all large X \ .
(b) If b <  x3 < 0 and i r(x2. x3) < 0 then {j- ] . x2, x3} is not CD for all large X].
Unfortunately we can only prove this conjecture in the case L (j 2. x3) = 0.
T h eorem  3.5.6. If x 2 £  (0.1),  f / ( x 2. x 3) =  0, and X] is sufficiently large, then 
{ x j . x 2, x3} is not CD.
It follows from Theorem 3.4.3 that { x ] , x 2, x 3} is not CD when p — 0 and Xj is large. 
If x -2 is fixed and x3 is bounded as X] —» oc then
p ( x , . x 2. x 3) •T] ( ^ 2 ^ 3  ~  1) - t  0(1 )J  det Mj
XiU(x2, x 3) -r 0 ( 1 )  (xj -  x 2)(x3 *1  ) < P i x  i ) ?
so p — 0 implies that b (x2, x 3) —> 0. Thus the surface of triplets covered by 
Theorem 3.1.3 is asymptotic to the plane of Theorem 3.5.0. However our proofs of the 
two theorems are quite different.
6 G
Proof  of  Lemma 3.5.1.  If (3.5.2) holds for a particular a,  then (3.5.1) is immediate with 
A] =  ad>"(:r2) -  <£"(£3), A2 =  -a<p"{xx) and A3 =  6 " { x x).
Conversely, suppose that Y^\ X7o"(x7) =  0 and (3.5.2) fails; that is
for each a t H  there exists y — y(a) ^  0 with i / ] 3(y) -  a / / ]2(y) — 0- (3.5.6)
We have to show that
^  A7G ( x 7, y) — 0 for some y /  0. (3.5.7)
t =  ]
(i) If <p"(xx) 7^  0 and A3 7^  0 then we take a  =  - A 2/A 3 so that
?"(£i )  A?G(x t , y) =  A3 H l s (y) -  a H 12(y)
i =  1
Thus (3.5.7) follows from (3.5.6).
(ii) Next suppose that q"[x \) =  0, so i j  =  ± 1. Taking a  — 0 in (3.5.6) we have
/ / ] 3 (y) 0 for some y /  0, which entails z 3 — ±  1 by Theorem 3.3.3. But this implies
that p — 0 (see Lemma 3.4.2(b)).
(iii) Finally, if d>"(x]) 7^  0 but A3 =  0 then
3
<z>"(£i) A'G(-r>- y) -  xiHvi{y)-
1 —  1
If A2 =  0 then A] = 0 as well, so (3.5.7) is trivial. Thus it remains to show that
H \ 2 (y) — 6 for some y 7- 0. (3.5.8)
Take a sequence a n —» oc. and choose y„ = yn {otn) — (1 according to (3.5.6) so that
Tn =  H\?. (y„) Qn H x2{yn) =  0
for all n. By going to a subsequence we may assume that yn —► / (possibly infinite) as 
n —» oc. If / 0 then
Tn =  ~  Yi&nVti ^’23 (^ 1, £ 3) ~ 0 ( y *  +  !any;; )
as /t —■ oc. so 6:23,(£ 1 - £ 2) — 0. In view of Lemma 3.2.2. this implies (3.5.8) (note 
that the case {£ 1, £ 2} { - \ / 3 , 0 , v 3 |  would entail q -  0 . so is excluded). Similarly, if
/ — —oc then 12(£ 1, £ 2) =  0 which also implies (3.5.8). And if / is finite and non-zero
then 0 =  Tn ~  —o nH \ 2(0  as n oc. so (3.5.8) still holds.
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Proof  of  Theorem 3.5.2. Write D c: R for the set of all CD triplets ( x ] , x 2,X3), let 
D = R 3 \  D,  and let E  =  { ( x j . x2. X3) : p ( x j , x 2, X3) = 0 or g ( x i , x 2, X3) =  0 }. We have 
to show that  D U E  is closed.
Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence (x in . x 2n, x j n ) G D U E  converging to a 
point (xjo, 2'20) £30) £ D \  E  as n —- oc. The set E  is closed, so if (x lri, x2n, X3„) € E  
infinitely often then (x10, x 20, x30) G E. Thus (xl n , x2n, x3n) G D \ E  for all sufficiently 
large n. Theorem 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.5.1 now show that  there exists a G R with
H ( z i 0, x 30,y)  -  a / / ( x 10, x 20,y) /  0 for all y ^  0, (3.5.9)
but there is also a sequence yn 7^  0 such that
Tn = H { x \ n , x3n, yn ) -  a / / ( x ln , x 2n, yn) =  0 for all n. (3.5.10)
By going to a subsequence if necessary, we can ensure that yn —> / (possibly ±oc) as 
n —> oc. There are three cases to consider according to the value of /.
(i) If / =  0 then
T n  -  J i V n  V’2 3 ( j * l n - X 3 n )  " 0  ^ 23 ( X m  , X 2 n  ) -  O(yJ)
21 Vn ^ ■ • 2 3 ( ^ 1 0 .  A 3m ) -  a v - 2 ? , { x  1 0 ,  X 2 0 )  -  ° ( y r! )
- Ay» ^  - °(y,!)-
1= 1
where A] = o o ,,(x2(!) o " (x 3o), A2 = - o o " ( x 10) and A3 = o " { x \0). Since (3.5.9)
states that Aj6 ' ( x !(). y) G 0 for all y G 0. it follows from Lemma 3.4.4 that  
A,<d^ ' ( xjo) i- 0. Hence Tn G 0 for large n. which is the required contradiction.
(ii) If / =  l o c  then
i^i
which is also non-zero for large n in view of Lemma 3.4.4.
(iii) Finally, if / is finite and non -zero then
0 =  Tn —» / / ( x 10.X30 , / )  O / /  ( X J (), X 2 o , / ) ^  0.
Thus, whatever the value of /. there can be no such sequence (xi n . x 2r). X3„ ).
Proof  of  Lemma 3.5.3. (a) Suppose that p = 0 and V '(xi ,x2) =  V’2s ( x i , x 2) =  0 .
Lemma 3.4.2(e) gives
0 =  ^12(^1,^2)023(^1,13)  =  t ' ( 2‘i 1a‘2) V ( x 1, x 3).
The case { x j , x2} =  {1 , -1}  is excluded, so U ( x i , x 2) 7^  0 and hence V  ( x j , x3) =  0. By 
symmetry we have Vr(x2, x 3) = 0 as well.
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(b) Since p =  0, parts (e) and (f) of Lemma 3.4.2 lead to 
0 i2(xi,  x2)0 //(x1)g(x1, x 2, x3)
=  0 2 ? . ( X ] , X 2 ) 0 1 2 ( x i , X 2 ) 0 2 4 ( x i . X 3 ) -  0 ] 2 ( x i ,  X 3 ) v 2 4 ( x i ; X 2 )
=  023(^1, x 2) 0 " ( x 1) det M \
where the matrix
/  (f>'(xi) 0 ' (x2) 0 ' (x3) \
A /• = 0 ##(x,)  <t>"(x2) ö " (x3)
\ ö (4) ( x ] )  o 14)( x 2) <2>(41( x 3) J
After a little algebra, using the relation p =  0« we find that
V'i2(x 1. x 2) det M  =  - t  i2(xj. x 2)(x]X2 -  x2x3 -  x 3x, -  3) det Af0 
— -  t '23(x 1, x >) det A/,..
Therefore
d’ ] 2 (x 1 • x 2) <7 = t ’2?.(x 1. x2)j det A/(,
Since det A/0 > 0 (see Lemma 3 . 1.2(a)). this completes the proof. C
We need a lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.5.4.
L e m m a  3.5.7.  If y > 0 and z > \  3 then G((). y) -  G ( - z . y) < 0 .
Proof of  Lemma 3.5 7. Figure A.l .  in the Appendix, displays the derivatives of o(x). 
and may be helpful when following this proof.
Fix z > \  3 arid write .4(y) = G(0 .y) - G’( - i .y ) .  We have
A' (y)  = p(y)  -  c>(0) -  o(z  -  y) -  o{z)  -r yo' {z) .
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A"(y)  =  </>'(y) -  (p'(z -  y) + <p'(c). 
A [?,]{y) = 4>"{y) -  0"(2 -  y).
Thus
and
. 4 ^ ( y )  < 0"(O.6) ■+ sup<5"(x) < 0
X
A"(y)  < (p'(0.6) T y sup (^ (x)  < 0
z - y < x < z
when 0 < y < 0 .6 , 
when 0.6 < y < 1,
A"(y)  < 4>'{y) -  <j>'{z -  y) < 0 if 1 < y < \ z-
Since .d7/(0) =  /T(0) =  0. it follows that  A'(y)  < 0 whenever 0 < y < l,z. Also
A' {y ) =  A' (z  -  y) +  (2y -  z)ö' (z)  < A 1 {z -  y) < 0 when \ z  < y < z,
and
A'(y) < ö(y) -  (p(z) + o{z -  y) -  <j>(0) < 0 when y > z.
Therefore A'{y ) < 0 for all y > 0. Since .4(0) = 0, the lemma is proved. □
Proof of  Theorem 3.5.4. Fix z = —x 3 > \ /3  and write x = X ] . We claim there exists x0 
such that
7'(x. y) =  H (x. — 2, y) — H (x, 0 . y) < 0 for all x > x(, and y A 0. 
Note that
and
p(x.  0 , — 2) = -  (x -  2) det A/o < 0
y(x, 0 , -  2) det A/o < 0
(3.5.11)
for large x. Thus, in view of Theorem 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.5.1. it suffices t o prove (3.5.11).
Suppose there is no such x,,. Then there must be sequences x„ —1> 00 and yu —> / 
(possibly infinite) with Tn =  7’(xf, .y ri) > 0 for all n. We show that in fact Tn < 0 
infinitely often, whatever the value of /. This contradiction establishes (3.5.11). Note 
that
T( x . y )  = o (x) G (0. y) -?• G(  -c. y) |  T kG( x . y )
here
k = k{~) =1- - o"(0) -  o"(z) ■ -  o"(0) + o"{\  3)1 > 0.
For convenience we suppress the subscript n on x and y.
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(i) If / =  0 then we choose a divergent sequence .V C Z + so that the product sequence 
xy — x nyn also tends to a limit L. possibly infinite, as n —> oc through .V. If L < oc 
then we use a Taylor expansion for Tn about 7"(x,0) =  0,
T-L r. =  ± u 42-1 y ©"(:r){ö|3>(fly) + + fly)} + k<t>W(x+  fly)]. (3.5.12)
where 0 =  9n €  0,1: depends on x. y and x. Now
!</>(3)(x + 0y)j ~  x3<>(x +  0y) =  x2,(f>(x)e~i,xy~*1 y~12 > | x 3d>(x) min{e“ L, 1} >  4>"{x)
for large n £ .V. Therefore the last term dominates in the square brackets of (3.5.12),  
and Tn < 0. On the other hand, if L =  oc then y > 0 so
<5>(x +  y) -  <5>(x) < 1 -  <J>(x) ~  x ”1 o(x)
and
G(x .  y) =  <P[x -  y) -  <L(x) -  yo{x)  +  \ x y 2(p{x) =  o { x y 2ö(x)  J 
as n -> oc through .V. Thus
Tr, = £ y V ' ( x )  o"(0) -  <Z>"(x) + o { ( x 2y4 -  xy 2)0 ( x )}  -  -  \ k x 2y 2'4>{x) < 0
for all sufficiently large n G A .
qi) If / =  rroc then
Tn =  i y 2o "( x )o , ( : ) -r  fr[«D(x. y) <J>(x] O j ( x 2;y -  xy 2) o ( x ) j (3.5.13)
The first term on the right hand side of (3.5.13) is strictly negative so long as x > 1, 
and this term dominates if / =  oc. If I =  - o c  then the second term may be important  
asymptotically,  but this term is also negative for y < 0. Thus, in any case, Tn < 0 for 
all sufficiently large n.
) Finally, suppose that / is finite and non-zero. We have
T„ -  o  (x ' G(0 ,y )  +  C ( - . - . y ) ]  -  k [<J>(r -  y )-  4>(r)j ~ o { i o ( x ) } .  (3.5.14)
If / > 0 then the first term dominates on the right-hand side of (3.5.1-4), and 
Lemma 3.5.7 implies that it is strictly negative for large n. If / < 0 then, in view of 
Lemma A. 1 (c) we have
4>(x -  y) -  <L(x): ~  o (x  -  y) (x -  y) - o(x)  x -  o (x  - y ) / x  »  <£"(*)
as n oc. So in this case the second term dominates asymptotically in (3.5.1-4), and
stHI Tn < 0 for large n.
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Proof  of  Theorem 3.5.6. Fix x 2 6 (0 , 1), and suppose that
U{x2, x 3) =  - ( x 2 -  x3)(x2x3 -r l)(?(x2)0 (x3) = 0 .
The case x 2
This gives 
and
x3 is covered by Theorem 3.3.2, so we may assume that 
x3 =  -  l / x 2 < 1.
p ( x u x 2, x 3)
i , x 2, x 3)
-  (x2 + x3) det M 0 > 0 
*l(*2 “ *)(xl  ~ 1) + O(Xi) det M 0 < 0
(3.5.15)
for large x\ .  Thus, in view of Lemma 3.5.1, it suffices to show that ,  for all a  G R  
and all sufficiently large x j ,  there exists y = y(a,  Xj) 7^  0 w ith / / ]2(y) -  o / / 23(y) =  0 . 
Suppose this is not the case. Then there must be sequences x ln —► oc and a n —> 3 
(possibly ± 00) such that
Tn (y) = H (x ln , x 2, y) -f ör)/ / (x2, x3, y) 3  0 (3.5.16)
for all n and y 7^  0. We aim for a contradiction.
The equations (3.2.3) give
[ ^ y Ai ' 2z(x-[n , x 2) 4-  7~ y4a n^ 2 3 (x2 . x3) 4-  y ;,0  {e>(i) *4) (x lrl) ~  a n ;}
T n { y ) = \  } r 1 (3.5.17)
( ^y2Ti2(x l n , x 2) 4- y o r, V02(x2, x3) 4- O j y o " ( x ]n) -  q„ j>
for small or large y as n —>• oc. since ty\2{x2, x3) — U ( x2, x3) = 0. Note that
¥>2 3 (^ 1 , x 2) ~  i^(x5 -  1)o (x 1 )¥>(x2) < 0. (3.5.18a)
t/>i2( x i , x 2) ~  XiX2o ( x j ) o (x 2) > 0, (3.5.186)
and both these quantities tend to zero as X] — oc. Also, using (3.5.15) we have
V2 3 (*2 ,X3) ~  (x2 -  X3)(xi  ] )(J 3 ~ 1 ) o{ X 2 ) o (x 3 ) < 0 (3.5.19a)
and
¥'■’02(^2, * 3 ) ~  ( 3 -  x.;)o(x2)o(x3) > 0. (3.5.196)
(i) First suppose that 3 ~  0. Then a n is bounded away from zero for large n. so the 
second terms dominate on the r ight-hand sides of equations (3.5.17). In particular
it follows that Tr}( x l n ) takes the opposite sign to 3 for large //. whereas 7V,(xln )
takes the same sign as 3. Thus, for each sufficiently large n. there must exist a point
yn G (x , x !n ) with Tn (y„) = 0. This contradicts (3.5.16).
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(ii) The case ß  = 0 is more compl icated.  Taking y = yn very large gives, for example,
T n {\ /4>(xl n )} = \ x \ n X2<t)(x2 )l<i>{T\„) “ O | \ocn \ /  <j>(x, n ) +  > 0
for large n. It follows from (3.5.16) that  T n ( y ) > 0 for all y > 0 and large n. In 
par t icular  we have
0 < T n {x Jn2) =  Ya -  l ) ^ l n ) ^ 2 ) +  «n * 1  „*>23 (-r 2 , *3 )
using (3.5.17), so
{ * l n V ( * l n )
I - 1 0  i I
" f  - ^ l n  I
(z'i ~ l )<f>{x ln)<f>{x2) +  Ctn T 1^ 0 2 3 (1 2 , ^ 3 ) > 0
for large n. Thus  a n < 0 for large n, and 0 ( x l n ) =  ü ( a n :rlrf)  
of the second equation (3.5.17) yields
T n ( x \ ' n )  =  | j ' m ;r2 0 ( 3 , ln)<?>(^2) +  <*n x J  „ 2 t/'02 ( ^ 2  , *  3 ) +  ^
1
=  Qn J]^V'’02(J*2^?.) + 0 ( a n) < 0
. But another application
for large n, since Qn < 0. This  contradic t ion completes the  proof.
4. L o c a l ly  c o n v e r g e n c e  d e t e r m i n i n g  s e t s .
4.1. In troduct ion
This chapter is devoted to rates of convergence in local limit theorems. Hall (1982, 
Chapter 5) has derived “leading term expansions in local central limit theorems, and 
we use those expansions to consider the rat e of convergence at specific points x E X.
In this section we define what it means for a set X to be density convergence 
determining or lattice convergence determining. We show that  both these conditions 
are equivalent to a third condition, that  X is q-determining (qD). Section 4.2 goes on to 
consider which sets X are qD. In particular, we are able to characterize the qD doublets 
X — {a'*i. a:2 } (Theorem 4.2.2). Then, in Section 4.3, we consider this characterization 
in some detail, and provide simpler necessary (Theorem 4.3.2) or sufficient (Theorems 
4.3.3, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6) conditions for a doublet to be qD.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 run parallel to Sections 3.2 and 3.3 in which Q determining 
(QD) doublets X are considered. But whereas every quadruplet is QD. there are some 
quadruplets X that  are not qD (Theorem 4.2.2(a)). Five points are needed in X to 
ensure that the set is qD (Theorem 4.3.4). Thus, to complete the classification of qD 
sets X. we would have to investigate quadruplets in detail as well as the triplets. This 
task seems quite formidable.
As usual, let A . A ] . AT. . . . be independent arid identically distributed random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance (A’ £ £").  and write S n ez V ” X 3. If S n is 
absolutely continuous then we denote the density of S n/ \ / n  by pn(x),  and write
A'n (X) = sup pn (x) -  <5(x) (Ti  l)
X
for a set X C R. A local version of the central limit theorem states that A ^ R )  —► 0 as 
n —* oc if and only if p m(r) (exists and) is bounded for some m; see Theorem 7, page 198 
of Petrov( 1975). Of course pTn+J(x) — J p m (x -  y)(IF{y)  where F is the distribution 
function of X, so if pm (x) is bounded then pn (x) is uniformly bounded for all n • rn. In 
this case it is natural to compare the rates of convergence to zero of A'n(X) and A(((R).
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In particular, we investigate sets X for which the rate of convergence is essentially no 
faster than that  of A ^(R) .  Formally, we say that X is density convergence determining 
(to order n -1 /2 ) if. whenever X  gives rise to a density pn {x ) that  is eventually bounded, 
then is of the same precise order as A ^ (R ) ,  up to terms of order n ~ 1//2, as
n —* oo; that is
lim inf
n  — ► o o V A ^ ( R )  ) > 0. (4.1.2)
Recal the definition (2.2.3b):
qn {x) = nEg(x,  -A '/v 'n )
w here
g{x.  y ) =  d>{x -  y) -  <j>(x) -  y<f>'(x) -  \ y 2o"{x).
We have <7n (x) = Q'n (x ) (= L'n (x ) in tfie notation of Hall). Thus Hall (1982, Theorems 
5.3 and 5.5) has shown that
p„( l )  -  o(x)  -  qn(x) < C( f -  * n ' ) (4.1.3)
where C > 0 depends on the distribution of A . and that supx^ R q»{x ) is of the same 
precise order as bn as n — > oc. It follow's that A(,(R) is of the same precise order as 
to 0 ( r t _1). and hence that  (4.1.2) is equivalent to
:,,:n,r( • ,hAx) • ''
n — oc \  S„
Therefore X is density convergence determining (to order n _1/2) if and only if (4.1.4) 
holds for all A such that pn {x ) is eventually bounded.
Since the remainder term in (4.1.3) is only 0 { n  ] ), we might choose to consider 
sets X that are density convergence determining to order n~ 1. This would lead to
1 / 2
> 0. (4.1.4)
lim inf
r? —
suPxei  ^>(s ) 0. (4.1.5)
which is a[)j)arentlv stronger than (4.1.4). However, our experience of constructing 
counter examples A suggests that , given a particular set X . if (4.1.5) fails for some A 
(with bounded p „ ) then there exists AT for which (4.1.4) fails. This is certainly the
case for doublets X. From here on we shall work to order ?i-1/2 because it is consistent 
with C hap te r  2 and turns  out to be more convenient.
Next suppose th a t  A' has a lattice dist ribution,  so th a t  A’ only takes values of the 
form a +  mb  say, where m  € Z and b is the maximal  span of the lattice. It w’ould be 
inappropr ia te  to study the  event S n j y f n  =  x  for fixed x,  because S n only takes values of 
the form na + mb.  Instead we consider the  event th a t  S n / x/ n  takes the closest possible 
value to x. Let
A (X ) =  sup ! P r  i x -  — 7= < < X + -—— !■ -  6 ( x ) 1 . (4.1.6 )
'  Xe x  I b 1 2V n -  \ / n  2 x/ n  ) K K J
We sav tha t  X is lattice convergence determining  if. for all lat t ice random variables 
A* G £ 2, A n (X) is of the same precise order as A n (R )  up to terms of order n ~ 1/2 
as n oo.
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Now Hall (1982, Theorem 5.4) has shown tha t ,  for such random variables A”,
v n ( S n na -r mb ) ( n a - t  m b \  ( na -f mb  \
X Pr  \ = ------ ;=—  \ -<t> \ ------—  1 -  Qn ( ------—  ) <  C{b~ +  n ~ l ).
nV "  V "  )  \  \  "  /  \  V
For a par t icular  x € X, define m  € Z by the  relations
n
b na 4- mb
x   ---- -- < ----- ——  < x
2 v  r? v' n 2\  n
Since o'(xv): is bounded over all a--, we have
i / 'n a  -f mb  \  I , cb
!p(j-)  -  o  ------- ;=—  ! <  — .
V x/n )  I v  n
Similarly it is easy to show that  q'n [xr) < c£„ for all ic (similar to Theorem 2.3 of Hall. 
1982). so
, na  4
qn{z) qn ( — f)- cb
\
It follows that
Pr  • l x  — S n x  —
■ \  "  \ n
<?(-r) (J') <
2 „  -  1 2
Thus X is lat t ice convergence determining if anti only if condi tion (4.1.4) is satisfied for 
all lat tice random variables .V G £ 2.
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It is a nuisance having to qualify (-4.1.4) by specifying a certain type of random 
variable A" for which it is supposed to hold. The following theorem shows that  such 
qualification is unnecessary. We make the dependence on A” of b* and q* (x) explicit 
here by using superscripts.
T h e o r e m  4.1.1.  Suppose that X  £ Z 2.
(a) There exists an absolutely continuous random variable Y  £ Z 2 with bounded 
density , and constants C (depending on X ), such that
and
: A' d'i < C n ~
Y  (*) -  q l U )  < C  for all x.
(4.1.7)
(4.1.8)
(b) There exists a lattice random variable Y  - £  Z 2 and constants C satisfying (4.1.7) 
and (4.1.8).
Thus, if (4.1.4) fails for some A £ £ 2. then it also fails for random variables V £ Z 2
4 . t) 4 .
and Y  1 £ Z ~ . where V is absolutely continuous and V 1 is lattice.
Let us say that X  is q determining if (4.1.4) holds for all A £  Z 2. Then we have 
shown that the three conditions. X  is density convergence determining, X  is lattice 
convergence determining, and X  is q-determining, are all equivalent. For the rest of 
this chapter we investigate which sets X  are q-determining.
Proof o f  Theorem 1.1.1. (a) First choose m () > 3 so large that E  j X 2 1( X  > m (,) j < ^
and P r ( A  > /??0) < I . Let I rn ~ 1 and ee , - m  -  1 , —m) for all m > nv0.
We give Y a density f ( y) .  where
f {y)  ~  Pit. = Pr (A € / m) for y £ Im ( m > m 0).
The form of f ( y)  in y < m () is decided later.
If a function u(y)  is differentiable in / 7n then a simple application of Taylor s 
theorem shows t hat
e | o( A ) / ( A  € 7m) j -  ] > r r , a { m  - }sgn(m)};  \  [ p m sup \a (y) .
1 J ‘ yt/ ,„
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The same inequa li ty  holds for V , so we have
e { q(A') I ( X  e l m) } -  E ja (Y )  J(Y c /m) } j  < pm sup \a'(y)\. (4.1.9)
1 } 1 J 1 yei , „
Tak ing  a(y)  =  y 2 in (4.1.9) yields
;E{.Y2 / ( | X | > m 0) } - E { y 2 / ( i y ! > m „ ) } ! <  ^  + p_„)2(m + 1)
m >  m 0
<2E{(|.Yi + ] )7( !.Y |>m0)}
< 2 (m M 1 -1- m, 2)e {.Y2 /(|A’ | > m0) j  
< e {.Y2 /(|.Y! > m0)} ,
so
E [ r 2 /( y  > m,,)} < 2 E |.Y 2 y( I.Y ! > m 0) }  <
We may therefore choose f ( y )  in y < mo in such a way tha t / ( y )  is a bounded 
p ro b a b i l i ty  density func t ion  and Y  6  £ 2.
Suppose th a t  n >  m 2 and define r?tn by m n < x n y m n -  1. I ’ sing (4.1.9) w i th  
o{y)  — y" again, and a s im i la r  inequa li ty  for the in te rva l ( \  n . r n n . we have
o n - 1 2
Likewise
1 - 1 ?  i
-t 1) 2 { m „  -  1) - (/'m - /> m ) ~{rn +  1)
m  > m , . 4  1
> y ' n ) }
) / (  -V <  " in )  }
.y : -  l ) 2 / ( m o  < s'
VI
C){n t . 2
and -  0 ( n  1 2). These results prove (4.1.7).
Next observe th a t  f - g { x , y )  -  $ ' { x  -  y) o ' { x )  y o " { x ) .  so
! d . I cy1” 3/2 for y < \/w
y (x ,  y \ u )  ■ <
1 c ^ ( c y n~ 1 for y > \  n 1
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Also \g{x, -  y / X''n)\ < c ' yr ’n 3/2 for y < yfn.  Thus, taking a(y) = g(x,  - y / y / n )  
in (4.1.9), we get
Qn (*) -  Qn w !  = n E g ( x , - X / y / n )  -  E g ( x , - Y / y / n ) \
< cn E { ( ; A - j *  +  i V j » ) „ - * / » y ( j A - |  <  m o ) |
+ T  (Pm +  P - r n ) ( m  + l ) 2n " 3/2
m,I <m<m,l
+  ^  {Pm +  P-m)(™ -T l ) 71 1
m > ?n .
o ( «  1 ■ - ) .
(b) Let the distribution of Y  consist of atoms of mass p m at each integer m with 
\m j > my, together with a few suitable atoms in yi < rnq. The results (4.1.7) 
and (4.1.8) may be established as above.
4 .2 .  q—d e t e r m i n i n g  s e t s .
Recall the definitions
g(x.  y ) = d(x + y) -  <j>{x) yd'[x) -  \  y 16 " (x)
and
gn (x) = nEg{x.  - X / y / n ) .
A set X is q-determining (qD) if
l™ inf ( S" P -  ' ' '' )  > 0 (4.2.1)
for all random variables A € £ 2. We analyse condition (4.2.1). This section runs 
parallel to Section 3.2 where we considered Q determining sets.
Small sets .1 are the most interesting. so let us first dispose of the smallest sets of 
all.
T h e o r e m  4.2.1. S o  singleton X -jx} is qD.
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We can characterize the qD doublets X — { i q , x 2} in much the same way as 
we handled QD doublets in Theorem 3.2.2. Denote the four roots of the equation 
(p** 1 **(x) =  0 by x — ± 0 4 1 and x =  ± 0 (see the Appendix),  and let
H x u x 2 , y )  =  (p(3)(x])(7(x2,y) -  <p(3)(x 2)y ( x i ,y ) .  (4.2.2)
T h eorem  4 .2 .2 .  (a) The sets  { - 1 , 1 }  and  { —043, — d4 i , 041, 04o } are not qD.
(b) Suppose that the doublet  X =  { x j , x 2} is not a subset of  one o f  the sets of  part  (a). 
Then X is qD i f and only if the only solution (in y) of  the equation h ( x j . z 2, y) =  0 is
y =  0 .
Note that y(z ,  0) =  0 for all x, so / t(x1, x 2, 0) =  0 for all X\ and x 2.
The next section is devoted to a study of the set of all qD doublets, using 
Theorem 4.2.2. We do not pay much attention to sets X with more than two elements. 
However. Theorem 4.2.2(a) presents a quadruplet that is not qD, and it emerges from 
properties of the doublets (see Theorem 4.3.4) that any set of five (or more) distinct 
points must be qD. Therefore the other interesting cases are those of triplets and 
quadruplets X . Some of the work of Sections 3.4 and 3.Ö could no doubt be modified 
to say something about the qD triplets (jq , x 2, x 3).
Let us begin with an estimate of qn {x).  like Lemma 2.2.2 for Q n(B).  Recall the 
notations bni and (1.3.1).
L e m m a  4 .2 .3 .  There is a universal pos it ive constant c such that
<ln{x) -+- \ b n 2 (t>"{x) -  J ^ ö |3)(r) -  ~  Sn4 <p( 41 (z) < c(6nl +  n^5)
for all n and x.
Proof  of Lemma 4.2.3. We have t he Taylor series estimates
f £ y 3d>(3)(x) +  ^ y V 4 | (-r) -  - ^ y " 6 ^ ](x T By) for y <  1 
y(^-y) = { (4.2.3)
l y<P'{xT Oy) -  yp'{x) - \y ~o"{x )  for y > 1.
where 0 -c 0. 1 depends on x and xj. Since pfi'd arKj p' are both bounded, the result is
immediate on substituting y =  - A ' / \  n and taking expectations.
Now we invoke Lemma 2.4.1.
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Proof o f Theorem 4.2.1. Take X to be the random variable of Lemma 2.4.1, when 
a 2, a 3, and a4 there are chosen to satisfy a2 > 0 , a 2 + |a3| = 1 ,  a4 =  0 , and 
3a20"(x) +  a 3<0'v,(x) =  0 . Lemma 4.2.3 shows that  (4.2.1) fails for this X. □
The next lemma implies Theorem 4.2.2(a). It is easily proved using Lemmas 2.4.1 
and 4.2.3 (compare wdth Theorem 2.3.2).
L e m m a  4.2.4.  Fix r — 2, 3, or 4. If  <0r ’(x) = 0 for each xG  I  then X is not qD.
To prove Theorem 4.2.2(b) we need another lemma, the analogue of Lemma 3.2.2. 
Let
=  V;2?.(aT, z 2) (4.2.4a)
and
^ ( ^ 1, ^ 2) = ^ 34(2-1, x 2) (4.2.4b)
where
^ r , { x u X 2) = 0 ( r | ( x ! )p (5j (x2) -  P (r ,(x2)p (?)(xi)-
These functions are just polynomials in xi and x 2, multiplied by 0 (x])p (x2). They 
correspond to the functions U and V’ from Section 3.3 (see 3.3.1). Xote that  u is 
actually a synonym for V'.
L e m m a  4.2.5.  Suppose that { x ] . x 2} is not one o f  the cases covered by Lemma 4.2.4, 
and h(x\ ,  x 2, y) X1 0 for all y 0  0. Then u( x] . x 2) r ( x ] . x2) > 0.
Proof o f  Lemma 4.2.5. The proof is parallel to that  of Lemma 3.2.1 so we only sketch 
it here. Consider the asymptotic equations
f ^ y 4V’34 -  -  0 { y  ) as y -► 0,
h ( x u x 2,y)  =  < (4.2.5)
l i y ~ u 23 -  y p  13 4 0 ( 1) as jyj —> oc.
Using the recurrence relation Lemma A.2 to simplify the algebra, it is easy to show that
none of the following are possible: P'23 — p34 = 0 . •034 — 035 — 0 , or p23 = V;13 — 0 .
Also, since h only crosses the horizontal axis at y = 0, and in view of (4.2.5), we cannot
have 0 23 =  0 0  034 and 0 i3 0  0 . or po4 — 0 0  p 23 and 035 4  0 . It follows that
023 0  0 and v'34 0  0. Finally, the equations (4.2.5) imply that  0 23 and 034 are of the
same sign.
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Proof  of  Theorem 4.2.2. (a) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2.4.
(b) Our proof follows that, of Theorem 2.3.3(b). If d>(3)(xj) =  0 =  d>(3)(x2) then 
h ( x i . x 2, y) = 0 for all y. and X is not qD by Lemma 4.2.4. Therefore we may assume 
t hat d>*3* (x] ) 0.
(i) Suppose first that  h ( x i , x 2, y) /  0 for all y 7  0. We show that
max \qn {x3)\ > c{xu x 2)6n . (4.2.6)
J =  l , 2
This is stronger than (4.2.1) because c (x ] ,x 2) > 0 does not depend on X .
Lemma 4.2.3 implies tliat
;<7 n ( ^ l )  >  ^  I ^ n 3  | |<f>^ ( : r l ) i  ~  c { ^ n 2  +  ^ 4 ) ;  
since < bn2 and bn5 < ^ 4 .  Thus it remains to show that
max f/ri(x ; ) > c (x1: x 2)(6n2 4  6n4). (T.2.7)
.7 =  1,2
Now Lemma 4.2.5 states that  i / ( x j ,x 2) and r ( x i . x 2) are non zero and of the same 
sign. Let us suppose that  they are both positive. Since /j ( x j . x 2. y) r- 0 for all y 4  0. it 
follows from the asymptotic equations (4 2.5) that
I c ( x j . x 2) y 4 for  y < 1 
h(x  1 . x 2 . y) > <
{ r ( j r i . x 2)y2 for y > 1.
Therefore
Ol3)(x1)7ri(x2) -  o l3' (x2)yri(xi)  = n E / i (x ! . x 2, - A ' / y  n)
£  c { X l ,  * 2 ) { b „ 2  +  4 ) •
This proves (4.2.7). If u and v are both negative then the argument is similar.
(ii) Next suppose that h(x\ ,  x 2, a) = 0 for some a ^  0. Define b by the equation
y(x i ,« )  4 J ( a '  -  2b'J' )oIA] (x j ) = 0. (4.2.8)
and let the random variable X  have induced measure \ { y a 4  i>h) where y a and 1^  art* 
the probability measures induced b\ the random variables V„ and Z\t from Lemma 2.4.2. 
Note that A £ C2.
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Asymptotic results like (4.2.3) show that
and
|3 ( * , y ) -  J y 3<?(3)(x)| < cyA for \y\ < 1,
g(x.  y) < c y 2 for jy > 1
Thus, for fixed x, the function g( x . y )  satisfies the requirements for the function F(y)  
in Lemma 2.4.2(b) with t =  |<^3^(z). It follows that
yn (x) =  nEy(x,  - X / y / n )
= \ n  /  g(x.  —y / \ / n )  dfj(y)  -f \ n  /  g ( x , - y f y / t i )  dv{y)
2 r)n y ( z , a ) A  £ ( a 3 -  2b?’)(f>{3] (x) +  o(qn)
as 7? —> oc through .V, where .V and 7 n are the sequences of Lemma 2.4.2. Now (4.2.8) 
gives qn{xi )  ~  0(7 ,,), and
<f>{S]l x i ) qn (x2) -  <?(3)( z 2)yn(zi)
2 d>(?')(^i)y(^2.a) - <^>(3) (3*2)0 (^l, a) + °(7n)
7 | 7 n / i ( z i , z 2.a) +  0(7 , 
0(7n),
so y„(x2) =  o(7 n) as well as 77 —* 00 through A . But Lemma 2.4.2(a) implies that 
6  ^ x  7 n and n _ 1 / 2  — o(7 n) along this sequence. Thus (4.2.J) fails, and { z ] , z 2} is not 
qD. G
4.3. G e o m e t r y  of  t h e  d o u b le t s .
In this section we examine the shape of the set of all qD pairs ( x ] . x 2) in the Euclidean 
plane R 2. Theorem 4.2.2 states that { z i , z 2} is qD if and only if
h ( x i . j o . y) x  0 for all y x  0, (4.3.1)
except for the few cases covered by Theorem 1.2 .2 (a). We have to investigate 
condition (4.3.1). This section is arranged like Section 3.3. in which we considered the
set of all QD doublets. In fact, except for Theorem 1.3.6, every Theorem and Lemma 
here is just the analogue of the corresponding result from Section 3.3.
Observe that
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h{xu x 2,y)  = - h { x 2, x i ,  y) = - h ( - x u - x 2, - y )  (4.3.2)
for all Xi,  x 2 and y. It follows that the four points ( x i ,  2:2 ), ( x 2 , X ] ) ,  ( — X i , — x2) and 
( ~ x 2, - Xi )  are either all qD or all non-qD. We may therefore confine attention to 
pairs ( x j , x 2) in the quadrant  Xj > |X2 1 -
Condition (4.3.1) may be analysed numerically using the same algorithm as that 
of Section 3.3. The results are displayed in Figure 4.3.1, in which the non-qD areas are 
shaded. The pattern is symmetric about the axes X]  = x 2 and Xj  = - x 2. It turns out 
that the boundaries of the shaded areas are not qD.
T h e o r e m  4.3.1. The set o f  all qD doublets is open.
The dotted lines inside the shaded areas are the loci of solutions to the equations 
u (x j , x 2 ) = 0 and r (x j ,X 2 ) =  0 (see 4.2.4). Our next theorem proves that the shaded 
regions between these dotted lines are indeed not qD. This result is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.2.5.
T h e o r e m  4.3.2.  If  u(xj . xv)t'(x1. x 2) < 0 then { x ] , x 2} is not qD.
We have u > 0 > r  between the dotted lines in the shaded areas A and B of Figure 4.3.1, 
u < 0 < v between the dotted lines in C. and u > 0 > v beneath the dotted line in D.
Theorem 4.3.2 establishes analytically that most of the shaded part of Figure 4.3.1 
is not qD. Conversely, we can prove that much of the unshaded part of the figure is 
definitely qD.
T h e o r e m  4.3.3. If 0 < x 2 < X\ < \  3 or \ /3  < x 2 < X] then h ( x i , x 2,y)  > 0 for all
0 .
It follows by symmetry (see 4.3.2) that (4.3.1) holds whenever X\ and x 2 are (distinct 
and) in the same one of the four intervals ( - o c , -  y  3 • ( \ '3.0 . 10. v 3) and Iv^.oc).
Any set X with at least five distinct elements must include a pair lying in the same one 
of these intervals. This leads to the following important  result.
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/ ;u—0
F i g u r e  4.3.1. q determining doublets. Shadtd regions (and their boundaries) 
represent doublets which are not qD. Dashed lines are asymptotes, doited lines are the 
loci of solutions to u =  0 or v -- 0. and dot-dashed lines are axes of symmetry. The 
signs marked along the axis X]  — -x> give the sign of the function h(x i ,  x>- y) for all
V  7*
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T h eorem  4.3 .4 . Any  set of  five distinct points is qD.
Next we slice off a diagonal qD strip beside the axis Xj = x 2. Let us denote the 
positive roots of the equation «^^(x)  =  0 by x — 04i — 0.7420 and x =  043 ~  2.3314 
(see the Appendix).
T h eorem  4 .3 .5 . If  0 < X] -  x 2 < 2 94 j and y ^  0 then / i (xi , x2, y) > 0.
If 04\ < X] = - x 2 < 1 then u > 0 > v so { x ] ,x 2} 's not qD by Theorem 4.3.2. Thus 
the constraint Xj -  x 2 < 204\ is the best possible on the axis X] = — x 2. On the 
other hand, the closest point of the shaded area A to the axis xj =  x2 is (043:04i), 
but 043 -  84] ~  1.5924 > 204j . It would not be hard to improve Theorem 4.3.5 to 
s ta te  that  /?(x] ,x2,y) > 0 whenever 0 < X\ — x 2 < 043 -  04i, X] > \ 3  and y ^  0. 
Note that /?(041. - 0 41, y) > 0 for all y ^  0 in spite of the fact that  {#41. - 04]} is not 
qD. so this case (and the others of Theorem 4.2.2(a)) really must be excluded from 
Theorem 4.2.2(b).
We have already established that  some of the points on the axes x2 =  0 and 
X] = -  x2 are qD (Theorems 4.3.3 and 4.3.5). Let us complete the picture.
T h eorem  4.3 .6 . We have
x , ( > 0  when 0 < x < \  3 and y ^  0,
(a) h ( x . 0 . y) I
( < 0 w hen \ 3 • x and y ^  0:
( > 0  w hen 0 < x < j and y ± 0.
(b) h(x.  —x. y) \ < 0 w hen 1 < x < \  3 and y ^  0.
I > 0 when \  3 < x < 6,43 and y ^  0.
It follows from Theorem 4.3.2 that all other points on the axes x2 - 0 and X] — — x 2 
are riot qD (and 4.3.1 fails). Theorem 4.3.b(a) may be deduced from Theorem 5.5 of 
Hall (1982).
Consider the behaviour of the boundaries to the shaded regions in Figure 4.3.1 as 
X] —> 00. In view of Lemma A. 1(b) we have
u ( x j . x 2) =  X']d>,/(x2) ~r O(Xj) d>(xj )
and
v ( j i , a-2) =  X]  o' '1) (x2 ) r 0 ( X j ) o(x, )
as X] —> oc. Thus the dotted lines u = 0 and e 0 are all asymptotic to horizontal lines 
x2 = c. where c is a root of <5"(x2) — 0 or d (3)(x2) 0. Now the upper boundary of the
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area A in F igure  4.3.1 lies between the lines v — 0 and x 2 =  \ /3  (see Theorem  4.3.3), 
so i t  must be asym p to t ic  to  the line x 2 =  \ /3 .  O u r  next theorem shows th a t  all the 
o the r boundaries in F igure 4.3.1 are also asym p to t ic  to  hor izon ta l lines <p"(x2) =  0 or 
=  0 .
T h e o r e m  4 .3 .7 .  (a) For each 7 G ;0, 1) there exists  2:0(7 ) >  V 3  such th a t  h ( x : a , y) <  0 
fo r  a ll  x  >  20 (7 ), a  E |0, 7 ] and y /  0.
(b) For each 7 E [ - \ / 3 ,  — 1) there exists  20(7 ) > y/3 such tha t h ( x , a , y )  >  0 fo r  all 
2 > 2  ,,(7 ), a  E [ -  \ / 3 ,  7 ] and y ^  0.
F ina lly ,  let us examine the behav iour o f the shaded regions in  F igu re  4.3.1 
near the c r i t ica l  po in ts  ( \ / 3 .0 )  and ( \ / 3 , - \ / 3 ) -  For a fixed g rad ient p we consider 
po in ts  ( \ / 3  +  £,Pf ) and (y '3  T e , - \  3 S p<) ly ing  on s tra igh t lines th rough  (y '3 ,0 )  
and ( y ^ , —y'3 ).
T h e o r e m  4 .3 .8 .  There exist constants p\ E (0. 1), p2 > 1 and p$ > 1 such tha t :
(a) I f  p <  p i or p >  p 2 then { \  3 -j- <. pc } is q D  fo r  a ll sm a l l  e +  0.
(b) I f  p j < p < p2 then { v '3  -r t .  p( } is not q D  fo r  a ll  sm all  < E 0.
(c) I f  p <  1 or p > pz then { \  3 -  f .  \  3 — p f }  is q D  for a ll  sm all  t e  0.
(d) I f  p.j 1 < p < po then { \ / 3  -- (. — \  3 — pc} is not q D  fo r  a ll  sm all  e E  0-
It fo l lows from  Theorem  4.3.8 tha t the shaded regions A and B o f F igu re  4.3.1 meet 
at the point ( \  3 .0 ) ,  and tha t the upper boundary  o f A passes sm oo th ly  in to  the lower 
boundary  o f  B, and vice versa. It is also possible to  consider doublets { \  ?> T  t ,  p \ c )  and 
{ V 3 — (, p 2( }  for small posit ive and negative c, as in parts  (c) and (d) o f  Theorem  3.3.8. 
Such analysis leads to  the conclusion th a t  both  the boundaries are concave (downwards) 
at ( \  3 .0 ) .  The cusp at ( v ' 3 , - v 3 )  has s im i la r  propert ies.
Since our results run parallel to those of Section 8.3, it is not surprising th a t  some 
of the proofs are very similar.  In particular,  we omit the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 because 
it is almost the same as t h a t  of Theorem 3.3.1.
Two lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3.
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L e m m a 4. 3 .9 .  Wie have
(a) y(0 .y)  > 0 for all y ^  0;
(b) y ( r . y )  > 0 for all x £  |0, 11 and y > 0;
(c) 0 (* ,y )  < 0 for all x  £  [ 1, \  3 and y < 0
(d) y(v'3,  y) < 0 for all y 4  0.
P roof o f  L em m a 4.3.9. Write g' ( x , y )  — - ^ y ( x \ y )  etc., so th a t
g'[x.  y) =  q ' { x  £ y) -  0 ' ( x )  -  y0" (x ) , (4.3.3a)
g " ( x , y )  =  ö ' ' (x  +  y) -  o " ( j ). (4.3.3h)
and
y (?,)( j .  y) =  <>(3,(x -  y). (4.3.3c)
Note that  g(x .0 )  =  g' (x,  0) =  ^"(XjO) =  0 for all x.
( a ) The function o" (x )  achieves its global minimum at x 0. Thus  y"(0,  y) > 0 for
all y £  0. so g'{0, y) is the same sign as y and g(0. y) • 0 for all y *  0.
(b) For x £  0, 1 we have y (3' (x.  y) > 0 when x < x -  y < 1. and o " ( x +  y) > 0 > (f>"(x)
w hen x  -f y > 1. Therefore g " ( x , y )  > 0 for all y > 0.
(c) For X £  1. \  8 . lfO < x l  y < j  then y 1?,)(x .y )  > 0, and if x  +  y < 0 then each term
is positive on the  r igh t -h and side of (4.3.3a). It follows that  g'{x.  y) > 0 so g{ x , y )  < 0 
for all y < 0.
(d) Since ( p " ( x ) achieves its max imum at x = \ / 3  we have y " ( \ / 3 , y ) < 0 for all y ^  0 
(and y ^  — 2v/3).
L e m m a  4 .3 .1 0 .  Put  u (j , y) y ( j - y )  o u’' ( r ) .  except when x  6  { - \  3.0,  v 3} .  He 
have ~ w ( x ,  y) < 0 for a II x  4- { \  8, 0, \  3} and  y -  0.
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Proof  of  Lemma 4.3.10. Note that u ( x, - y )  =  w ( x . y ), so it suffices to show that 
y x w(x,  y) < 0 for all x  > 0 (x ^  v'3) and y ^  0. Fix y ^  0 and put
and
a (x) — ö (3)(x) J^ w ( x ,y )  = <?{?']( x ) ~ g ( x , y )  -  0 (4 ’ (x)y(x, y)
"1 — 2
x y ( j -  -  3) e x p ( - x y  -  \ y 2)
(4 3.4)
6(x) =. o(x) a(x) =  3(x” -  1)
-  3(x“ -  1) + 2x3y -  | ( x 4 + 3)yN 
We suppose that 6(x()) > 0 for some x(, > 0 and work for a contradiction.
We have a(0) =  -  <j>^4 ’ (0)y(0, y) < 0 by Lemma 4.3.9(a), so b(0) < 0. Also, 
if y > 0 then b(x) ~  ^(x4 + 3)y2 < 0 as x —> oc, and if y < 0 then 6(x) ~
x y ( x 2 -  3 ) e x p ( - x y  \ y 2) < 0 as i  -» oc. But 6(x0) > 0 and b is a smooth function, 
so there must be a point Xj > 0 with b(x i) > 0 and b'(xi) = 0. Now'
6'(x) ~  x  {6 -  y 2(x2 -  3)} e x p ( - x y  -  \ y 2) -  2 ( x2y 2 -  3xy + 3)
Therefore
{6 -  y2(xj 3)} exp(-X] y -  \ y 2) = 2 [ x \ y 2 -  3xjy + 3), 
and substitution back into (4.3.4) yields
{6 -  y \ x ' \  -  3)}6(x,) = | ( x ?  -  3)(xJ + 3)y4.
Since 6(x]) > 0. this entails X] > \/3-
Next we notice that 6'(\  3) =  y3 6 ( \  3) and u( \  3) — - <p(4i(\ 3)y(y 3, y) < 0, so 
fr(x) is decreasing at \/3. Thus there exists a point x2 with y 3  < x 2 < Xj, &'(x2) =  0 
and 6( x 2) < b(y'3) < 0. Since 6'(x>) -  0, equations (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) hold with x 2 
instead of X]. Now the right-hand side of (1.3.5) is a quadratic in xy which is alw’ays 
positive, so {6 -  y 2(xi  -  3)} > 0. Thus t ( x 2) > 0 using (4.3.6). This contradiction 
completes the proof of the lemma. □
(43.5)
(4.3.6)
Proof o f Theorem 4.3.3. The cases x2 — 0 and x 2 — \  3 are covered by parts (a) and 
(d) of Lemma 3.3.9. For example, if 0 < xj < \ 3 then / i (xj ,0 .y )  = <p^ 3) (xj )y (0, y) > 0 
for all y A 0. Thus we may assume that o (3)(xj )d (3-(x2) > 0. Writing w(x . y )  = 
g(x.  y) /c^3'(x) we have
Mx t y) o !' ' 1( x , ) o i ‘' i (x 2) U’(x2. y) ^(xi,y) • (4.3.7)
The theorem now follow-s immediately from Lemma 4.3.10.
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Proof  of  Theorem 4.3.5. In view of the symmet ries (4.3.2) we may assume that  Xi > 0. 
If 0 < x 2 < x\  < \ /3 V3 < jo < x ] then Theorem 4.3.3 applies, and the 
case x -2 < v 3  =  X\ is trivial in view of Lemma 4.3.9(d). There are just two remaining 
cases.
(i) x2 < 0 < xi and Xj -  x 2 < 20 (where 0 = 04 j). Consider (4.3.7). We have 
( x i ) 0 ^ ( x 2) < 0, and Lemma 4.3.10 implies that  u’(x2,y) < ie(x] — 20, y) for 
all y ^  0. Therefore it remains to show that ,  for fixed x = X] £ (0,20),
a(y) =  w(x,  y ) -  w(x -  20, y) > 0 for all y ^  0. (4.3.8)
Observe that
o'(y) =
' ( y )
<>'{x + y) -  6'{x) -  yo"{x)  o (3)(x)
6 ' [x -  20 + y) o ' (x 20) yo"(x  -  20) / p*3^(x -  20).
^ ' ( x t y j - o ' j x )  / V 3)(x)
p 7/(x -  20 - y) -  p /7(x -  20) ' p 1" ’ (x -  20).
and
a " ] {y) — P !" 1 (x -f y) p (" 1 (x) -  o [" ]{x -  20 -r y) /  P l” 1 (x -  20)
=  P^3) (x -  20 + y) j  (x) ^6(x-t y) -  0(x)j (4.3.9)
(except when p (3)(x — 20 +  y) =  0), where
b(z) = p ("^  (2 ) / p*"' (z — 20)
(except when 0 ^ ( 2  20) = 0). Now
b1 (z) — (2, z -  20) p *3)(2 -  20)
and bearing in mind the fact that  (04 -  602 -t- 3) = 0 (see A.l)  a little algebra gives
034(2 + 0 . 2 -  0) 1) - 120“ 0 ( 2  + 0)o(z 0) > 0 (4.3.10)
for all 2 0  0. Thus 6(2) decreases from 00 to - oc as 2 increases through the intervals 
( -0 0 .  - v  3 -  20). ( - v ' 3  + 20.20) and (20, \  3 -  20): and b(z) decreases from oc to 0 as
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2 increases from \ /3  -f 20 to oo (see Lemma A. 1(b)). Remember that  0 < x < 20, so 
<P[?' \ x  -  20) < 0 < <£^(x) and 6(x) < 0. It follows that  the function |6(x +  y) -  6(x)i 
has precisely three zeros, at y =  y j , y2 and y3 say, where
x +  yj < — y/Z +  20 < x + y2 < 20 < x +  y3 < V3 + 20. (4.3.11)
Note that yj < 0 =  y2 < y3>. In view of (4.3.9), the continuous function a ^ ( y )  has just 
the same three zeros.
Now «''(0) =  a (,b(o) =  0. and
a H)(0) =  ~^34(J ,  * 2 0 ) /  d>f3)(x)o(3)(x -  20) > 0
by (4.3.10) (unless x — 0, in which case cd4,(0) = a ,r,'(0) = 0 and a (cd(0) = 
2 (0)/d>b?) (y) > o), so o"{y)  > 0 for small y ^  0. We also have
a"[y) -* -ip23{x. x -  20) /  ö (-' )(x )0 (3)(x -  20) as j y ;
and
i/-23(2 +  0,2 -  0) =  20(24 -  20~z~ + 202)(p(2 -  0)o(2 -  0) > 0, (4.3.12)
for all 2 , so a " (y) > 0 for large positive and negative y. We showed in the previous 
paragraph that  a"(y)  has just one turning point on either side of y — 0. Therefore 
a"(y) > 0 for all y ^  0. Since a(0) — a /(0) — 0. this implies (4.3.8).
We might have deduced the inequalities (4.3.10) and (4.3.12) by inspection 
of Figure 4.3.1, because none of the dotted lines u = v 23 = 0 or t; =  y 34 =  0 
cross X] -  x -2 — 20.
(ii) x -2 < \ o  < X\ and X) -  X] < 20. Reasoning as above, we have to show 
that a(y ) > 0 for fixed x € (\  3 , y  3 -  20) and all y -j- 0. We still have &(x) < 0, so the 
function b(x — y) -  6(x)i has just three zeros, y j , y2 and y3, satisfying (4.3.11), but this 
time yi < y2 <' y3 — 0. These are the only turning points of a"(y). It. is still true that 
u;/(y) > 0 as y —* 0 or y -» — cx:. so it follows immediately that ^ ' (y )  > 0 for all y > 0.
The situation is more complicated for y * 0. The function a"(y)  has a local
maximum at y2 and a local minimum at yj, so certainly a'(y) has no local maximum
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in ( y i , 0). Now if y < y  ^ then 6'{x  + y) > 0 > o' (x) and (j)'(x -  20 + y) > 0 > 0'(x  -  20), 
so
ö'(y) <  -y<t>"[x) / V 3,U) +  y<t>"{* -  2 0 ) /o [?']ix -  20)
— ~ y xl,2z{x i x — 20) ' <pl3^ ( x ) 0 ^ ( x  — 20)
< 0
by (4.3.12). Therefore a'(y) must be negative for all y < 0. so a(y) > 0 for all y < 0. □
Proof  of  Theorem 4.3.6. (a) This follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.9(a), since 
h{x , 0. y) =  0 (3'(j)y(O,y).
(b) We have
where
h(x , ~ x ,y)  =  4>{?’]{x ) g[x, y)  + g ( - x . y )  =  d>(3)(x)a(x, y) 
a(x, y) =  o(x + y) + <Z>(x -  y) -  2o(x) -  y2o"(x).  
Since a(x, y) =  a (x , —y), it suffices to show that
and
, y )  >  o w h e n e v e r  (4 < x  < 0 4 1 a n d  y > 0 . (4 .3 .13)
■> y )  <  o w h e n e v e r 1 £  x <  6^43 a n d  y . ■ 0 . (4 .3 .14)
. y) e t c . ,  so t h a t
n ' ( x .  y) = o 1 ( x  - y) - P ' [ x  -  y) -- 2 y o " ( x ) . (4 .3 .1 5a )
a " { x , y)  r~ o " ( x  - y ) <?"(x  -  y) -  2 o " ( x ) . (4 .3 .156)
{1,){ x . y ) o (3)(x +  y ) ~ P [3) ( X - y)- (4 .3 .15c )
( n (x.  y) = o *4 1 (x +  y) +  0 ^ A) (x  - y)- ( 4 .3 .15d)
and
Note that  a(x.O) =  a'(x.O) = a"(x,  0) =  a ^ ( x , 0 )  =  0 for all x. Figure A.2 in the 
Appendix displays the functions o ' 3) and <p*4), and might clarify some of the following 
arguments.
(i) Suppose that 0 < x < 04i and y > 0.
I f 0 < x - y < x - r  y <  04] then both terms on the right-hand side of (4.3.1 5d) are 
positive, so a (4l(x,y) > 0. If 0 < x -  y < 04l < x ~  y then <^>(3l(x-i- y) > 0 ^ ( 04] -  y)
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and <£(3)(x -  y) < <£(3)(04i ~ y), so a (3>(x.y) > p (3)(041 + y) -  </>(3)( ^ i  -  y); but, 
Theorem A.5(b) gives p (4l (#41 + y) -+- p (4)(041 -  y) > 0 when 0 < y < 941, so we have 
a^3) (x, y) > 0. It follow's that  a^3) (x. y) > 0 if x -  y > 0.
Next, if — 1 < x - y <  0 < x + y <  \ /3 then c!)b0,)(x 4 y) > 0 > <^3)(x -  y)
so a*3*(x,y) > 0 .  If - 1  < x — y and \/ 3 < x + y then x — y < 204} — %/3 < -0 .2 ,
so p*3) (x y) > ^ (3)(6>43) > p^3*(-0.2) > 0 3^) ( x - y )  and a (3)(x,y) > 0. Finally, if 
x -  y < - 1  then x + y > 1 so each term of (4.3.15b) is positive. Thus, in any case we 
have a"(x ,y )  > 0, which implies (4.3.13).
(ii) Now suppose that  1 < x < 943 and y > 0.
If 94l < x — y < x  -r y < 943 then both terms of a^4^(x,y) are negative. If
\  3 < x -  y < 043 < x +  y then pb 9 (x -f y) < <^3^(#43 4- y) and p l3^(x -  y) >
d>*3)(y43 -  y), so a (3, (x,y) < <^3'(043 4- y) -  p ^ ( 043 -  y) < 0, where the last inequality 
comes from Theorem A.5(b). And if 94] < x — y < v ’3 and 94?, < x  •+ y then 
p(?’)(x — y) < 0 < pbO(x — y). Thus u (3l(x. y) < 0 whenever x -  y > 94\.
If 0.6 < x -  y < #4i then Of3)(x -  y) > o*31(0 .6) > obJ,)(]) > o^3*(x4- y), 
so o (3!(x. y) < 0. If 0 < x y < 0.6 then - o " { x  -  y) > — p ,/(0.6) > p " ( \  3) > p " ( x T  y), 
so a"(x . y )  < 0 . Finally, if x -  y < 0 then each term of (4.3.15a) is negative. Therefore 
a'(x.  y) < 0 whenever 1 < x < 94-> and y > 0. which implies (4.3.14).
We omit the proof of Theorem 4.3.7 because it is much the same as that  of 
Theorem 3.3.7. It relies on Lemma 4.3.9 just as the latter Theorem depends on 
Lemma 3.3.9.
Proof o f Theorem 4.3.8. Put
a(p. y) =  2p(v 3)y(0, y) + pp(0)y(y/3, y)
and
K p - y) = py(\  y) -  y{\  3 , -y) -
Then let
Pi = sup{p : a(p,y)  > 0 for all y}. 
P-2 = inf{p : a{p, y) < 0 for all y},
and
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P3 = inf {p : b(p. y) < 0 for all y } .
We show that  the p3 are well-defined and satisfy Pi € (0,1), p2 > 1 and p3 > 1.
Lemma 4.3.9(d) shows that ,  for fixed y ^  0, a(p, y) is a strictly decreasing function 
of p. Observe that
. f (1 ~ p ) i y V ( 0 ) o ( v /3)-r  0 ( y 5) as y -> 0 
a ( p , y ) =  _ (4.3.16)
{ (1 -  p)y2d>(0)p( y'3) +  O(y)  as y -» ±oc.
Now o(0, y) > 0 for all y ^  0 in view of Lemma 4.3.9(a), so p 3 > 0. Suppose that  
Pi = 0. Then there exist sequences a n { 0 and yn —> l (possibly ±oc) with a(an , y n) < 0 
for all n. The relations (4.3.16) imply that / is finite and non-zero, but in that  case 
o (an ,y n) --* u(0,/)  > 0. This contradiction implies that p\ > 0. Next we have
fl( l ,y)  = 20(vß )6(y) T p (0)p ( \  3 + y) +  (v3y  -  3)p(0)p(v3) .
Thus a( l , - 2 \ / 3 )  =  2p( \  3) p(2\  3) -  4p(0) < 0. so a ( p , - 2 \ / 3 )  < 0 for all p in a
neighbourhood of 1, and p\ < 1. Also a ( l , \  3) > 0 so p2 > 1 If p2 =  oc then there are 
sequences —> oc and yn —* / such that o(on , y n) > 0 for all n. We have U < / j < oc 
by (4.3.16), so a ( a n ,y n) ~  a np(0)y(v 3,/) < 0. Therefore p2 must be finite.
A similar argument  shows that 1 < p3 < oc. Note that  pb(p ] ,y) =  — 6(p. - y ) ,  so
P3 1 =  sup{p: 6(p, y) > 0 for all y}.
Numerical methods show that  pj ~  0.5254. p2 or 1.4890, and p3 o- 2.8241.
The proof now' emulates that of Theorem 3.3.8. For example, suppose that  part (a) 
is false. Then there exists p ^  |P i , p2i- and sequences 0 r- cn —> 0 and 0 ^  yn —> / 
(possibly ±oo) such that  h( \  3 -f (n ,pc„, yn) A 0 for all n. The asymptotic equation
h{ \  3 +  cn : p(n , y n)  =  e„P(4)( \  3) T |  c“ d>(5) (v  3) + 0(e*)  y(pc„, y„)
p tnd>(4)(0) 4 0 ( f ;;) y ( \  3 4- cri, yn )
now' leads to a contradiction whatever the value of /.
o-
□
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5. C la sse s  o f f in ite  in terv a ls .
5.1. In troduct ion .
In this chapter we consider whether or not certain classes 5 are convergence determining 
in the sense of Chapter 2. We are interested in classes of intervals which are all the 
same length 2A for some A > 0. Write
\x}x =  X -  A,x + AJ, (5.1.1)
and for a set X C R  put X\  = { \x\x : x 6  X }; for example
{ * i , * 2 } a =  { 1^ 1 -  A,X] ■+■ A], jx2 -  A,X2 +  AJ j. (5.1.2)
It follows from the work of Section 2.1 that is convergence determining (CD) if 
and only if it is Q-determining (QD), that is
i! i ; n ( / s u , v  t Q . , ( x a) • „ ' ^  n (5.1.3)
n—>oo \ 6 „ J
for all random variables X  6  C 2. Thus the function Q n(,x \ )  plays a central role, and 
it is convenient to introduce some new notation. Put
<Flxr'(x) =  <J>*r^(iji,\) for all r > 0. (5.1.4a)
and
C x( x, y )  = G ( i x - y )  (5.1.46)
so that Q „([x !a) =  nEG,\(r, - A ’/ \ / n ) .  We also write «^(rr) = '{x).  <I>'A(x) =  ^ ^ ' ( x )
etc. Note that <I>Ar* (x) = d ( r ~  1 J (x -  A) -  o ( r  1 ■' (x -  A) for r > 1, and
Gx{x,  y) =  G( x  + A, y) -  G( x  -  A. y) (5.1.5a)
-  <I>A(x + y) - * x (x) -  y * ' x ( x ) -  | y V A'(x). (5.1.56)
Before investigating QI) classes of intervals we have to study the functions 4)lxr*(x).
That is the task of Section 5.2. For small A, 1 (x) behaves like <Ar)(x), and
Section 5.2 draws heavily on the Appendix where these latter functions are studied. 
Then, in Section 5.3. we consider which doublets { x 15x2} a are QD (Theorem 5.3.1).
The analysis is more complicated than that  of Sections 3.3 and 4.3, but  we present 
some simple conditions which are necessary (e.g. Theorem 5.3.3) or sufficient (e.g. 
Theorem 5.3.6) for the doublet { x i , x 2},\ to be QD.
Study of these finite intervals links the work of Chapter  3 to that  of Chapter  4. 
Indeed, for small A we have G \ ( x , y )  = 2Xg(x.y)  T 0(A'?), so it is plausible that  
Q n ([x].x) should inherit some of the properties of qn (x) = nEg(x ,  — X/ y / n ) .  Thus, if X 
is q-determining (qD) as discussed in Chapter  4 then we might suspect that  X \  is QD, 
at least for small A. On the other hand, if A is large and x > 0 then 6(x  — A) <p(x -f A), 
so G { x -  A,y) normally dominates on the right-hand side of (5.1.5a). This suggests that 
Q u ( T ja) ~  — Q n ( x -  A). If x < 0 then a similar argument leads to Q n ( x ,\) % Q n (x + A). 
Thus, for large A, X \  may behave like a class of infinite intervals consisting of one of 
( -  oo, X  -  A or ( - o c .  i - f  A for each x  t  X . The QD nature of such classes is discussed 
in Chapter  3.
Our first theorem makes some of these ideas explicit.
T h e o r e m  5.1.1.  (a) I f  a ßnite set X C R is qD , then X\  is a QD class for all 
sufficiently small A.
(b) If X is a QD set. then { ,x — 2A, x\ : x 6 X } and { x. x-r  2A : x € X } are both QD 
classes for all sufficiently large A.
The converse s ta tements  are not always true. Indeed Theorem 4.2.2 implies that the 
doublet X = { \ '3 .0} is not qD. but it turns out that  {\ 3,0},\ is QD for all A < \ /3 
(see Theorem 5.3.4(b) below). Such a situation can only arise when the doublet 
(x1?x2) €  R J lies on the boundary of the set of all qD doublets. Since this last set is 
open (Theorem 4.3.1) these cases are excluded from Theorem 5.1.1(a).
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Proof  of  Theorem 5.1.1. (a) A Taylor series about x gives
G \ { x , y) = 2Ag(x,  y ) + \g"{x + OX, y) +  g"[x  -  0A, y) (5.1.6)
where y =  d G j d x  as usual, g" =  d 2g / d x 2, and 6* =  9{x, y. A) € [0, lj. An argument 
similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.3 shows that
jnEy"(x, -A7\/n)| < cSn
for all x and A', so we put y =  - X / \  'n in (5.1.6) and take expectations to get
Qn(;x:,x) -  2Ayn(x)j < C]A?,<Sn.
Thus, for A < \  we have
max Q u ('x A ) i  + n 
* €  X
-  1/2
since
2A |m a x  qn(x) \ -f n 1 2 j  -  Cj X3bn 
> c->(.l )A^„ -  C]A3£n
X is qD. It follows that  X is QD for all A < min |  | , \/ 'c2 ( c\ j.
(b) First we show that ,  given c > 0 and x 6 X, there exists A =  A(c. j ) such that
:Qn (x -  2A) < 6<^n for all A > A. (5 . i :
Indeed choose A > 1 so large that A 2 <. t, <h(.r -  A) < <. o (r!(x -  2A)' < c for 
r = 0 . 1.2 and A > A, and j<^3)(ti;)i < ( for all w < x -  2A -  1. Now
G{x  -  2A.y) = $ ( r  -  2A+ y) -  <f>(r -  2A) -  yo(x  -  2A) -  ± y V ( x  -  2A)
=  iy*<p"{x -  2A) -  ^ y V 3)(x -  2A 4- By) 
for some 9 £ 0. 1 . Therefore
nE  | g (x -  2 A, -  A. \  n) I ( A j < \  n) j j < ^ < ^ 4
for A > A. We also have
nE|(T( j-  — 2A, - X / x  n) l { \ n  < X  < Ayn
< E{  »i4>(x -  A) t  \  ii A o ( r -  2A) -r | A 2 | ^ ( x -  2A)|] / (  Ai > v n) } 
S 3c6n2
and
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|^ e {g (x -  2 A , - X / v ' n ) 7 ( | X |  > A\ rj) J
< E  j  (n +  y/n\X\e  +  ± X 2e) 7(jX| > Av n)}
< E { ( A - 2 + (A"1 +  \ i ) X 2 7(jX| > \  ~n) |
<  3 e6n 2
for all A > A. These results imply (5.1.7).
The set X  is QD, so there is a constant C](X) > 0 such that
max Q „ ( i )  +  n 1/2 > C!(X)6n for all n.
x(E X  i !
Take e = A^cdT) .  Then for A > rnax-^x A(r,x) we have
max Q n {\x -  2A, x;) ■ T n 1/2 > max Q n (x) I -  max Q u (x -  2A): 4- n 1/2
i e i i g t xfc X
> Cl ( I )  -  6<
—  I c i ( X ) 8 n ,
so { x — 2A, xij : x € X } is a QD class.
In the same way it may he shown that Q r, (x -  2A) •£ 6(Q, and hence that  
{ x. x T 2A : x t  X } is QD for all sufficiently large A. □
5.2. F u n c t io n s  a n a lo g o u s  to  t h e  N o r m a l  d e n s i ty  f u n c t io n .
In this section we examine the functions
<J>^(X) =  -  A) -  0 , r - ’> ( x -  A)
for r > 1 and A > 0. They are the derivatives of <h.\(x) = T(x f  A) -  <f>(x -  A). It turns 
out that  they inherit many of the properties of the derivatives cAr) (x), particularly for 
small A. Indeed
<I>|xr)(x) =  2Ao(T|(x) + 0 ( A ?'). (5.2.1)
Thus this section plays a similar role to that of the Appendix, in which we examine the 
functions <p^r] (x).
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Our first lemma is an easy corollary of Lemma A. l .
L e m m a  5 .2 .1 .  (a) The function  3>^ r | (x) is either  even or odd, according to whether  r 
is even or odd.
(b) We have
< C V )
I
1
( — 1 ) r x r ~ 1 + 0 ( x r~ 
( — x ) r — 1 +  0 ( x r~ 2)
2 ) <i>(x -  A)
<£>( x t  A)
as x —> oc 
as X —> — oo.
Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 display the functions $ ^ r l (x) for A =  1.5 and A =  2 
respectively, where r — 1 ,2 ,3  and 4. and x > 0. When A is small (A < 952 — 1.3556) 
then 4>'r ) (x) behaves in essentially the same way as cAr ^(x) for r — 1 ,2 ,3  or 4 (see 
5.2.1), so we do not present a figure for this case.
Consider the  roots of the equation <F !xr * (x ) — 0. Compar ing Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, 
we see th a t  <LX’! and each have one more  positive root in Figure 5.2.2. The
following theorem int roduces the notat ion 0 rifc(A) for the  roots of and describes
this variation of the number  of roots with A. The roots 0 r . are related to the roots 9rs 
of o (r) (see Lemma A.3 in the Appendix) .
T h e o r e m  5 .2 .2 .  Each strict ly posi tive root x o f  <J,(vr (x) — 0  satisfies
9r.fi- 2 < r  A < 0r, (5.2.2)
for some r and s with  — r — 3 < s < r -  1 and r 6 odd. If
A (5.2.3)
j  9r.f. - 2 fi-X odd r 
\ - 0 T-  1 -  1 fix even r,
then there is one root x — Q r, (X)  > 0 sat isfying (5.2.2). I f  (5.2.3) fads then there is no  
such root.
The condi tions (5.2.3) are always met  when s > 1. so there is a positive root ©r<..(A) 
of <F^ r) for each positive root 9r, of o (r). If r < 2, or if A < 0r-2 for odd r or A < 0T_\  •> 
for even r. then these [ r /2 i  roots are tlie only positive roots of <Fxr *. On the other 
hand,  if A > 9r r - t  for odd r or A > 9r ] r 2 fur even r then <Flxr) has (r -  1) positive
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roots. Of course, in view of Lemma 5 .2 .1(a). - O  is also a root of for each positive 
root ©, and zero is a root for odd r. We often omit the argument, A of 0 r5.
As a function of A, O r.fi(A) is quite well-behaved.
T h e o r e m  5.2.3.  (a) The function ©r5(A) is continuous and increasing.
(b) For s >  1 we have ©rs(A) —> 9rs as A —♦ 0.
(c) We have ©rc(A) ~  A + 9r_ 1>s_j as A —> oo.
(d) For sufficiently large A,
O r 5 (A) < A — 0r _i  i f  Zr +  s = 1 (mod 4),
and
0 r5(A) > A-h ör - 1 i i f  or-e s = o (mod 4).
Part (b) of the above theorem motivates the notation 0 r.e. Since 0 r5 is always 
positive, it evidently does not inherit that property enjoyed by 9r< of having the 
same sign as s. However the inequalities of our next theorem do carry through from 
Lemma A 3.
T h e o r e m  5.2.4.  (a) If  (x) — 0 = d>'xr ^ (x )  then x — 0. r > 3, and o^r) (A) = 0 
for odd r , or o*r ~^(A) — 0 for even r.
(b) Whenever 0 r f (A) and 0 r_j j (A) are defined, we have
©r-c 1,.«- 1 (A) < 0  r .( A ) < 0 r4-],s4 1 (A).
(c) We have
J)( 0 ri, ) > 0 > d>xr 1  ^(© r ...) i f  r ■+■ s =  1 (mod 4)
and
<p[r~ ]}( e r^ ) <  0 < d > ^ n ( 0 r ,) i f  r s = 3 (mod 4)
Part (a) of this theorem implies that d>xr| changes sign at each 0 r .t . Note that,  
according to (5.2.3). if 0 r ,(A) is defined then so is 0 r 4 i ^  j(A); hut if r is even and 
- 9 r- i , f - i  < A < -Or-ti.fi-3 then 0 r ,(A) is defined and 0 r+1 5_ i (A) is not.
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Finally, we present some specific inequalities that are related to Lemma A.6. 
T h eorem  5 .2 .5 . (a) We h a v e © 41(A) <  0 > i ( A )  for all A.
( b )  There is a critical point A 0 — 1.1812 such that ©c,i ( A)  <  © 4 1 ( A )  for all A <  A 0 , and 
@61 ( A )  >  © 4 1 ( A )  for all A >  A 0 .
Lemmas 5.2.3(b) and A.6 together imply that  © 4 1 ( A )  rs 94i < 92\ ~  © 2 1 ( A )  for small 
A,  and similarly that  © c , i ( A )  < © 4 1 ( A )  for small A. Also, Lemma 5.2.3(d) implies that  
© 2 1 ( A )  >  A and © 4 1 ( A )  <  A < © e i ( A )  for large A. Thus the continuous functions 
© 4 1 ( A )  and © 6 i  ( A)  must cross one another at least once in A >  0. In fact they do only 
cross once, at A — A o .
Proof of  Lemma 5.2.1. (b) We have
o (r l l ( x - f A ) ~ (  — x — \ ) T 1 e~ 4 Xx ö(x -  \ )  = O { x r ~ 2 (p[x — A)} as x -> 00. 
Therefore
(a*) = o (r 1  ^(x -t A) — d(r 1' (x -  A)
! o ( x - 2) + ( - l ) ’-(x A ) - '  -  0 { ( x -  A ) ' - 3}jö (x  - A) as x —* 00.
This implies the first asymptotic result, and the other one may be proved similarly. □
Proof o f Theorem 5.2.2. Suppose that x > 0 and x -  A < - 0 r r _ 1. so x -r A > ;x -  X > 
9r r _  ] .  Since 11 is decreasing in [9rr  1 . oc) we have < ? A r _  1 * (x-  A) j < o r^~ 11 (x -A )  . 
and hence <J>^(x) 0- Similarly, if x A 9r r _ l tfien $^r) (x) ^  0. Therefore
every positive root x of 4>x must satisfy —0r r _i  < x — A < 0r r _i .  Next, if 
x ,> 0 and <L(xr , (x) =  0 then x -  A < x 4- A. so Theorem A 4  implies that 
<^Ar)(x A) > o (r)(x-t  A)i > 0. Therefore x -  A is not a root of cAr>. This proves that  
every positive root x of 1 satisfies a condition like (5.2.2).
Consider a specific interval (9T<,_•>, 9rf ). and let us assume, for definiteness, that  
r -j- $ EE 1 (mod 4). It follows from Theorem A.3(b) that
<i( r , ( 0 r + l , . - l )  >  0 and o lr < 0 < 6 |r' " ( M - (5.2,1)
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If r T s — 3 (mod 4) then the inequalities would be reversed in (5.2.4), but the proof 
would be similar
Suppose that  A > - 0 r5_ 2 (or s > 2). This implies that  9T S _ 2 + 2A > |0ri5_ 2|, 
so in view of Theorem A.5(a) we have |0(r_1)(0rv<5_ 2)j > \d^r~ ^ (9r 2  T 2A)]. Thus 
<J>^r ) (0r 5_ 2 +  A) > 0. A similar argument gives 4>^ r ' (0r5 + A) =■ [9rs + 2A) -
C>(r_ 1  ^(9rs) < 0. Therefore 4>^(x)  changes sign in 9r fi_ 2 + A < x < 9rs +  A. so it must 
have at least one root x > 0 satisfying (5.2.2). Next suppose that  r is even, s < 1, and 
- 0 r_ < A < —9r 5 _ 2. It is still true that  9rs +  2A > :9rs\, so 4>^ r *(0r5 T A) < 0.
Furthermore, -A  € (0r 5 _ 2, 9r_ i f i_ ]) so 4>lxr , (0) = 2P(r_1,(A) =  -2<£(r~ 11 ( - A) > 0. 
Therefore ^ ^ ( x )  changes sign in 0 < x < 9rs -f A. It follows that ,  whenever
condition (5.2.3) is met, there is at least one root x > 0 of 4>x ' satisfying (5.2.2).
If j* > 0 is a root of 4>'xr 1 and satisfies (5.2.2). then d (r_ 11 (x -  A) =  o*r ~ 1' (o' + A)
and x -  A; < x -T A . so o^r]{x -  A)| > ■d'r , (j' -r A) by Theorem A.4. The inequalities
(5.2.4) entail o^r , (.r -  A) > 0, so
4>(xr n (r) =  ^ r | ( i T  A) -  o | r ! (x -  A) <: 0. (5.2.5)
This inequality (5.2.5) holds for all roots x > 0 satisfying (5.2.2). and the function (x )
is continuous, so there cannot be more that  one such root for each interval (5.2.2).
It remains to show tha t  there is no root x > 0 satisfying (5.2.2) if the condition 
(5.2.3) is not met. We may assume that  A < 9rs for otherwise (5.2.2) implies 
that x < 0. If r is odd and 9r fi_ 2 < -A  < 9rs (so &■ < 0). then 4>xr l (0) — 0 
and 4)lxr 1 (0) = - 2 d ^ ( - A )  < 0, so x = 0 is the only root satisfying (5.2.2) 
by the argument of the previous paragraph. If r is odd and -A = 0r 5 _ 2. then 
4>|xr l (0) = 4 > p n (0) =  4>^ r+2)(0) =  0, and 4 > ^ 3)(0) =  2p (r+2) (0r,2_*) < 0 by 
Lemma A.6. so it follows again that x  =  0 is the only root satisfying (5.2.2). Finally, if
r is even and 0r _ i if,_i < -  A < 9rs (so s < 1). then 4>xr>(0) < 0 and 4>xr " ^(O) < 0.
and as before there is no positive root of <FX 1.
Proof  of  Theorem 5.2.3. (a) Write 2  -  0 r^(A) for some fixed r. s and A. so that 
9r *_2 < 2 -  A < 9rf and d>( r - 1 | (c -  A) -  o tr_1)(c-4- A). It follows from Theorem A.4
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that  |<^r )(z -  A)j > |<^r)(z + A) J; for definiteness let us assume that  0 (r)(z -  A) > 0. 
Choose e > 0 and t] > 0 such that  z -  A -+ e < 9rs, and
-  A) -  \(f)^ r\ x 2 + A)! > rj whenever \x3 — z| < 2c for j  = 1,2. (5.2.6)
Now take 6 G (0,r) so small that
4>(r- ' ]{z +  A + 8) -  0 (r_1)(z -  A -  8) < crj. (5.2.7)
We show' that  changes sign between z and z + t, so z < 0 r5(A-|-<5) < z + c .  Indeed
>{r)
A -f- p (z) -  0 (r- !) (z + A-fi 6) -  d>[r- l ) {z -  A -  6)
=  6 (t>(r]{z 4- A + 08) + d (r)(z -  A -  Ob)
for some 0 6  jO, 1 . Therefore T ^ ^  (z ) > 0 by (5.2.6). NextA +  *
+ 0  -  (p(r 1](~ ~  < + A -  S) -  <5(r n (z + £ -  A -  S) 
rd (r- 1](z-t- A 4- S) -  <p{r- ' ]{z -  A -  6)
0 (r)(z 4- A *  +  0<) -  o (r)(z -  A -  6 + 0<)
< 0
by (5.2.7) and (5.2.6), where 0 €  [0, 1 . It follows that  0 r i (.) is continuous on the right 
and increasing. Its continuity on the left may be established in the same way. The case 
o ' r '(z -  A) 0 is similar.
(b) We have
4>ir)( 9 „ +  A) =  0<r - » ( 0 r„ + 2A) -  Ötr-'H9„)
and
< ’( » „ -  A) = ■*<'"’> ( » „ ) -  6[r- '\ert - 2A).
Now 0Tfi is a t urning point of ö ' r_ G  so for small A, <J>(xr 1 A) and 4*^1 (0r .. - A) are
of opposite signs. Thus 0 rf,.(A) -  0r5j < A for small A. This proves part (b).
(c) We have 0 rt.(A) + A > 0r «_•> -f 2A —► oc as A — oc. Therefore o (r 1 ]( 0 rf. -  A) —* 0 
as A -» oc. which entails 0 r„ A — 0T i f j.
(d) Lemma A.1(b) states that  d (r~ 11 (x) ~  ( .r)‘r 1 'o(j") as x — oc, so we may deduce
the sign of d (r“ 11 ( 0 r .« A) = o*r 1>( 0 r.c -r A) for large A. Since 0 r „ -  A lies between 
0r s _ 2  and 0rc, it must always be the same side of 0r _ j ] for large A. The required
inequalities follow from Theorem A.3(b). □
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Proof  of  Theorem 5.2.4. (a) Suppose t hat <5>^(x) =  0 and i  ^  0. Since <L^ r ' ( - x )  =  0 
as well, we may assume that x > 0. Then 0 (r_1l(x -  A) =  <^r - 1 *(x + A) and 
\x -  X < jx T Aj, so T*(xr 11 (x) = o ^ ( x  + A) -  0 ( r | (x -  A) ^  0 by Theorem A.4. Par t(a)  
follows immediately.
(b) The required inequalities certainly hold for large A in view of Theorem 5.2.3(c) and 
the corresponding inequalities for the 9's. But we showed in part (a) that the functions 
©riC(A) and 0 r+1 t (A) do not cross, so our inequalities must hold everywhere.
(c) Theorem 5.2.3(c) implies that  : 1  ^(©r5) —*► - < ^ r  ^(0r _ ] j ) as A —* oc. Now. in
view of Theorem A.3(b), <5^ (#r_ ] i ) is positive if and only if r +  s =  1 (mod 4), so 
the right-hand parts of our inequalities hold for large A. Part (b) of this theorem shows 
that  ©rjs(A) always falls between two zeros of 4>(xr so <J>^r 1'(©,..,.) 0 for all A. But
] , ( 0 r^(A)) is a continuous function of A. so the right-hand inequalities must hold 
for all A. The left-hand inequalities may be established similarly.
Proof of  Theorem 5.2.5. (a) Theorem 5.2.3(b) and Lemma A.6 together imply that 
©2i (A) > ©4i (A) for small A. Suppose that, ©21(A) = ©41(A) = x. say. for some A > 0. 
I'sing Lemma A.2 we have
0 -- ^ ’^ ( x )  -  o (31(x -  A) o l?,,(x -  A)
= — (x -f A)o/;(x — A) — (x -  A)o"{x -  A) -  <f>"(x),
so (x -f A)d>"(x -+- A) = (x A)o"(x A). Now parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.2.3 
imply that x > 6L] =  1. so (x -f A)o"(x r  A) > 0. However o'(x -  A) =  o'(x -t- A), so 
0 *• x -  A < 1 and (x -  A)o"(x -  A) < 0. This contradiction implies that  there is no 
such A. Part (a) now follows immediately.
(b) As above, if ©41(A) =  ©r.i(A) - x for some A. then
(x A)e>14 ■ (x -  A) (x -  X)0[41 (x -- A). (5.2.8)
By definition of ©41 we have - 9 4i < x A < #41. Thus <?('1,(x -  A) > 0 .  If x -  A > 0 
then ^ " ' ( x r  A) — (x -  A) > 0. so x -+ A < \  3 and o^4 f (x 4- A) < 0 which cont radicts
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(5.2.8). Thus x -  A < 0, so d> ^  (z -f- A) < 0 and <j>(4i(x  + A) < 0 (by 5.2.8), which implies 
that  \ /3 < x -f A < $ 4 3  ~  2.3344. We have to resort to numerical methods to show that 
there is a unique such A = A0 ~  1.1812, and that  z =  ©4i (A0) = ©6i (Aq) ~  1.0571. □
5.3. Q - d e t e r m i n i n g  c lasses  of  in te rv a ls
Given A > 0 and a set X — {j*! , z 2, . . . x s) and A > 0, we would like to know whether 
or not X \  is QD.
Firstly, it follows from Theorem 2.3.2 that  if ^ ^ ( z . , )  — 0 for each j ,  then X \  is 
not QD. Theorem 5.2.2 implies that  the equation <f>^(z) = 0 has just  four distinct 
solutions z if A < v3 ,  five solutions if A = y'3, and six solutions if A > \ 3 -  Thus if 
A > \  3 then there is a non-QD class X\  of six intervals. However we conjecture that  
if A < v 3 then any class X \  of five distinct intervals is QD (see Conjecture 5.3.5(a) 
below). The value A =  y 3  turns  out to be critical in many contexts.
As in Chapters 3 and 4, we devote most attention to the easiest case, that  of 
doublets { z 1, z 2}.\ =  { Z] a i z 2 a } • Theorem 2.3.3 characterizes QD doublets | ß i , ß 2} 
in terms of the function 11 — H [ B \ . J32, y). so let us write
#  a(z i , z 2, y) =  11 { zj  a, T  2 j a 5 y ) =  $ ^ ' )(z i ) G a(x2, y ) -  (z 2) G a (xi , y ). (5.3.1)  
Also let
1'7\ ( t i , X 2) = ^  2 3 ( T 1 j A * 2 a) =  ^ ( ( z O ^ A  !(z 2) ~  ^  A (*2 ) ^  A ’ (x  1 ) • (5-3.2 u)
and
V'a(z 1;z2) =  ^ 3 4 ( ^ 1  A- J-i.A) =  ^A ’(a'i)^A4)(x 2) -  $ a3)(z 2 ) ^ a41(z i )- (5.3.26)
Then we may paraphrase Theorem 2.3.3 to get
T h e o r e m  5.3.1.  (a) If  L \  ( z j . z 2) = 0 or V a ( z i , z 2 ) = 0 then the doublet X,\ = 
{-r i , z 2} a is not QD.
(b) Otherwise , a a is QD i f and only if
H \ [ x i , z 2, y) i- 0 for all y + 0. (5.3.3)
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F i g u r e  5.3.1.  Convergence determining doublets {x i . x-j }a with A — 1.5. Shaded 
regions (and their boundaries) represent doublets which are not CD. Dashed lines are 
asymptotes, dotted lines are the loci of solutions to CA = 0 or V\ = 0. and dot dashed 
lines are axes of symmetry.
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F i g u r e  5 .3 .2 .  Convergence determining doublets  with A -  2.0. Shaded
r(giorts (and their boundar ies) represent doublets which are not C’l). Dashtd  lines are 
asymptotes ,  dott id lines are the loci of solutions to U\ — 0 or Y,\ = 0. and dol dashtd  
lines are axes of symmetry.
C ondition (5.3.3) may be analysed numerically.  The results for A — 1.5 and 
^ “ ar(' displayed in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. I he shaded areas of these figures
consist of points ( x , , x 2) for which (5.3.3) fails so th a t  {x i , x2}a is not QD.  In 
the unshaded areas,  H \ ( x ] , x 2, y) only ever takes one sign over all y ^  0 , and 
these signs are indicated on the  figures. Since G A(x,y) =  G A( - x ,  - y )  we have 
H \ {x \ ~, x 2 - y) — — H \  ( — x \ , — x-2 , — y) =  -  F/A (x-2, x j , y), so the  pat terns  are symmetr ic  
about the lines X] — x 2 and Xj =  — x 2. 1 he dashed lines parallel to the axes represent 
the non-zero  roots x of the equation <F^](x) =  0 . According to Theorem 5 .2 .2 , <i>!x3) 
has just one strictly positive root x  ©32(A) for A < \ /3 ,  and one further positive root 
T : ®3o(^) < Ö 32(A) for A > v 3. This is why we have chosen to display the si tuat ion 
for values of A on either side of A ~  v"3.
For A (- 0. \  3i the picture is essentially the same as Figure 5.3.1, and tends  
towards  Figure 4.3.1. which displays qD doublets ( x , , x 2), as A -> 0 . Note t h a t  0 32(A) 
decreases to \  3 as A decreases to 0 (Theorem 5.2.3(a) and (b)). For A > y 3 -  the shape 
of the non QD region in each rectangle enclosed by dashed lines is similar to th a t  in 
Figure 5.3.2. but the strips x| < ©30 around each axis get wider as A increases.  Indeed 
Theorem 5.2.3(c) shows t h a t  ©30(A) ~~ A + 1 and © 30(A) -  A -  1 as A —► oc.
The spectacular  ext ra complexity of Figure 5.3.2 over Figure 5.3.1 all occurs in the 
strips x o. ©30. Indeed, if these strips were compressed to the axes in Figure 5.3.2 so 
that  the lines x 2 = - ©30 and x 2 — © 30 were super imposed on x 2 = 0 . then the  shaded 
regions would have almost the same shapes as those in Figure 5 .3 .1.
It is also possible to match up par ts  of Figure 5.3.2 with Figure 3 .3 . 1. which 
displays QD doublets of infinite intervals (( oc. X] ( — oc. x 2 ). Consider the  lower 
r ight -hand port ion of Figure 5.3.2 given bv x, > 0 30 and x 2 < - © 3 ,,. For these 
values of X] and x 2. in view of the argument  preceding Theorem 5 . 1.1 above,  we 
expect Q n ( Xj •>) ä  Q fl(x, -  2 ) and Q n { x 2 2) % Q n ( x 2 -  2). Thus  it should come 
as no surprise that this por t ion of Figure 5.3.2 is much the same shape as the  part  of 
Figure 3.3.1 given by x, > -  1 ss ©3,, 2 and x 2 < 1. The non QD line x, -  x 2 of
Figure 3.3.1 has swollen to a thin non QD strip between (©3,,, - © 32) and (0 32. - ©30) 
in f i gu re  5.3.2. 1 his strip gets th inner as A increases. A similar argument  explains why
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the upper right-hand part of Figure 5.3.2. given by x \ , x •> > ©39, looks like the area 
J*i, a*2 > -  1 of Figure 3.3.1.
As usual, the boundaries of the shaded areas in the figures belong to the shaded 
areas in the sense that  they are not QD.
T h eorem  5 .3 .2 . The set o f  all points  (xj ,X2 ) such that {x i ,X2 } a is QD is an open set 
in R 2.
The dotted lines inside the shaded areas are the locus of points (xi,X2) 
such that  U \ { x i , x 2) — 0 or V \ ( x i , X 2 ) = 0 (see 5.3.2). It is easy to show that 
U \ ( x i . x-2) = 4A2u ( r 1, x 2) + 0 ( A4) and V\  ( x i , X2) =  4A2t>(xi,X2) +  0 ( A 4) for small A.
Also, if X\ and x 2 are positive then U\ { x i , x  2) ~  U{x]  -  A, X2 -  A) as A -+ 00, and 
similar asymptotic relations hold for negative X] or x>. and for V'a- Thus some of these 
dotted lines in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 correspond to the internal dotted lines u, v — 0 
and U. V = 0 of Figures 4.3.1 and 3.3.1. As in Chapters  3 and 4. it is not hard to prove
that the shaded areas enclosed by the dotted lines are definitely not QD.
T h eorem  5.3.3.  If U j , xo)V'T(x], x2) 0 then { x i . x2} a is not QD.
We would like to establish analytically that condition (5.3.3) is in fact satisfied for 
some of the unshaded areas in the figures. First let us consider points on the dashed 
lines 1 (x) = 0 .
T h eorem  5.3.4.  (a) /f dQ 1 (x j ) -  0 = T /  !(x2) then { x i ,X2}a is not QD.
(b) If d)'x’> (x] ) + 0 — 4Q ' (x 2 ) then { x ] .X2 }a is QD, unless A > v'3 and x 2 = 0 in
which case {x i , x2}a is not QD.
Thus {x] ,0}a is QD for A < \  3 and all Xi (unless T (( *(x j ) = 0), but non QD for 
A j  x 3 and all Xj. This is perhaps the most striking demonstration that A = \ 3 is a 
critical value.
Next, consider the QD right-angle triangles just  below the diagonal X]  -  x-2.
C on jectu re 5.3.5.  (a) If A < \  3 and either 0 < X2 < xj < ©32(A) or ©32(A) < x2 < X) 
then ( X]. x2 }a is QD.
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(b) If  A > \ /3 and either ©3 0 (A) < x 2 < Xj < ©3 2 (A) or ©3 2 (A) < x 2 < X] 
then {x1; x-2}A is QD.
Since ( 7 > ( - x , - y )  = G>(x,y) ,  the doublet {x] , x2}a is also QD if x 2 < X] < 
- © 3 2 , etc. (see 5.1.3). Now. for fixed A < \ /3. any set X  of five distinct points 
x 1 , x 2 , • - • x5 must include a pair, x i , x 2 say, lying in the same one of the four intervals 
( - 0 0 , - © 3 2 ], ( - © 3 2 , 0 ], jO. ©3 2 ) and ]©3 2 , oc). It follows from Conjecture 5.3.5(a) that  
{x 1 , x 2} a is QD, so X \  must be QD. On the other hand, Theorem 2.3.2 shows that  
{ _ Ö 4 3 , - @ 4 1 , ©4 1 , © 43} A is not QD, so five is t he minimum number of points required 
in X  to ensure that  X \  is QD for A < y 3 . Observe that  0 < © 4 1  < © 32 < © 43 
(Theorem 5.2.1(b)). so no two of the points ± © 4 1  and ± © 4 3  lie in the same one of the 
four intervals mentioned above. Note also that five points are needed to ensure that  X 
is qD (Theorem 4.3.1), so. as usual. qD sets X tend to correspond to QD classes of 
short intervals.
If A > y 3, then in view of Theorems 5.2.2 and 2.3.2, the set < ^  { x : d>(x,!(x) =  0  } 
has six members, and <\  is not QD. Thus a set of five (or six) intervals is no longer 
necessarily QD.
In the case omitted from Conjecture 5.3.5(b). that  is A > \  3 and 0 < x 2 < X] < 
© 3 0 • condition (5.3.3) sometimes fails. This is borne out by the shaded area around the 
origin in Figure 5.3.2. Indeed suppose that  0 < x 2 < X] and that Xi is very small. We 
have
<F"(x) =  <>'(A -  x) -  4>{A -  x) =  2 o'(A) -f 0 ( x 2), 
and may approximate $ |x3 ' (x) and $ ^ ' ( x )  similarly to see that
V \ { x \ , * 2 ) = - 4 ( x j  -  x2)o/(A)o(,'i(A) -  O(xj),
and
V'a(x i . x2) -  l ( x ,  -  x 2) ^ (-''(A) t 0 ( x
_ •>
Therefore U \ { x i , x 2) < 0  < V'a(x ] . x2). and in view of Theorem 5.3.3, { x i . x 2}.\ is not 
QD for sufficiently small xi.
I ’nfort.unately we can only prove parts of Conjecture 5.3.5.
T h e o r e m  5.3.6.  (a) If  A < H4] ~  0 7120 and eitlicr 0 < x 2 < Xj  < ©3 2 (A) or 
© 3 2 (A) < x 2 < xi .  then { x j , x 2}A is riot QD.
Ill
(b) I f  y/3 + A < x -2 < X ]  then { x i , x 2 } a JS QD.
Theorem 5.2.3 states that  ©32(A) —* \^3 as A —* 0. but that  ©32(A) ~  A + 1 as A 00. 
Thus, for large A, the endpoint \  3 -f A in Theorem 5.3.6(b) is not very close to ©32(A), 
which is the value claimed in Conjecture 5.3.5(a).
There are several asymptotes as Xj —> 00 in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
T h e o r e m  5.3.7.  Given A > 0, define a set J (X) C R  by
J(X)  = { a  : -©32(A) < a  < -  ©>1 (A), or ©32(A) <  q } 
{ a  : 0 < a  < ©21(A)}
{ ct : 0 < a  < ©21 (A) }
{ a  : — ©30(A) < a  < - 70(A),
U
for A < \/3 
for X = \ /3
or ©30(A) < a < ©21(A) } for X > \ / 3,
where 70(A) = inf{x > Ü : G\ ( x , y )  > 0 for all y < 0}. He have 0 < 70(A) < ©30(A) for 
all X > \/3.
(a) If a closed interval 1 is a subset o f J ( A) then there exists Xq = X o ( X , J )  such that 
{x . o }a is QD for all x > x0, a  €  1 and x f  a.
(b) Conversely, if  a y  J(A) then {x , o } a is not QD for all sufficiently large x.
Thus {x 1. x2} a is QD for large X] if and only if x2 t  J(A). It follows that  the boundaries 
of the shaded regions for large x.\ in our figures are all asymptotic to one of the horizontal 
lines <J>''(x2) = 0 or <f>A^(x2) =  0, except for the case A > \  3 and x2 € ( - © 30,0). Note
that U x (x !, x 2) ~  - <J>(x'(x2)<h|x"1(x i )  and V/A( x ] . x 2) -----1 (x2 )$>[*] ( x j ) as x, — oc
(see Lemma 5.2.1(b)). so the dotted lines l ' \  = 0 and \ \  = 0 are asymptotic to the zeros 
of T>/a, (x2) and (x2) respectively. The case x 2 £ 70,0) is exceptional in the sense 
that ,  for large Xj. Da(x i .X2) and V’<x(x] .X2) both have the same sign but {x j , x2}a is 
not QD.
Next, let us consider the symmetric doublets {x. - x }a- We have U\(x,  -  x) =  0 if 
and only if 4>A(x) — 0 or T A '(x) — 0. and l',\(x. - x )  = 0 if and only if ^ ^ ( x )  =  0 or 
<Fx4)(x) = 0. Looking along the axis Xj x2 in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. it is apparent 
that  these are usually the values of X] at which the axis intercepts the boundaries
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of the QD region. Again there is one exception: the upper boundary near (~A,A). 
(©■it, -  ©4 i )• We have 0 41 (A) < ©2 1 (A) for all A (see Theorem 5.2.5(a)), so the line 
V7a =  0 crosses the axis here just above the line Ux =  0. Theorem 5.3.3 shows that 
{a" 1 , 2 }a is not QD between these dotted lines, but we see that  { x , — x}a is also 
non-QD for x just less than ©4 1 . Note that  in Figure 4.3.1 the dotted line v =  0 is 
right on the boundary of the shaded region at (^4 1 5 — ^ 4 1 ), so Figures 5.3.1 and 4.3.1 
differ in this respect. The pattern passes smoothly from Figure 4.3.1 to Figure 5.3.1 as 
A increases from zero, so it is natural to ask for the largest possible value Af, < 1.5 such 
that  {x, ~ x}a is QD whenever 0 < x < ©4 1 (A) and A < A0.
/ o \
We have Hx(x, - x , y )  =  (x)Ax(x, y)  where
A x(x,y)  = $ A(x + y) + $ a(* -  y) -  2<Mx) -  y24>"(x), 
so {x, — x }a is QD if and only if <J>^(x)neO and ^ ( x . y )  ±  0 for all y #  0. Now
f + 0(y*) as y —* 0
Aa(x . y) =  <
{ - y 2 <F x(x) -  0 ( 1 ) as y -> oc.
I'or x in the range 0 < x < © 4 1  we have (F X !(x) > 0 (since © 4 1  < ©32). Also ^^(x )  < 0 
(since © 41 < 0 2 i).  so .4A(x.y) • 0 for large y . Certainly ^ ’(x) > 0 for x in this 
range, but if x < ©oi(A) (and x > ©c. i(A) if A > 6^52 ~  1.3556) then 4^  (x) < 0. 
Therefore, if ©01(A) > © 4 1 (A). then A x(x,y)  < 0  for x just less than ©4] and small \y\. 
Theorem 5.2.5(b) states that  ©C)] (A) > ©4 1 (A) if and only if A > A0 ~  1.1812. It follows 
that if A > A() then {x, - x}a is not QD for x in a neighbourhood of ©4 1 (A). Further 
numerical investigation reveals that / ^ ( x . y )  > 0 whenever A < A0, 0 < x < Ö 41 
and y ^  0 . Thus the A0 of Theorem 5.2.5(b) is the required critical value.
There is one other place at which Figure 5.3.1 differs from Figure 4.3.1. The dotted 
lines u(x !, x 2 ) =  0 and v ( x i , x 2) =  0 in Figure 4.3.1 only cross at points ( x i , x 2) with 
(j-j) — 0  — (pf3 ) (x2). However the dotted lines Ux — 0 and Va - 0 in Figure 5.3.1 
cross not only when « ^ ' ( x j )  = 0  — 4>A" !(x2) but also at a point above and to the right 
of (©3 2 , 0 ). We claim that , for all A 6  (0 . \  3). there is a solution X] > ©32(A), x 2 > 0  
of the equat ions V a(* i , * 2 ) — 0 — V\ {x 1 . x2).
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For fixed p we have
V’a(©S2 + (,p<) = $ j3I(©S2 + f)*x"(# k ) -  Q’f ' 1 (&st +  0
= ((1 -  #> K 4)(©?.2)<^4)(0) 4  0 ( c 2) (5.3.1)
as ( -> 0, so the line \ \  = 0 has gradient p = 1 at (032,0).  Incidentally, the same 
argument shows that , for all A > 0, the line V\  =  0 has gradient 1 at every point ( x ] , x 2) 
with =  0 = $ ^ ( a - 2). Next we have
U \  ( © 3 2  +  l ,  p i ) -  $'((0 ) ^ 4 ,(©32) + o(<!) (5.3.5)
as ( -* 0. We claim that
Ox =  4>"(©32)4>Ä4 ) ( 0 )  -  4>"(0)<i>'4!(©32) < 0 (5.3.6)
for all A £ (0. \  3). It then follows from (5.3.4) (5.3.6) that , for fixed A, there exist 
p > 1 and t > 0 such that  6:a(© 32 -r f . p i ) < 0 < V'a (©32 e , pr )  (note that
<t )!\41 (©32) < 0 < 4>V'(0) for A < \  3). We have f  ,\(-ri • ©21) > 0 > Va(x i , © 2i ) for 
large Xj, so the lines U\ = 0 and \ \  =  0 must indeed cross somewhere in X] > ©32 ,  
x 2 > 0.
It remains to establish (5.3.6). A little algebra gives
a\  — - ‘2 \ q ( \ )  |(A" — 1) I o  ( Ö 32  -c A) ö  (©32 ~  A) j  ■+ 2A4) (©33  4- A) .
Now C>n (Ö32 — A) = <p" (©32 4 A) > 0, so ©32 A > 1, 0 /(©32 t  A) > <^(©32 ~ A),  and 
a\  <  0 for A >  I .  Numerical methods show that  a,\  is also negative for A < 1. Note that
A4»)
a  a — A 4 ^ " ( \ ' 3 ) d (4,(0) -  d " (0 )d (4,(\  3) +  0 ( A 4) =  0 ( A4)
as A —» 0. in view of (5.3.6).
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Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 may be proved in the same way as Theorems 3.3.1 
and 3.3.2. using the asymptotic results
^4I/4Va(x i , x 2) + 0 ( y 5) as y —► 0 
l y 2U\{x i ,x -2) + O(y) as jyj —> oo.
We need the following lemma to prove Theorems 5.3.4 and 5.3.7. It is the analogue 
of Lemma 3.3.9.
H x{x i . x 2 , y)  =  I
L e m m a  5.3.8.  The function G \ ( x . y )  satisfies the following inequalities:
(a) G a ( x , y) < 0 for x > ©32 a nd  y >  0;
(b) G a ( © 3 2 : y) <  0 for all y ^  0;
(c) G \{x .  y) <  0 when ©2i <  x <  ©32 and
Also, i f  A < v  3 then
(d) G \ ( x .  y) > 0 when 0 < x  < ©21 and y
(e) C,A( 0 ,y )  > 0 for all y r  0.
Whereas i f  A > \  3 then
(f) G a ( x , y) > 0 when ©on < x < ©21 and
(g) G a(©3o. y) > o for all y 0.
Proof  of  Lemma 5.3.8. Write G'x (x. y) = j ^ G \ { x ,  y) etc... so that
=  4>a(* + y) - 3>aM  y ^ ' M -  (5.3.8a)
GV(r. y) = 4>"(x -  y) -  $>"{*), (5.3.86)
and
(x -y) -  V  4 y)- (5.3.8c)
Note that G \( i .Q )  — G\[x.O)  — G ”(x. 0 ) — 0 for all x.
(3j
Now G x ’ (x. y) < 0 whenever x -f y > ©32 so part (a) follows immediately. Part (b)
follows from (a) and (c). W hen ©21 < x <’ ©o2, if 0 < i  + y < x then T'((x) > ^ '{(x r  y)
so G ”( x . y ) < U. and if x ^  y < 0 then each term on the right-hand side of (5.3.8a) is 
positive. Thus G'x {x, y ) > 0 for all x 6 0 -21.032 and y < 0. which implies (c).
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We omit, the proofs of parts (d) and (e) because they are the same as those below 
for (f) and (g), reading 0 for 0 ?>o.
Suppose that  A > y/Z and O30 < x < 6 2 1 - If x < x + y < © 3 2  then G ^ ' \ x , y )  > 0, 
and if x + y > @ 32  then ^ " ( x  4- y) > 0 > 3>"(x). Thus G x (x. y) > 0 for all y > 0. which 
implies part  (f). To see (g) we observe that  x — © 3 0  is a global minimum of ^ " ( x )  (see 
Figure 5.2.2), so G " (© 30, y) > 0 for all y d {0, - 2 0 3O}. □
Proof  of  Theorem 5.3.4. (a) This follows immediately from Theorem 5.3.1(a).
partb Suppose that  <F^(x i )  4  0 =  <£ "^; (x2). In view of Theorem 5.2.4(a) we 
have Ux {xu x 2) = -  4>'A' ( x 2)3>(xo) ( x j ) ±  0 and Vx ( x u x 2) =  ^ a’)(x1)$^4)(x2) ^  0 
(unless A = y/Z and x2 =  0, in which case V\  =  0 and {x j , x 2} a is not QD by 
Theorem 5.3.1(a)). Therefore {x i , x2}a is QD if and only if H \ ( x \ ,  x 2, y) ^  0 for all 
y #  0 . But H \ { x i , x 2, y) =  4>^)(x1)G A(x2, y) ^  0 for all y ^  0 in view of parts (b).(e) 
and (g) of Lemma 5.3.8, that  is unless A > \/Z and x 2 =  0. In this latter case we have
(T
( ;a(^1,0)Vj (x, !0) = -4>"(0)^4,(0)[4>,/ )(i 1) = -40'(A)o!3!(A)
t 2
A3), < 0.
so {x j , 0} a is not QD by Theorem 5.3.3.
To prove Theorem 5.3.6 we invoke Theorem 5.3.1, so first we must show that 
U\ =£ 0 and Vx d. 0.
Lem m a 5.3 .9 .  (a) If  A < \ '2  and either 0 < x 2 < X] < ©?>2(A) or @32(A) < x 2 < x 1? 
then U a(x ] . x2) > 0 and V'a(xj , x2) > 0.
(b) If \  3 -  A < x2 < x\  then l x ( x j . x2) > 0 and \ 'x ( x i , x 2) > 0.
Proof of  Lemma 5.3.9. (a) Consider U\.  If 0 < Xj < 0 32 then L”a(x i ,0)  =
- <I>''(0)d)!x" ,(x ] ) > 0, and if ©32 < x, then L:a(x i ,© 32 ) =  - <3>/A, (©32)$Jx" 1 ( x j ) > 0 (see 
Theorem 5.2.4(c)). so we may assume that 4Q' (x2) ^  Q. Write
f M x j . x o )  = ^ ^ ’( x , ) ^ '  ’(x2) L ’ (x,) -  I T ( x 2) (5.3.9)
(o\
where P (x) s  ^' ((x)  (x). Now, putting a = x - A and b = x +  A we have
k s,w 2 ddx ir =
, 2
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4>"{b) -  0 /,(a) -  o'{b) -  <p'{a) 0*"' (b) -  0 ^ ’ [a]
= ( a 2 4  1) 0(a)  4- (62 -j- 1) 0(6)
ab(a~ -t- 62 -  6) -  2(6“ -  l ) ( a 2 — 1) 0(a)0(6)
2a 6 4- 2 -f- a6 ( a2 4  6" -  6) — 2 (62 — l ) ( a 2 — 1) 0 (a )0 (6) 
=  4A2(x2 4  2 — A2)0 ( a )0 (6)
>  0 ,
>
since A < \^2. Thus  U ' is an increasing function of x in each of the  intervals 
(0 ,632)  and ( © 3 2 ,  oc), so in view of (5 .3 .9 ), U \ ( x i , x 2) > 0 . Similarly, writ ing 
l/K(x) =  ( x ) / $ ^ ( x ) ,  we have
2 d
dx
V '  = d>"(b) -  d>"(a) 0 (4)(6) -  0^‘, ! (a) -  0 ^ ( 6 )  -  0 ^ ( a )
-  (a 3) o(a) -  (64 -  3) 0(6) 4 2a 6( a 2 -  3) (62 -  3)
<
-  ( a2 -  I)(6'1 -  662 -  3) - (62 -  l ) ( a 4 -  6a'2 -  3) 0 (a )0 (6) 
- 2a2 b2 -  6 -f 2a 6( a 2 -  3) (6'2 -  3) -  • • •. 0 (a )0 (6)
2 (x 2 -  A2 -  l ) 2 -  8(2 -  A'2) 0 ( a )o (6)- 2  A2 
< 0 .
It follows as above that \ , \ ( x i . x 2) > 0 .
(b) By definition (5 .3 .2a) we have
lJ\{xi,x-2) =  Li V?23( - l - * 2) dz^dz-2
where A is the square |  (21, 22) : x 7 A < zs < x 7 -r A for j  — 1,2 j .  Let B be the 
square j  (21,22): X \  -  X < z3 < x 2 — A for j  = 1.2 j . so th a t  B is in the top left-hand 
corner of A and symmetrical  about  the axis 2j =  :■>. We have 7 4 =  IB 4  IA ß . Now 
003(21,22) =  — 023(22•> 2 i ) so 11) =  0. Fur thermore .  2] > z-> > v 3 in A \ B  and it is 
easy to show th a t  this entails 023(21,22) > 0. so IA B > 0 as required.
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Pro of  o f  Theorem 5.3.6. (a) In view of Theorem 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.3.9(a),  it suffices to 
show th a t  H \ ( x i , To, y) > 0 for all y /  0 . We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.3. 
The cases x 2 — 0 and X2 — B 32 «re covered by Theorem 5.3.4(b),  so we may assume 
that  4^ '  (x 2) /  0. Thus we can write
H \ { x u x 2, y)  =  ^ ' ' ( a r i  W ^ )  [ ^ ( I 2, y) ~ (ari, y) 
W x ( x , y)  = G x { x , y ) / ^ \ x ) .
.(3)
here
(5.3.10a)
(5.3.106)
Now, recalling the definitions of g ( x , y )  and h { x \ , x 2*y) (see 2.3.3b) we have
2 a
W x (x,  y)A \ ( x , y )  =
d x
=  9(x  T X, y)  -  g{x  -  A, y) -  <P1/ ’( x ) G x(x, y)( 4 )
f  { ^ ( 3 ) ( 2 ) 9 [ x +  A , y )  -  p ( j  -  A . y )
J x - x  y L
(p{?,)(x  +  A) -  <?(3)(x A) g ( z , y ) } d z
r x -1 A 
X x — X
][x -j- A, z,  y) -r h(z.  x  -  A,y) j dz. (5.3.11)
It follows from Theorem 4.3.5 tha t  /?(xT A, z,  y) > 0 and h(z.  x -  A. y) > 0 for x  -  z\ < A, 
A < 0A] and g -±. (). Thus , for each fixed g 4- 0, \ Yx ( x . y )  is a decreasing function of x 
in each of the intervals x  € (O.Ö32) and x > ©32. Therefore,  in view of (5.3.10a).
H x  ( j ] . T o .  y) > 0 for all y xt ().
(b) Theorem 4.3.3 shows that  if x -  A > \ / 3  and y + 0 then both terms of the integrand 
in (5.3.11) are positive. It follows as above that  { x j , x 2}a is QLL
A detailed numerical analysis of the function A x ( x , y ), defined above,  shows that  
A x (x,  y) < 0 for all x and y + 0. except  perhaps  when A > \  3 and xj < © 30(A). This 
lends weight to Conjecture 5.3.5.
Before proving Theorem 5.3.7 we need to say a little more abou t  the point 70 
defined there.
L e m m a  5 .3 .1 0 .  For A > \ /3  put  70 (A) =  inf{x > 0: G x ( x . y )  > 0 for all y < 0}. We 
have  0 < 70 < ©30. Also, for x 6 (). © 30,, the condition
G x( x . y )  ^  0 for all y < 0 (5.3.12)
is satisfied i f  and only i f  x > 70.
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Proof  of  Lemma 5.3.10. Let
B = {(x, y): 0 < x < ©3 0 , y < 0 and G>( i ,  y) £ 0  J U {(0,0)}.
Lemma 5.3.8(g) slates that  G y ) >  0 for y ^  0. so (©3 0 , y) <7 B.  Next , if 
0 < x < 0OQ then Gx( x . y )  ~  | y 3 <J>^(x) > 0 as y { 0, so B  is bounded away from the 
axis y — 0 except at (0,0). Hence B is a closed subset of R 2. Also, if 0 < x < 0 ?,o then 
Gx{x.  y) ~  -  ^ y 2 <L x(x) > 0 as y —> —oo, so B  is bounded away from y = —oc. Therefore 
B  is compact. It follows that G\ ( x .  y ) achieves its minimum in B , at a point (x0, y0) say. 
Now 0 = ( d G \ / d y ) ( x 0, y 0) -  ( d G x / d x ) ( x 0, y0) =  y , ' ^ " ’(x0) and ( 0 3O, yu) 4 B so
2-,, =  0. Thus each connected component of B (in fact there is only one) must be
connected to the axis x =  0. This proves that 7 0  =  sup{ x : (x. y) G B  for some y < 0 }.
The required properties of 7 0  follow quickly. We have 6 \ \ ( 0 .y) ~  ^ *(0) < 0  
as y ] 0, so for small y 0 there exists c > 0 with (f.y) G B.  and 7 0  > 0.
Lemma 5.3.8(g) shows that  7 0  < © 3 0 - If 7o < x < © 3 0  then (x, y) G B  so G>(x, y) > 0
for all y < 0. Finally, if 0 < x < 7 0  then there exists y0 < 0 with (x,yo) G B, so 
G\ [ x ,  y0) < 0 ; and since G \ ( x . y )  > 0 for large negative y. there is a point y y < y0 with 
Gx{x* yi) = 0, so (5.3.12) fails. □
Proof  of  Theorem 5.3.7. First let us deal with the special case A — \ /3  and o =  0. 
Note that  a  =  0 is specifically excluded from J ( \ / 3). When A — \/'3 we have 
<J, X") (0) =  0 = ' (0) so Vx(x, 0) = 0 and {x, 0}^ is not QD for all x.
Except for the case A = \  3 and o = 0, we claim that  a  G J(A) if and only if
4>"(a) - 0 . and G ^ ( a ,y )  G Q for all y > 0 . (5.3.13)
It is easy to verify that if a  G J(A) then (5.3.13) holds, using Lemmas 5.3.8 and 5.3.10. 
Remember that  G,\( x , - y )  -  G \ [ x . y ) .  so Lemma 5.3.8(c) implies that  G'x(x.y)  < 0 
when © 3 0  < x < 0-.>i and y > 0. etc. Conversely suppose that (5.3.13) is satisfied.
We have
Gx(or. y)
j  \ y ' ( ° ) t as y i 0
1 -  J r * ' »  '  0(y) as y —> oc.
(5.3.11)
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Since G \ ( a . y )  does not change sign in y > 0. (5.3.11) implies that ^ " ( q ) « ^ ' ^ )  < 0. 
This last inequality entails a  G »/(A) unless either A = \ /3 and a  = 0, or A > \ /3  and 
~7o < x < 0. The former exceptional case has already been covered, and the latter 
contradicts (5.3.13) in view of Lemma 5.3.10.
Note that
if a  G J(A) and <L^(o) = 0 then ^ ' ( ( ö ) G , \ ( Q , y )  < 0 for all y /  0. (5.3.15)
This follows from Lemma 5.3.8.
(a) We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.3.7(a). Recall from Lemma 5.2.1(b) that
(x) = ( -  1 )rx r 1 -i- 0 ( x r “) d>(x -  A) as x- 2 '
so i$^r 4 1 ’ (x)J »  ;4>^(x); for large x. Thus for a  G J(A) we have U\ ( a , x )  ~  
3>"(a)$>^(x)  G 0 as x —> oc in view of (5.3.13). Also, if 4Jx }(o ) G 0 then 
V^(q , x ) ~  x ’1 (a)<Lxn (x) G 0. whereas if ^ J (a ) =  0 then <3>’x4,(a)  G 0 (see 
Theorem 5.2.1(a)) so \ \  (o, x) — — (x)3> x4 * (a)  A 0 for large x.
Applying Theorem 5.3.1. it remains to show that ,  for a closed interval 7 C J(A), 
there exists x0 with 77\ (x ,  a , y) G 0 for all x > Xq, x ~  n £  1 and y G 0. Suppose there 
is no such i n .  Then there must be sequences x n —*• oc. x n G a n G 7 and yri G 0 such 
that
7/n = 77A(xn , ctn . yn ) -  0 for all n. (5.3.16)
By choosing suitable subsequences we may assume that a n — 3 and yn —* I as n —» oc 
where 3 and / may be infinite. We work for a contradiction.
If 3  — oc then certainly x„ > y 3 -- A and o ri > \  3 — A for large n. so Hri 3- 0 
in view of Theorem 5.3.6(b). Therefore 3 must be finite, and since 7 is closed. 3 G 7. 
We have <P"(3)  G 0 by (5.3.13). Suppose that < 0 for definiteness (the case
<L"(7) > 0 may be handled similarly). It follows from (5.3.13) and (5.3.11) that
^ (Z?)  < 0 < (l)lx ‘{3). and G \ ( 3 .  y) > 0 for all y > 0. (5.3.17)
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Since <!>" ^  0 in 1 (see 5.3.13) we have <!>" < 0 throughout the interval; in particular 
< 0 for all n. If (c*n) =  0 then H n -  3>x l( r n ) 6 ^ ( ö n , yn) which is strictly 
negative for large xn (see 5.3.15). This contradicts (5.3.16). Thus, for large n,
< 0 < ^ ( a „ ) ,  and G x ( an ,y) > 0 for all y > 0. (5.3.18)
We now identify four cases according to the value of /. In each case we show 
that Hn < 0 for all large n, contradicting (5.3.16). Our asymptotic equations apply 
as n —► oo, but for convenience we omit the subscript n on x, a and y.
(i) / =  ±oc.  In view of Lemma 5.2.1 (b) we have G x ( x . y) = 4>A(x-fy)-+0{xy"V(a : _ ^)}5 
so
H n = ^ )( x ) G , ( a , y ) -  ^ \ o ) G x (x, y)
-  x ! 4>(x  -  A) \ -  <!>[," («)<!>*(* - y) -  o |  ( r 2y -  i y - ) o ( r  -  A) |  < (I
for large n.
(ii) 0 < / < oc. Here G x [x. y ) = 0{<P'x'(x)}. so Hn ~  <1 \  ] ( x ) Gx ( 3 , l) < 0 by (5.3.17).
(iii) oc < / < 0. In this case G x {x. y) — <£^(x -t y) ~  1 — <L(x — / -  A) $^*(x)  .
Thus, if T ^ ' V )  > 0 then H n -  -  {3) Gx[x. y) < 0. And if <l>'3, (d) = 0 then
G x (3. l )  > 0 (see 5.3.15) so both terms of H n are negative for large n.
f o \
(iv) / - 0. First suppose that  <LX’ (ß) — 0. According to (5.3.15) this entails 
0 < G x ( 3 , y ) = ± y 4$ {*](3) -  0 ( y r'), so [*]( ß ) > 0. We have
G , ( a . y ) =  J,y3$ i 3,( Q ) -  ^ y > ‘x4)(a t  By).
where 0 € |ü. 1 depends on a  and y. If ^ ^ ' ( . J )  > 0 then <L|x41 (a — Qy) > 0 (for large n) so 
G x (ot.y) > I y?'Q>'^  1(a).  If <!>1 (3 ) 0 then A = \ 3  and 3 — 0 (see Theorem 5.2.4(a)).
and T ' 4,'(<) -  6 ('y' (v 3 + c) + ct>bQ,)( \  3 -  f) > 0 for small, positive t (Theorem A.5(b)). 
so G x [a. y)  > ’ y:'T ix" )(q ) in any case. It follows that
Hn < -4>!x3,( Q ) ^ y > (x4,( x ^ 0 y ) < 0
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for large n , where this 9 G [0, 1; depends on x and y.
When y (/?) > 0 we t rea t / / n differently for positive and negative y. For y > 0 
we have
H n =  -  A ) ( - ^ i 2y3 -  y +  f  x y 2) -  4>
+  o | ( x 2y4 +  x~^y)<j>(x -  A) j ,
so H n < 0 for large n since the quadrat ic  ( - | x 2y2 + 
y < 0 we write
(3),(a)  4>A(x +  y) -
(5.3.19)
\ x y  -  1) is always negative.  For
Hn  ~  24  y 4 4 ><s ,(*)* '4)(a By)  ~ 4>*3VK4)' +  «y) (5.3.20)
where 0 G jO, 1 depends on x. y and a.  Now 3 > ^ ( x  — Oy) ~  x ?' ö ( x  -f 9y — A) > 
x'J‘o ( x  -  A) ; $ ^ ’(x)!, so the second term dominates  on the r ight -hand side of (5.3.20) 
and H n < 0.
(b) Suppose that  a (£ J (A)  so t h a t  (5.3.13) fails (or A = \ / 3  and a =  0). We show that ,  
for large x.  the function H \ ( x ,  a,  y) crosses the horizontal  axis somewhere in y > 0.
Suppose first tha t  there exists y0 > 0 with G x (a .yo)  0. We have I l \ ( x ,  a : yo) =  
3>x 1 ( a ) G \ ( x .  y0), so if $^3 i(q ) =  0 then we are done. If $ V 1 (o ) > 0 say, 
then / / A( x , a . y (1) ~  * (a)  x) > 0 as x — oc. But (5.3.19) shows th a t
Hx{x .  a.  y) < 0 for large x and small ,  positive y. Thus ,  for large x, there must  be a
point y j G (0, y(J) such that H (x,  a.  y^) — 0.
Therefore we may assume th a t  G, \ (f t .y)  ~t- 0 for all y, and hence th a t  ^ " ( a )  =  0. 
Theorem 5.2.1(a) shows that  ^ ( a )  G 0 and <Fx (o) G 0, and since G A( o . y )  is of the
/ o \
same sign for large and small y > 0, 3>x(a)  and x” (o) must be of opposite signs, say 
4>;x(o) < 0 < < 3)(a)- Now
H x(x.  a.  y) -  x 2y>(x -  A)y$'x(a )  -F <P[X'] ( a ) ± y 2 x o ( x  -  A) G o | ( x 2 -t y 2)d>(x A) j
as x -> oc and y —*• oc. Thus  H \ (x. a . x 2) ~  (1>X 1 (a)  * x :' d (x  -  A) > 0 and
7/A( x , a ,  x 1 2) ~  T»'x( a ) x r> 2o(x  -  A) < 0 as x — oc. so for large x, / / A( x , a , y )  changes
)• Csign in y G ( x 1' 2, x 2
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6. H i g h e r  D i m e n s i o n s .
6.1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  S u m m a r y .
In this chapter we plan to generalize some of the results of Chapter  2 to the multivariate 
case. So let X,  A^1 \  A7^ , . . . be independent , identically distributed random vectors 
with values in R tf (the notation A’1? A'■>,... of Chapter  2 would be unsatisfactory 
because subscripts on vectors are reserved for coordinates). We assume that E A' 2 < oc, 
and that  A' has been normalized to have zero mean and identity covariance matrix; we 
say A’ € C2d. Put  S n =  A (l), and let Pn be the probability measure induced by
S n / \ : n  on R '. For a class S of Borel subsets of B d. write
A„(>)  =  s u p \P„(B)  -  <!>■'(ß)  .
Bes
where y is the Standard Normal probability measure on R y. As usual, we are 
interested in the rate at which X n (S)  —► 0 as n — oc.
In Section 6.2 we discuss a result of Rozovskii (1978b). His work implies that 
A n (if) is of the same precise order as b* to 0 ( n ~ i 2) (Theorem 6.2.1); here, C is 
the class of all convex, Borel sets in R y, and bri is a multivariate generalization of the 
sequence bn from previous chapters. This sequence bn has an awkward form for later 
use. Thus we introduce another sequence b^  , still consistent with the univariate case, 
which has the same precise order as bn .
By analogy with Chapter  2. we expect to find an expansion like
P „ ( B ) -  <t>d(B) - Q n (B) + o(t„) ~ 0( ,r  ' 2) (6.1.1)
uniformly overall B  6 J ,  where the “leading term" Q„(B)  satisfies supB -^ - Q n(R)| x  bn 
as v -* oc. This would imply Theorem 6.2.1 Such an expansion is indeed derived in 
Section 6.3 (Theorem 6.3.2). but we have to impose an extra moment condition on A.
E I  -V|2(log ;.Y )J 2 nV I)} < oc. ( 6 . 1.2)
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We say t h a t  a  class 5 of convex,  Borel se ts  of R li is log convergence determining  
(log- C D )  if A n (S)  x  bn to  0 ( n ~ I / 2 ) for all X  G C2d t h a t  sat isfy (6.1.2) ,  and  log-Q-  
determining  ( lo g - Q D )  if s u p BeC \Qn (B) \  x  8 n to  0 ( n ~ 1//2) for all such A”. T h u s  5 is 
l o g - C D  if and  only if it is lo g-QD.
In Sect ions 6.4 and  6.5 we inves t iga te  which classes a re ( l o g - )Q D .  It, t u r n s  ou t  t h a t  
no class S of j u s t  Q(d) — | d ( d +  l ) ( d  +  2) se ts  in R d is Q D  ( T h e o re m  6.4.2) .  O n  the  
o th e r  h a n d ,  we presen t  a  Q D  class of Q(d)  +  1 convex se ts  (T h e o re m  6.5.3) .
Let us in t rodu ce  some no ta t io n .  For (row) vec tors z,  y €  R d, x 3 is j u s t  th e  j ’th 
c o o r d i n a t e  of  x  (1 < j  < d ), ( x . y  =  y j j  x Jy 1 is th e  inner p r oduc t ,  and  jzj =  (x. x ) 1' “ 
is th e  co r r espond ing  nor m.  For u 6  N li (so each u3 is a  non-nega t ive  in teger ) ,  wri te  
v  =  =  n i » , ' ,  xl  =  F I ! x j ’’ > an<  ^ let be  the  par t ia l  di f fe rent ia t ion
o p e r a t o r  D 1‘ =  f ] j  ( t j- )  Finally,  we wr i te  Q d ( x )  =  (2tt) ~d/ 2e~ >2 for the
S t a n d a r d  Normal  dens i ty  on R  J . and  for th e  co r r espond ing  probab i l i ty  measure.
6.2. B o u n d s  on t h e  r a t e  of  co n v e rg en ce .
For  a r a n d o m  vec tor  A' t a k in g  values in R  1 we wr i te
and
III
* c 
II
1 >iE {  \  \  » ’ /(i-V| > \ / rc) ] for 0 < r < 2) l J
<  v 7" )
(6.2.1a)
{ n E | ( A / v/ n ) r / ( | A [> for r > 3.
III
*
1II s up  n “ 2E  j {t, A')3 / ( ! Aj  < V " ) } ; . (6.2.16)
l*l=i ! 1
1  -  s x  = bn 2 A bnp, -f bn 4 . (6.2.1c)
N o te  t h a t  if d — 1 then  bn = bn (see 1.3.1).
We have  bn2 —> 0 since E  A' 2 =  d < oo. and bno —* 0 as n —* oc (see 1.1.5),  so 
bn N bn 2  -F 2bnz 0 as n —> oc. O u r  first th e o r e m  shows t h a t  A n (v)  —> 0 a t  th e  same 
ra te  as bri. where C is th e  class of all convex Borel su bse ts  of R f/. It is j u s t  a sl ight 
r e a r r a n g e m e n t  of T h e o r e m  5 f rom Rozovski i  (1978b) .
T h e o r e m  G.2 .1 .  Cho ose  A0 so large that
{  V '  / (  - \  >  An)  j ]i c. ■ ( 6 .2 .2 )
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There exist positive constants  Cj and r 2(c/) such that
c,Sn -  % -  d2n ~ '  < sup \P„(R)  -  <t>J (ß) ;  < r 2(rf)(«»+ V » ~ , /2 )- (6.2.3)
Bee
Thus 6n and A n (C) are of the same precise order as n —■» oc, up to terms of order n 1
We actually prefer to work with another sequence like bn which is still of the same 
precise order. For a vector v  with non-negative integer components (i> G N d) we put
v _ J n E ^ A '/v ^ ) "  I ( \ X \  >v7")}
~ *’"■ "  \ . .E { (A 7 V K )- / ( |X |<  v ^ )}
arid
bn -  bX =  £„2 + max |6nt,| + 6n4 (6.2.46)
where the maximum in the middle term of (6.2.4b) is taken over all u G with v — 3. 
This latest definition of bn is still consistent with (1.3.1c) in the case d = 1.
Also it is sometimes possible to reduce a multivariate problem to the univariate 
case by considering projections {t, X)  for various unit vectors t G R h Note that it 
X  g Cj  then (t ,X)  G £ 2. We might therefore be interested in the sequences bnt X '. 
The following lemma shows that  the three sequences bn . bu and sup t _ j b„ are all 
of the same precise order as n —* oc.
L e m m a  6.2.2.  Define a finite set U of  unit vectors in R by
U =  ! / = —  : v  G N rf and \u 3 j . (6.2.5)
I Z'i I
There exist positive constants C\(d)  and c2(d) such that
ci (d)b* < max X; < sup <\/ A < 36 A < c2{d) f x  (6.2.6)
B -T  t -  1
for all X  G and all n.
The form (6.2.4b) of Sn may seem less natural than that of bn . But particular 
random vectors will be presented in Section 6.4 (Lemma 6.4.7) to show that any of the 
lerms 6n2. bu4, or \bTllr for any v  — 3 may dominate asymptotically in (6.2.4b). In this 
sense, 6n plays the same role as it does in the univariate case (see Lemma 2.4.1).
for 0 < \y\ < 2 
for v \  > 3,
(6.2.4a)
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Proof  of  Theorem 6.2.1. This result is an easy corollary of Theorem 5 from Ro- 
zovskii (1978b). We take Rozovskii's independent random vectors X nk to be identically 
distributed like A / \ / n .  Then, in his notation: un = n - 1 d2, A n =  A n (C) =
SUP Bee Ipn(B) -  ®d{B)\,  An =  6n and Tn | A n ( ^ )  J <  An ( - . )  <  A0n ~ 1 / 2 . (There 
seems to be a misprint in Rozovskii's definition of Tn (c) at (6); the range of the integral 
there should be 1/e < \t\ < T.  In that  case Tn (e) < c for all e > 0. See also the 
definition of Tn i (c) above Theorem 4 in Rozovskii (1978a).) It follows from (6.2.2) that  
Ao > (y§) > 0.9, so there is no need for a term — c/2n _1 on the right-hand side
of (6.2.3). □
Proof  of  Lemma 6.2.2. We establish the inequalities (6.2.6) from left to right.
Note that  the j ' t h  component X 3 of the vector A' is just (e3, X ) ,  where the 
elementary unit vector e3 is in L for each j  (1 < j  < d). So let us first break b*2 and 8*4
into components Sn2 and as follows:
and
6;x2 =  E <! X  2 / ( \X\ > x'dn) -t- |Aj2 I[y/n < jA| < Vdn
< E-{ A 2 /( A > v du) -f n 1 A 4 / ( A < \ ' d n ) \
d
• ^  E I  Ar 2 / (  A > \  dn and jA'7: -  max AY)
3 = 1
-  dn “ 1 A', / ( ; X 3 j < x dn) j 
d
< y(;-Y>! > V^)  -t n ~ 1X 3 1 ( X 3\ < \  n)
3 =  1
+ n~ 1 .Xj (v"n < j.Vjj < )
d
< d J 2 \  ( ' + W n 2 + &
3 =  1
t x < vL ~  A
3 = 1
,h, ’a ;* /( v, • • ./>YA
3 = 1
To control for \v\ — 3 we observe that 
i 8A <2-1 .o. 0) = 18A 2A 2
= 2(2A, + A,,)3 -  (Aj + 2A2)3 15X 3 + 6A7
(6.2.7a'
( 6 . 2 . 76)
12G
=  2 x 53/2
and
2.Y. + A-A3 5„ . , p .  + ? * . V - 1 5 A ?  + 6A;,
v75 V5
g y ( l , 1 ,1 ,0 ,...0 ) _  33/2 /  A ! -f A 2 + A 3
>/3
_ | 5 3/2 v  a 3.
] < i , j < 3  
i±3
l < t < 3
Thus, for each v  with \v) — 3 we have
( 6 . 2 . 8 )<\* I =  n ~ ]/2 E I . V 17 / (  A'j < v n) } < 4 n ~ 1/2max e |.V;°' 7( |X|  < yfii 
where X t = it, X )  is the component of A’ in direction /. Now
n - 1; 2 |E j  .Y3 /  ( jA | < \ / n ) |
= n - ,/J E j x f  /( A'(! < V") -  A',3 /( A,i < v n < |A
< t ö l  +  t ö -  (6.2.9)
So combining results (6.2.7)-(6.2.9) yields
6 *  < {d3 + d 2 -  4) max SX ' , 
and we may take Ci(d) — (d -f  1) ~ ? in (6 .2 .6 ).
The second inequality of (6.2.6) is trivial. Next, given a unit vector / we have
bx ' =c n 2 _ {.V2 1( X ,I > V « ) }  1 e { a  2 /(  A > \  n) I r ; \ .
X , _  -  1 / 2  -A;?: i = ” E X 3 /(LA: < % n) 4- X? /( A\ < x n - X
Zx
bn?. A  2>
and
-  n-'E{A-,4 / (A !  < v n) -  A," /( A, < v n < A )} < 8*  +
so bx ' < id;} . Finally, observe that
n~ 1 2 e { a 'L /(  A'j < v 12 E  X  {
6 *" A'"
---- — /  LY < v'ni/!
i' — ‘6
( I t 1' I max /
A'
=  / V’ max A
U' = 3  '
n v
< d3 2 max /;v , ; .
! e  i =  3
Therefore we may take c-2{d) = 'id3' 2 in (6 .2 .6 ). □
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6.3. T h e  le a d in g  t e r m .
At (2.2.1) we define a set function Q n that depends on the distribution of a univariate 
random variable X . Now let us generalize the definition to the case of a random vector 
Ar in R N  For a Borel set B  C R d put
where
and
for j , i/ 6 R h
IH -  2.
Q „ ( B )  =  Q ? ( B ) ~  n E G ( B ,  -  X / v ^n) , (6.3.1a)
G ( B , y ) =  [  g ( x , y ) d x  
J B
(6.3.16)
g { x , y )  = (f>d ( x -j-y) -  4>d(x) -  [pi y L' { D l/<pd ) ( x )
11*1= 1,2
(6.3.1c)
The sum in (6.3.1c) is taken over all vectors v  G N J with v =  1 or
Our first task is to establish the existence of the double integral at (6.3.1a). Recall 
t he sequences
k 2 =  E {  .Y 2 I( \X\  > v n)}  and £„3 = e {|A' |3 ; ( |X j  < v^ ) } -
L e m m a  6.3.1.  For each d. there exists a universal positive constant c(d) such that
f  riE\g{x, - X / x  n) dx < c(d)(8n2 ■+■ ^„3 ).
J R '1
Thus Q n (B)  is well defined for each X  and B. Also we may reverse the order of 
integration at (6.3.1a) by Fubini’s theorem to obtain
w here
Q n (B)  =  / qn (x )dx
( J n i ? )  = (-r) = n E g( i .  -  A \ / n ) .
(6.3.2a)
(6.3.26)
So is an absolutely continuous signed measure in R  1 with density qu (x).
The next two theorems show how Q n (B)  is the “leading term" in an expansion for 
the difference Pr}( B ) -  ^ ( R ) .
T h e o r e m  6.3.2.  (a) Choose A so large that E j A 2 J( X \  > A) j  < | .  For each d 
there is a universal positive constant c(d) such that
Pn (B) -  4>J (R) -  Q n (B) '(d) / log n -* 82 (log n) d/2 An 1/ 2
fo r  a l l  X  G £ d, B  G C and n >  2.
(b) I f
E ji-V i2(log I.V )d 2 / (;A'! > 1 )} < oo, (6.3.3)
then
sup I Pn(B)-  t>J(B)  -  0 „ ( ß ) I = o(8n) + 0 ( n " ,/2) (6.3.4)
Bee
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T h e o r e m  6 .3 .3 .  (a) For each d. there exists a universal  posi t i ve  constant c (d ) such 
that  Q n (B) \  <  c(d)hn for  al l  BoreI sets B  C R d  and al l  n.
(b) Let  *i be the class o f  al l  hal f-spaces B t ($) =  { x  G R f : (<,x'! <  £ } where  |f| =  1 
and  £ G R . The sequence supp  ^  ^ Q ri( B )  is bounded away f rom zero as n -> oo.
Just as in the un ivar ia te  case, we say th a t  a class 5 o f convex sets B  C R J is 
convergence determin ing  (C D )  i f
l im  in f
71 -  -  CC
> 0 (6.3.5)
for every random  vector A  G L d, and Q - de te rm in in g  (Q D ) i f
T I - + O O  V
> 0 (6.3.0)
for eacli A* G £ d. We also define 5 to  be log-C D  or log Q D  i f  (6.3.5) or (6.3.6) holds for 
all A  G L d th a t  satisfy the moment cond it ion  (6.3.3). Now. in view of Theorem 6 .3 .2(b). 
i f  (6.3.3) holds then
A n ( S ) = s u p  Q „ { B ) +  o (6 „ )  + 0 ( n  ' 1 2)
B e s
as n —► oc. Thus 5 is lo g -C D  i f  and only i f  it is log Q D.
It may well be true  th a t  (6.3.4) holds even w i th o u t  the assum ption  (6.3.3). I f  th is  
is so then 5 is Q D  i f  and only i f  it is CD.
Theorem  6.3.3(b) shows tha t s is Q D. In Section 6.4 we present some sm aller Q D  
classes. O f  course i f  a class 5 is Q D  then it is also lo g -Q D . Furthe rm ore , all the random  
vectors A  presented to  refute (6.3.6) in Section 6.4 satisfy cond it ion  (6.3.3). Therefore, 
eve ry th ing  we say about Q D  classes in Section 6.4 also holds for lo g -Q D  classes, and 
hence for log C D  classes.
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Proof  of  Lemma 6.3.1. This lemma is the multivariate analogue of Lemma 2.2.1 and 
may be proved in much the same way. Consider
where
J-2 = / /  n \ g ( x , - y ) \ d x d p n{y),
J J  ( x , y ) £ A  o
A2 = j  (2*, y ) £ R  f x 1 : jy| < |  |x| T 1 and |x! > 8 j  
and n n is the probability measure induced by X / y /n .  Taylor’s theorem gives
y(*-y)  =  [ i ' y v(DV<t>d)(x +  0y) >
kl=3
where 9 G ;0, 1 depends on x and y. Now when (x.y) € .4 2 we have
(6.3.7)
»1»! > M -  !</! > \\A -  1 > jW  > 2.
Also
< klVT)
for all 1^ 1 = 3 and jxj > 2, and [z\?<f>d(z) decreases as jz| > 2 increases. Therefore
Since
and
n-.g{x,-y)\  < c {d )n :y ^ ( l \ x \3) 6 l (x;4).
/  n y f d p n (y) < bn3 (^|xj -+ l) 6n2,
J yi< x\/2+l
f  \z\rnOd{z )dz  < c{d) [  rrn + d~ 1 d>(r) dr < c(d.m)  
L t R J A p r
for all rn > 0 . it follows that  J> < c(c/)(6n2 -r- ^ 3).
Tlie rest of the integral may be estimated as in Section 2.2.
(6.3.8)
□
The estimate (6.3.7) above follows from the definition of g(x. y)  at (6.3.1c) as the 
difference between o d(x -f y) and the early terms of its Taylor expansion about d>'*(x). 
Let us exploit this same property of g to obtain estimates of qn {x).
L e m m a  6.3.4.  There exist positive constants C](d) and c-2 (d) such that
( a ) 6„„{D‘' i d){.r
( b )
q„(x) -  nE jo ,;(x - A'/v n) y(!JVj > v'n)}
\i>}=A
?„(*) -  «E {0J(x -  A'/v n) l { \Xl  > \ ’n ) ) i < r 2(rf)( 1 + \x\i )<S>d(i)S n .
VZ_^
M = 2,3
N  c l { d ) { l  * X ' ) 0 ' V ) ( ^ 1  T  ^nf») i
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Proof  of  Lemma 6.3.4. For Jyj < 1 we have
a ( x ,  y )=  + £  [ i - n O V 'H * ') ] ,  (6.3.9)
k  = 3 , 4 H  =  5
where x* depends on x and y and satisfies |x -  x '  \ < 1. Therefore 
qn (x) =  nEy(x, - X / y / n )
= uE j 4>d(x -  X / y fa )  ~ <j>d{x)
- E /(i.vi > v»)}
k  =1.2
nE{[ E
T  = 3 , 4
- 5 2  J-.(A7v»)‘, ( o ‘ ^ ) ( . \ " ) ] '( ! .v ! < v ^ ) }
M  =  5
where the random vector A satisfies x -  A ' i < 1. Observe that
iO ‘ o")(.r ) < c(d 1 X;5) ^ ( l )
whenever iA — 5 and x — x < 1  Thus
nE
A’ -  I
5 2 (.v ^ n ^ ö ' ,)(J ) / ( . v  > v^)
5 2  A (A-/v/»)" ( J0 l> d)(A' ■ )1 ;(!A'! < v ’n )
' L’\-'o
< 6 d(x)6n0 +  d x \6 d(x)bn x +  c(d)(l -f |x | r' ) ö d(x)6n5
< c(c/)(l -f |x|'r,) ö rf(x)(6ril -j- bnh).
(6.3.10)
(6.3.11)
Part  (a) now follows from (6.3.10) and (6.3.11). Par t  (b) may be proved similarly using 
a Taylor expansion like (6.3.9) that  stops at the fourth order terms.
We prove Theorem 6.3.2 by splitting the set B into B\  and B 2, where B •> is the 
part which is a long way from the origin. Our next lemma considers some Fourier 
transforms for use in B\ ,  and the lemma after that is a large deviation estimate to show 
that the contribution of B 2 is negligible. Write Pu (t), Q u {t) and <!>(/) =  e- '*1 ' 2 for 
the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of the corresponding measures.
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L e m m a  6.3.5.  Choose A so large that e | ;A' 2 1 ( ' X j > A) j  < There is a positive  
constant c{d) such that, whenever j/j < (2Ac/) we have
P n ( l )  -  4»(i )  -  Q„(t)\ < c(d)(S2n +  n - ' X i i ! 4 +  | ( | s ) e - | l | 2 / 6 .
Proof of Lemma 6.3.5. This is the multivariate analogue of Lemma 2 from Ro- 
zovskii (1974), or Lemma 2.1 from Hall (1982), and we shall use their techniques 
to prove it. Let a(/ )  be the characteristic function of X ,  and put u = t/y/n., so 
Pn (t) =  !o(u)]n . Observe that
A2 > E ( iA’!2 /(|.Yj < A)} > E !A'j2 -  |  > | ,  (6.3.12)
<«) -  1! = -  1 -  .-(u,X))| < | E > . . Y . 2 = <
Therefore we may expand loga(u)  as a power series in o(u)  -  1 to get
where
Thus
where
and
Pn (/) =  exp{r< log a ( u ) } ~ exp{ri o(u)  — 1 -h rj (u) }
inM! Q i ) ,
| q ( u ) -  1
< n a (u) -  l 2 < 1—  <
t 1 t
3 — 2
An ~ 14c/2 '
2 Pn{i)  =  e \ p { ß ( u )  +  r j ( ti)} =  1 +  ß(u)  4- r2(u) 1 +  r?(u)
3(u)  =  n Ck(u) -  1 4- I u 2
| r2! <
\ t \ 4
|r»| < | r , | e ^ l  £ ^ 4 -  1
An
To control ro we have
3{u): = n e { X “ x 1 -  «'<u,X)+ l ( u A ) 2}
< i)E j u.A-)2 / ( A > v/S) } + n iE -j 1 (u, A";3 /( A < v  n ) }
~  n E {  / } ( u > ' Y ) 4 / ( j  A  S <  V « ) }
< x t ' i n i  +  I »  1 2 e |  / . A / 3 /(!A ' l< v ^ ) } j  +  ^ |< ! 4^
and
<<•(</)( i :2 + iii'’) x .
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| 0 H |  < nE I (u, X ) 2 I (\X\  > A) + I I (u, A”) 3 j I{ \X\  < A)}
< |ij2E j |Ar | 2 I{\X\  > A)} + ± r r 1/2|<|3E { | A | 3 /( |A|  < A)}
< I i^ j2 + Jn l /2 |i|°Ad
< Jl*|2-
Therefore
c  !r2! + (i + \ß\ + !r2!)!r31 
< c(d)(\t'2 + \t\A)2b l e ^ l A
(6.3.13)
] _ I I P 2 4- J - l f i ^ l * ! 2/ 4a 4 i *• I 32  r ! c
j - /14
In
Since
Q n {0  =  J  e , (# ,A ;7n ( r )  </.r
J  el't 'x) nE0d( i  -  X / y fn )  -  n ö J{x) 1 v  cr“°'i (-r )l ,
j = 1 -7
= e- | t r /2 not(t / \ /n)  -  n -f A j/ 1 “
the lemma now follows on multiplying both sides of (6.3.13) by t /; • / 2 j— j
Lemma 6.3.6. There exists a constant c(d) such that, for all n > 2.
P r j | S n ! > 33 \ /d n  log n j  < r(d) ' \ f /  log n (6.3.14)
Proof  o f  Lemma 6.3.6. Consider the j ’th component of the random vector S n . We use 
Corollary 1.7 of Nagaev (1979), in which we take t — 4. q =  ß = y — ( n l o g n ) 1 2 
and x = 33y. This leads to
j  - - 1
< n Pr \ A
33 (n log n ) 1' - |
> (n log n ) 1' “ > -  n
nE-jA) 7(0 < A,  < ( n l o g n ) 1 2) j 
22(n log n ) ’2
22
Now if n =  2 then we need only take c(d) > 2 in (6.3.11). So we may assume that  
log n > 1, in w hich case
n Pr I X j  > (r? log rj)1' 2 j  < 6*% /  \ogn,
and
e {a- ; / ( 0 <  X ,  < (n log n ) 1' 2) J
< e | .Y j / ( |X , |  < y n )  + x *  I(y/n < |X, |  <  logn)1/2) |
< n8*‘ +  (n log n)h*; .
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Thus
Pr{y^ ^  ] > 3 3 (n log n ) 1/2 j < , log n + n 1 +
l —  1
X
< bn J i  log n -+ n
[b>n2 + b ^ ) / \ o g  n
Since a similar inequality holds for Pr{(5„) ,  < - 3 3 ( l o g n ) 1 2}. Lemma 6.3.6 now' 
follows from Lemma 6.2.2. □
Proof of  Theorem 6.3.2. (a) Let R 33\. d. For B € C we put
B, = j x € B  : x *_ /?(log n ) 1 2 } and B> = B  B x.
Let us first es timate Pn (B 2) -  (/?•>) -  Qn ( B 2) . Lemma 6.3.6 implies that
Pn{B2) •; c(d) i<V log n ~ rF 1 .
Next, it is easy to show that
f  (1 — x 4) o !(x) dx < c(d)t
J  >1 >a
uniformly in a > 0. so in view of Lemma 6.3.1(b).
Q n(B-2 ) 1 f  nE j d)ci(x -  A’ \  n) ] (  A > v n) |  dx T c(d)n
J  j x  j .> K  ( I o g n  ) J1 -
The integral on the right hand side of (6.3.16) is less than
(6.3.15)
'6n . (6.3.16)
n Pr  j j A”! > \  R{ n log n ) 1 2 j
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n E \  I t d( x - X / y / H ) d x I ( \ X \ <  | / ? ( n l o g n
| i | > / ? ( l o g  n ) 1/2
R 2 log
-E{ |A '|2/(jX| > I log n)1' 21 
4>d{y) dy4 n
^  | y | >  5 -R( log n ) 1/ -
< c(d) / log n -(- n~ 1
Since «^(Bo) < c(d)n~}, using (6.3.15) we have
Bn (B 2) - <3>'(Bj) -  Q n ( B 2)| < c(d) b„/  log 77 + n - 1 (6.3.17)
for all n > 2.
We now follow Bhattacharva and Rao (1976) to smooth the difference measure 
(P„ <J>J -  Q n ) in B ] . Their Theorem 10.1 (page 85) states that there exists an 
absolutely continuous (kernel) probability measure A on R y with
A ' { x : j x j > l } < ^ ,  j  x\d ' ] K( dx )  < oc.
and K (/) = 0 for all t\ > r
for some constant r. For t > 0 define a measure K t by h \ ( A )  =  K { x £ R 1 : cx € A }. 
Then Corollary 11.5 of Bhatt acharva and Rao (1976, page 97) gives
Pn( B, )  -  4>J ( ß , )  -  Q „ ( B , ) I < 2 [7 -(B, ,<) -  7 - ( B i .2<)]. (6.3.18)
w here
5 (B .f )  =  sup max { (Pn -  1 Q n ) - A\ ( B - -  y).
T'» ./ *SitR-
!(C, <!>'- Q „ )*
sup {[<!>''- q X  ( B *  '
v R ' 1 L J 1
B' = j x R y: there exists v € B with x -  u < ( j . 
B ’ l x  G R u A  B for all u with x -  u <  <1.
and Q u ! is the positive variation of the signed measure -  Qu
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We use Fourier inversion to deal with the first term on the right- hand side 
of (6.3.18). Put  ( = (n — 2rAdn-1 / 2, so that
K t (t) = K  (ct) — 0 whenever \t\ > y /n/(2Ad).
Since K  is absolutely continuous, the signed measure (Pn — -  Q n) * K t has a density
h n (x) say, and in view of Lemma 6.3.5,
■)\<(2n)~d [
J t£ R '
p„(t) -  ¥ ( t )  -
<  ( 2 * ) - "  / |A,(0 -  4> J ( < )  -  Q „ ( z ) i  dt
J \ t \ < s /T i / { 2 \ d )  1
< cfdH^ + n - 1) f  (|(:4 + t f ) e - " ~ - ' e dt
Jte  R-'
< c(d)(fi2 -  n 1)
f o r  a l l  j*. N o w  B j  i s  c o n t  a i n e d  i n  a  h y p e r s p h e r e  o f  r a d i u s  / ? ( l o g  /?)1 2 -  ( .  T h e r e f o r e
r i d
~) ( B . c ) < c ( d )  R(\og n ) 1 2 T t s u p  h n (x)
-* X
1 f ( d )  ( l o g  n ) d 2 +  ( A n -  1 / 2 ) d  (£2 ^  u  * ) .
Next observe that
in < i„* -  2Sns < 2E ,Y - = 2rf. (6.3.19)
so. anticipating Theorem 6.3.3(a), we have Q tl(B) < c(d). Thus Theorem 6.3.2(a) is 
trivial when n is so small that A > v n. and we may assume that A <  ^ n. It follows 
t hat
■i 2 1 ]^ (B.  () < c(d) (’' “(log ri)1 " - r  Ai\ 1 2 -f (log n ) n 
< c i d ) [f»(log n ) J 2 An“ 1 2
we have used the crude bounds (6.3.12) and (6.3.19) for A and dn .
(6.3.20)
To control r (B.c)  we use our Lemma 6.3.4(b) and Corollary 3.2 of Bhattacharya 
and Rao (1976. page 24). Since B\ is convex, this latter result implies that
(1 ~ x 1 )o ' (J-) dx < c(d)t
> r - \ ^ ; 2,hv
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for all y €  R d. Thus <J>d{ ( ß j £ \ B x 2t) 4- y} < c(d)c. and
nE{od(x -  X/yJn) I{ X  > v n) } dx
od[x) dx I([X > \/n— nE
( ß f - \ ß - 2 , ) + y -  A 7 v  n 
< c(d)tbn2.
Lemma 6.3.4(b) then shows that
>' ( R i , 0  < c(d) c(l +  bn2) -  c(d)Xn 1 2(1 -  bn •>) < c(d) \n 1 ! 2 (6.3.21)
Theorem 6.3.2(a) follows from results (6.3.17) (6.3.21).
(b) It remains to show that, under condition (6.3.3). bn (\og n)dl ~ —♦ 0 as n —* oc. We 
have
( lo g n )J.'2£„, =  2 [log(v n ) ] J ' e { .V 5 / (  V > v n ) }
< 2J ”E I ;.Vj2(log .V )* - I{ X  > \ ' n ) } 0 .
Also, if m > 1 is so large that ( l ogx)d/2/ x  is decreasing in x m.  then 
( logn )d;26„3 < » - *  2( logn )J 2E {  .V * / (  V < m ) }
E ( j.Y 2 (log .V )■ '* / (  X  > m)  )i d i 2 ‘
for all 7i > rn2. Letting n -  oc and then m  —>■ oc yields (log n ) d> 2 (bn2 -r Sn?,) —» 0. and 
the proof is completed by (6.3.19). □
Proof  of  Theorem 6.3.3. (a) This upper bound is quickly deduced from Lemma 6.3.1(b).
(b) In view of Lemma 6.2.2. it suffices to show that
sup Q„(H)  (0.3.22)
for any unit vector t € I? where C ( t ) depends on / and the distribution of A’. Choose 
an orthogonal d x d matrix 7’ with top row /. The function &d{x) has rotational
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symmetry about  x = 0, and y(x,y)  just consists of the early terms in a Taylor expansion 
of d>d(x + y), so we have g(x.  y ) =  y(Tx, T y) for all x, y G R d. Indeed
\ i \ y L’[H"<i>d){x) =  i \ Y ^ y lyi xtxj - ^ y ? ] < i > d{x)
IH =  2
_  1
— 2
_  1
2
= VZ_/
hd = 2
(*, y)~-  |y|‘ <f>J(-r )
iTx,Ty) 2 -  |ry!2]^(rj-)
Therefore
G { H t { i ) , y )  r. f  g(x,  y) dx = f  g ( T x , T y ) d x
<7(t , Ty) <7:r = 6’, (£, {/, y ;),
{ 1:1,< £ }
where G j is the function (7 of two real variables defined at (3.1.2b), so
Q * { H M ) ) = Q l X)(i)- (6.3.23)
The required lower bound (6.3.22) is now a consequence of the lower bound in t he case 
<1 1; see Theorem 2.1 of Hall (1982). D
6.4. Q - d e t e r m i n i n g  C lasses .
A class 5 of convex Borel sets B  C R ' is said to be Q determining (QD) if
lim inf
n —► oc
S l i p  Qn{B)
^ n
> 0 (6.4.1)
for all random vectors A’ 6 C~d.
A review of the proof of Theorem 6.3.3(b) shows that a carefully chosen finite 
subset of half-spaces would still be QD. Indeed consider
V  =  { / l f (J) : / f: Ü' and f  -  0 or 1 }.
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where the set U of unit  vectors t G R J comes from Lemma 6.2.2. The doublet  {0, 1} is 
a CD set in the sense of Chapter  3, so
max \Qn { Ht {‘ )}\ > e ( < ) ^ t,A>
£ — 0,1
for all unit vectors t (see (6.3.23) and Theorem 3.3.3). It then follows from Lemma 6.2.2 
th a t
sup Q n {B)\ > c(d)6nY,
so V  is certainly QD. The set li consists of unit vectors,  one for each non-negat ive  
integer-valued vector u with y  — 3. There are exactly
n  n{d) = ~d{d+ !)(<* + 2) (6.4.2)
such vectors u. Thus  V  has 2Q(d)  members.  It. t u rn s  out  tha t  there are smaller QD 
classes than this.
We need some more notat ion.  For v  G N  1, B  C R d and a unit  vector t G R'J , 
writ e
and
w here
III
STe- ( D r o' i)(x) dx
x £ P
(6.4.3a)
hi
"
o
' o[r,( x ) dx= E  D , / ‘ ' 4 > , ‘ ' ) ( 8 ) | ,  
x e / *  L. v  — r
(6.4.36)
=  E  [p 'Ud v k u  • (6.4.3c)
These are natura l  extensions of the  notat ion <I>(r,(A) for .4 G R 1 (see 2.2.4). Note tha t  
p j r ! (x) is just the  r ' th  derivative of o i ( j )  in di rection / (see Apostol 1974. page 361). 
For example,  a little algebra shows that
d>;2)U )  =  ( * . /  2 -  \ ) ö d{x) = - -— :.,ö J{x).
a  i . 1
Also, if t = t v = - -  then we haveV iy
g( i .  y) =  o l{i-T y) -  o ‘{s) y > J 1}( j )  \ y 2<?J21 ( r ) ,  (6.4.4u)
so
G( B . y )  =  + y )  -  <t>"'(/i) j / * ' " ( 8 )  -  (6.1,16)
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where (B  + y) = { x y  y : x e  B }.
Let us order the fi vectors u £  N (i with \v = 3 :  i/(1) > id2) > ■ ■ ■ . where we
say that  v  > cu if Uj > uj3 for some j  and vz = uix for all x < j .  Then, for a finite class 5 
of Borel sets B \ , Z?2,. . . B s C R y we define an fi x 5 matrix L(S) to have (? , j ) ' th  
element '^(ZZQ. For example, if d — 2 then
1(5 )  =
\  $(°.3)(Jö 1)
$(3.°)(B2)
$ (2’1)( ß 2)
^<1*2>(jB2)
3>(°-3) (B ., )
<5>( 3 '0 ) ( 5 , )  \
d>(, '2l(ß,) 
<]>(ü’3)( ß , )  /
Also, for a unit vector / £ R ‘Q we construct (0  4 1) > \ s matrices AZ/r) (S) by adding 
another row to L(S)  as follows:
= ( B A  for 1 < ? < 0  and 1 < j  < s
~  “  ”  ( 6 . 4 . 5 )
| <I>jr , (Z?,) for 2 — fi — 1 and 1 < j  < s.
Suppose that c/ — 1 and 5 — {Zi], Zi-2} Then A//‘ (5) and A//4,(5) arc 2 /  2 matrices 
with determinants -  (Z3]. Zi2) and 40..1 ( B ] , B>) (see 2.3.2). Thus if either A z/“l(5)
or A// , ; (5) is not of full rank then either 4,2?. — 6 or 0. so. according to
Theorem 2.3.3(a). 5 is not QD. Our first theorem extends this result to dimensions
d > 1.
T h e o r e m  6.4.1.  If. for some unit vector t £ R either Al j ~]($)  or AZt(1 (5) has rank 
less than fi 4- 1, then S is not QD.
In particular, if 5 comprises fewer than H -r 1 sets then AZ( (5) must have rank 
less than fi — 1. This leads to the following important result.
T h e o r e m  6.4.2.  .Vo class of  just D.(d) sets in R y is QD.
Note that f i ( l )  = 1. so Theorem 6.4.2 extends the result that no singleton S ~ {B} \s 
Ql) in the case d — 1 (Theorem 2.3.1).
There are also arbitrarily large classes 5 t hat  are not QD.
T h e o r e m  6.4.3. A class S is not QD if  any o f  the following conditions is satisfied:
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(a) There is a unit vector t such that =  0 for each B  G S ;
(b) There exist u G N d w ith  \v\ — 3 and =  0 for each B  G S;
(c) There is a unit vector t such that  4>[4^(ß)  =  0 for each B  G 5.
If 5 is finite then Theorem 6.4.3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.4.1.
We need some criterion to decide whether a par t icular  class S of a t  least 0 +  1 sets 
is QD. The next  theorem provides sufficient conditions for S to be QD. It is not  known 
whether  these conditions are also necessary.
T h e o r e m  6 .4 .4 .  Suppose tha t S consists o f  s > 0 + 1  convex sets B \ , B 2, ■ . . B s in Ttd, 
a n d , for each unit vector t G R d, the matrices A f } ~ \ S )  and  A/t( i ) (S) both have rank 
O + 1. I f  there exist A1; A j . . . . A* such that
Aj<P,L ,(B])  =  0 for each u G N  1 with \u\ - 3, (6.4.6)
3 =  1
and
y ^  Aj G (B 1. y ) > 0  for all y f- 0. (6.4.7)
.7 - 1
then S is QD.
Consider the s columns of the matrix L( S) .  Each column is a vector in R S2. so if 
s > Q — 1 then they must be linearly dependent.  Thus  there are always A s, not all 
zero, such that  (6.4.6) holds. If s — O — 1 and A/ /“1 (5)  has rank O -i- 1 then L( S )  must 
have rank O. so in tha t  case there is essentially just one choice of these A s.
Note tha t  if d > 2 then condi tion (6.4.7) may be replaced by
J (y) >  y  A 1G{ B 1. y) -  0 for all y f  0. (6.4.8)
j = i
For suppose t h a t  A) , A-i.. . . A^  satisfy (6.4.6) and (6.4.8). Having changed the signs 
of all the A"s if necessary, we may assume that  J  ( y + ) > 0 for some y4 ^  Q. If also 
y' + 0 then there is a path  joining y' and y~ that  does not  pass through the origin.
Th e function J  (y) is continuous  and non zero along this path ,  so J ( y ' )  > 0. This 
proves (6.4.7).
Proofs. We shall need the following es t imate  of Q n (B ) .  It comes from integrating the 
es t imate  of <7n (x) from Lemma 6.3.4(a).
L e m m a  6 .4 .5 .  There are positive constants c(d) such that
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Q n ( B ) +  Y, -  E
M  =  2,3 T  = 4
< c(d)(6nl + 6ns) (6.4.9)
for all n and all Bore1 sets B  C R J .
To prove Theorem 6.4.1, our s trategy is to const ruct  a random vector A' such th at ,  
for every set B  €  S,  all the terms except for Q n (B )  cancel out  on the lef t-hand side
of (6.4.9). If also £„] +  8n$ — o(<5„) then Q n (B ) — o(8n ) for each B  €  5,  so S is not
QD.
To this end.  we first go back to the univariate case and present some random 
variables Ur (Lemma 6.4.6). Each U7 picks out  the term £n, from 8n in the sense that  
b l’1 ~  8* ' as n —» oc (/ =  2 ,3 .4 ) .  Next,  these random variables are used to define the 
components  of some random vectors U (Lemma 6.4.7). These vectors pick out  each of 
the terms of 8n in the mul tivar iate case. Finally, in the  proof of Theorem 6.4.1. we let 
X  have an induced measure that  is a convex combinat ion of the probabili ty measures 
corresponding to the U 's.
L e m m a  6 .4 .6 .  There exist Real random variables Uq, U-y, and — l Jl >L] where 
0 < a < 6, such that:
(a) E L ,  =  0 and  P r (Ut = 0) > — for each i ;
(b) E L 2 — 1 for ? =  0 ,2  and 4. but E L 2 - - .
Also there is a sequence q n and a sequence A o f  the positive integers such that all the 
following a sym pto tic  relations hold as n —> oc through  A :
(c) 8ln " =  0(7,1), 8„2 ~  7,1. 8'n : ~  a7n , and 8ln 4 ~  q n:
(d) 8r[) +  ~  n 1/2 =  ° b n )  for each ?;
f o(7n)
M  Snj = ■ In + 0(7n)
( d i n  +  0 ( In)
for i y  j  — 2 ,3  or 4 
for i — j  = 2 or 4 
for i — j  — 3.
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Proof o f  Lemma 6.4.6. This lemma is similar to Lemma 2.4.1. Recall the functions / ,(y) 
for i. — 2, 3 and 4, defined at (2.4.4). We take a -2 — a4 =  1 and = a there, and let 
the distribution of L\ (i — 2 ,3 ,4)  have absolutely continuous part with density / , (y); 
Uo has no absolutely continuous component. Each of these subdistributions is then 
brought up to a complete probability distribution by supplying three atoms, including 
one large atom at U = 0. These atoms are chosen so that  (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
For example, we give U0 atoms at U0 = - 4 , 0  and 4 of mass ^ , y |  and Take 
-V =  { rik — 2'2k : k > 1 }, and 7„ =  (21og2)/r2~fc for n =  n fc. The results (c), (d) 
and (e) now come from the proof of Lemma 2.4.1. □
L e m m a  G.4.7. Let t € R and uj G satisfy L = 1 and [uyj =  3. There exist 
random vectors IV (2-0 ? IT (W1, IV (4,t) € and sequences qn , A/, such that the following
asymptotic equations hold as n —♦ oc through .V ;
for each W ; 
for each W :
( a ) C  ~  In
( b ) +  +  n  1 2 =  o { q n )
( c )
V V 1 " ’ _  f +  °{ln) for
\ 0 ( 7 n )  for
( d )
£  [\/ 1 “ ) J *7n T  O ( 7  n  ) i f  1/
l o ( 7 n ) for h
Thus ( [ooj =  3 ) picks out the term b n
terms of 6" , including all the third order terms bnL, with u\ — 3 and v ^  cu, are 
asymptotically negligible by comparison (see 6.2.4b). Also, writing IT — IT0-4) for 
some unit vector /. we have
d d
Kc> = E { W j ] {,]V > X r>) } lh n + °fr") = Or, + o(qn)
j - t  j - \
bv Lemma 6.4.7(c). and this is the only significant term of 6„ (as n —> oc through .V). 
Similarly. IT 14 J) picks out the term bn4 from bn . Note that  if uj 6 has at least two 
non-zero components, and iu;] is even, then there is no random vector IV^’) such that 
(d) holds. For example
2  j ^ n ( l , l , 0 , . . . 0 )  j -  ^  j  -  ^  1 ^ 2  / (  W  j >  \  n )  j
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<E{(VV \ 2 +  H';f ) / ( | H , I >  V ^ ) }
-  S W  X  S W
~  °n (2 ,0 , . . . ( . ) )  1 ° n ( 0 , 2 , 0 , . . . 0 )  ’
so ^n( i .i .0,...o) may never dominate  all the other 6nl/.
Proo f  o f  L e m m a  6.4.7. Let us restr ict  ourselves to the case d =  3 (other dimensions are 
no more compl icated) .  We present the random vectors IT*2-*) and for u  =  (3 ,0 ,0) ,
(2, 1,0) and ( 1 , 1 , 1). The vector W is similar to IT (2,<) , and if [cu] =  3 then IT 
may be const ructed  by symmetry from one of the lat ter  three cases. Note th a t  par t  (a) 
follows from par ts  (c) and (d). The sequences q n and A are those of Lemma 6.4.6.
(i) VT(2,f). Recall the univariate random variables Uo and U2 from Lemma 6.4.6. Since 
they each have a large a tom at i  = 0 . we may choose Z 2 and Z 3 d ist r ibuted like Uq, 
dependent lv so that  no two of 1'2. Z 2 and Z 3 are s imultaneously non-zero;  we sav they 
are disjoint  random variables. Define a random vector
Y =  (Yi ,Y2,Y-s) ^  (U2, Z2iZ3).
Now choose an orthogonal  3 x 3 matr ix  T  with first row t. and put  IT = U D4) =  \ ' T .  
Note th a t  V 6  £ t2, so IT 6  C2d. We have
W  — U2t (a linear combinat ion of Z 2 and Z->).
so if \v\ — 2 then
c  = /( u' i > vs)} = n m  > vs)} -  <»(•>„)
=  ,vd i  +  °iin)
= t ' l n  +  0 (7 n)
as n —> oc through A.  It is clear from Lemma 6.4.6 that  the  other  asymptot ic  equations  
of (b), (c) and (d) also hold as n —» 00 through A .
(ii) I T ^ I  for a; =  (3 .0 .0 ) .  We put
1T ((3 ü 0)) -  (Vq -i- ( J ) 1 2Z , ,  Z 2, Z:,).
where Vq is d is tr ibuted like f / i ' 1. the Z, are d is t ributed like f/0 , and Vq, Z \ ,  Z 2 and Z 3 
are disjoint.
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(iii) ui = (2,1,0) .  Take o = ( f ) 3;2, and let Vj ( j  = 1 , . . . 4 )  be distributed like U%a\  
and Z\  and Z 3 be distributed like Uq, so that  all six of these random variables are 
disjoint. Now put
= (1)1/2(V, - V 2) + ( D ' ^ Z u 
= ( i ) 1/2(V, + Vi -  Vs - V 4),
and
V ^ 3 ( 2 , 1 , 0 ) )  =  Z 3 .
The Z terms of IT = VT^2,1'0)) are chosen so that E W f  — 1 for each i. so IV' € £ d. Also 
it, is easy to see that  (b) holds, and that  6 ^  = o('y„) as n —♦ oc through A for \v\ — 2 
or 4, or for v — 3 with i/3 > 0. The V' terms are arranged so that S^'2 Q Q^ = o ( j n) and 
n> = Sn.r. 0 =  0. But sincen ( 1 , 2 , 0 )  n ( 0 , 3 , 0 )
i«T = (v,2 + vi) -t W i + v7) + fz\ + z|,
we have
, u  -
”  (2,1,0) - n ' 1 / 2 E { v T 12lV’j / f i l V I 2 <  n ) }
= ( A ) 1 / 2 n - , l 2 I +  Vja ) / ( 0 <  v ; 1 <  n o r  0  <  V-2 <  n ) |
= ( 1 ) 3 / 2 -  1 / 2 E { v / 1 / ( ;V ' i !  <
- ( I ) "  “a l n  ~ O( 7 n )
- I n  t  <>hr„)
a s  n —» o c  t h r o u g h A .
( i v ) UJ =  ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) . T h i s  t i m e  w e t a k e  a — 3 3 2 . L e t v , . v 2 , .  . A  jo b e  d i s t r i b u t e d
d i s j o i n t l y  l i k e  L’i 11. a n d  p u t
u , ( (1 > l ) )  h  3 “ 1 2 (V’,i -r V 2 — V 3 — V 4 -  V 8 +  V 9 -  V j o  +  V n ) ,
w ((1 1vv 2 " >  =  3  1 2 (V,i -  \  2 - 1 ?. -  V 4 +  V 5 Vo _  V 7 ”  V'j 2 ) ,
I V< (1 1■ ' »  =  S ' 1 , -  V'5 4  Vo -  v 7 t  v ; - Vo -  V 1() ^  V j ' j ) .
(This construction finally explains those strange quantities y| and ? in parts (a) and (b) 
of Lemma 6.4.6.) Thus W = W 0 1,1,1)) ^  £ ‘2, and all terms 6 ^ ,  where u r~ (1, 1, 1). are
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negligible by comparison with
/ ( !W |2 < «)}
=  3 - 3/ 2 „ - ' / 2 E | v']3 /(V,2 < n)J
=  I n  +  o (7n)?
as n —> oc through A. □
( o \
Proof  o f  Theorem 6.4.1. Suppose that A/t (5) has rank less than fi + 1 for some unit
vector /. Then there must be a non-zero vector p C R w+1 with p \ l \ 2*(5) = 0. That  is
£  [m >" ' ’(» )]  + -  0 (6.4.10)
M = 3
for each B  € 5, where the first Q components of p are labelled />, = pL,ui. We may 
assume that pn + \ > 0 and 2/>q_! = ].
Now recall the sequences A and and the random vectors \\ of Lemma 6.4.7. 
Let p u , where v  =  3. be the probability measure on R 1 induced by sgn(/)t,)U'L'b and 
let p \ ‘ ] be the measure induced by Construct a random vector A’ in R y to
have induced measure Y l \ P i -  Pi- “  -Pu - \ p Y Note that A 6 L\ .  In view of 
Lemmas 6.4.5 and 6.4.7 we have
Yf;W>M(ß)
v — 2, 3 
' f n P i l - T  1
V -  3
Y  f,P<P{l,){B)
[v] = 2
- I n  PU+M2>(B)n Y .  - « ( On)
° ( l n )  =  0 ( 6 * )
Y  -  «(•;
Ivt =  3
for each ö  r  S as n —^ oc through A . where the last equality comes from (6.4.10). 
Therefore 5 is not QD.
The proof is similar if it is A//4)(5) that is not of full rank.
Proof  of  Theorem 6.4.3. Take A' = U' i J , k U '1"'1 or M M according to which of (a), 
(b) or (c) holds. It follows from Lemmas 6.4.5 and 6.4.7 that. Q rl(B) ~ o(<\,) for each 
B  6 5 as n —► oc- through A. lj
P r o o f  o f  Theorem 6.-4.-1. Suppose tha t 5 — { ' ß ] ,  ß 2,.  ■ B s ) satisfies the cond it ions  o f 
the theorem , bu t is not Q D . Then there exists a random  vector X  £ C 2 such th a t
max !Q n { B j ) \  =  o{6n ) (6.4.11)
i < j < ^
as n  oc th rough  some sequence. We shall w ork  for a con trad ic t ion .
Pick a sequence A so th a t  8nl, /  (v \8n) —+ p „  whenever \u\ — 3, 8n i / 8n —> pt for 
i  =  2 ,4 ,  and (6.4.11) all hold as n —> oc th ro ug h  „V, fo r some p L, and pt . We iden t i fy  
tw o  cases according the the values o f  p2 and p 4.
( i)  p i  — P4 =  0. In th is  case. Lem m a 6.4.5 imp lies  th a t
Q „ ( B , )  =  V  +  o(6„ )
\v\ — Z
— 0 for each j .as n —> oc th ro ug h  A .  I t  fo l lows f rom  (6.4.11) th a t  y ^ !t/]_ 3 p v^ v \ B 3)
However, by hypothesis, the m a t r ix  L (S )  is o f  fu l l  rank, so each pv m ust be zero. Th is  
con trad ic ts  the assumption th a t  p 2 — P a — 0.
( i i )  p i  -  Pa >  0. Consider J ( y )  — Y2‘] \ AJG ( B :j. y ) .  arid suppose tha t y =  y t y so th a t  
t — ty is a un it  vector. For y > 1, in v iew o f  (6.4 .4b). we have
G ( B . y ) +  -> y  24»<j » (B ).  <  I -  y .
SO
j(y)> -I ; y 2 T . x M 1){ B , ) - 2 . y  Y  a , .
J  .7
Now J ( y )  > 0 for all y y- 0 (6.4.7). so az(l)  ~  -  A 7<I>j2\ B j ) >  0. Fu r the rm ore ,
A l t ~] (S)  is o f fu l l  rank and the  A's are not all zero (6.4.7), so (6.4.6) implies th a t
k (1) t  0. The  set ( / : t — 1 } is compact in R  L and k is a continuous func t ion  o f  <, so
k ( /)  is bounded awa\ f rom  zero for jt — 1; say k  >  2 t 2 >  0. Thus
J { y )  >  f;> y 2 -  2 y A? for y. >  1. (6.4.12)
j
N ext, i f  y < 1. then we expand y ( x , y )  in to  a T ay lo r  series arid in teg ra te  to  get
G ( B . y ) -  V ; < <•((/) y
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Thus
J(y) > h  M ' . - c(</) yi5X > , l ,
3 3
since all the thi rd order terms cancel out by (6.1.6). As above, it follows from the 
non-degeneracy of t h a t  there exists c4 > 0 such that
J ( y ) c ( d )  y 'Y. X>for y| < 1. (6.4.13)
3
Since J  (y) > 0 for all y =£ 0. the results (6.4.12) and (6.4.13) imply that  
J(y)  > emin{ |yj2, \y\4 } for all y.
where c is some posit ive constant .  Subst i tut ing y — - A ' \  n and taking expectat ions  
yields
j Qn(Bj) = r i E J ( - X / \  n) > f ( ln2 ~ ^ h )-
3
Therefore
max Q n (Bj ) '  > I (
3
for large n € A . This contradic ts  (6.4.11).
P a ) ^ u
I— j
6.5. A sm a l l  Q —d e t e r m i n i n g  class.
Theorem 6.4.2 s t a tes  tha t  a class 5 must comprise at least H(d) — 1 sets in R 1 to be 
QD.  Theorem 6.4.4 suggests that  some classes of just  Q ~ 1 sets are QD. This section is 
devoted to the const ruction of a par t icular  class 5.  of Q -  1 convex sets B \ , B 2 , ■ ■ ■ Rn+ i  
in R d. tha t  satisfies the condi tions  of Theorem 6.4.4 and so is QD.
Fix 0 e  R J wi th 0 < 0, < \  3 for each component  0,. and define a (hyper- ) rectangle 
about  the origin
R(0)  = | x  € R'J : x t ! < 9, for eacli i j .
We have
and
0^L' ] ( x t ) d x 1 1 for each v  t  N T
( 6 .5 . 1)
(6.5.2a)
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0 (l/' \ x i )  dxt =
- o .
24>(t?,) 1 > 0 if vx -  0
0 if vx =  1 or 3
2(p'{Bl) < 0 if i/, =  2
2<Z>(3)(^ )  > 0  if v, =  4.
(6.5.26)
Now. if v] — 3 then v must have an odd component z/,, so <J>(l'*(Z?) = 0. Also, if \v] ~ 2 
then 3>(l')(/?) < 0, and if \u\ = 4 then t y ^ ^ R )  > 0, with equality in each case only if v 
has an odd component. Thus, for a unit vector t ,
\V \ — T
{ ‘  ”  
1 > o
if r = 2 
if r = 4.
We take = /?(#) -  so that  the last column of both the matrices A//2' (5)
and M l 4](5)  has exactly one non-zero component, at the bottom.
The only condition we need to impose on the other sets B ] , B 2, . . . B q 6 5 is that 
the square matrix L(B].  B 2,. . . Bu)  be of full rank. This is easy to achieve.
L e m m a  6.5.1.  There exists a class £ of  convex F3orel sets B \ ,  B>. ■ ■ ■ B q in R  1 such 
that the matrix L{£) is not degenerate.
It follows that ,  for each unit vector t f  R f. the matrices A//“’(S) and A/ /4)(S) both 
have rank H — 1
Take A] — X-2 -  **-Aq =  0 and Aq+] =  1 in Theorem 6.4.4. Then
12 — 1
N A = 3> '^*(Z?) — 0 whenever \v) — 3.
j  =  i
so (6.4.6) holds. The following lemma establishes (6.4.7).
L e m m a  6.5.2.  Suppose that  0 < 0 , <  y 3 for each component o f  9 6 R J , and dehne 
R — R(0) by (6.5.1). We have G( R.  y) > 0 for all y f  0.
In view of Theorem 6.4.4. we have proved:
T h e o r e m  6.5.3.  There exists a QD class of  just  H(<7) — 1 convex sets in Tl 1.
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P ro o f  o f  Lem m a 6.5.1. W r i te  B j  =  B u(Ji ,  where td-7) is t he j t h  vector v  € N ' y w i th  
\v\ — 3. Pu t
-0(3,0,...o) := { j ~ : - r i < 0 } ,
0 (2 ,1,0 ....0 ) =  { X : 't i | < 1 . x 2 <  ] },
5 ( 1 ,1 , 1,0 ,. .0 ) =  { X : X i , x 2 , x3 <  0 } ,
and define the o the r sets B u s im ila r ly .  Note  th a t
(x ,)  d x t =  0
x.eR
for all r >  1,
so =  0 i f  uj1 0 =  for some i  (u. cu €  N li). Thus it is easy to  check th a t ,
fo r  y  — |w] — 3
r # 0 when v — U)
< =  0 when v  # <jj and some v l — 2 or 3 (6.5.3)
, =  0 w hen v j j  and each iz ,. u;, <  1.
The  m a t r ix  L ( £ )  is not d iagonal: for example. u) ( i i . i,o. .0 )) r~ 0. However
the re la t ions (6.5.3) im p h  tha t L ( t )  is not degenerate. □
P r o o f  o f  Lemma 6.5.2. We have
G ( R , y ) =  I  Od(x-y)di> '( i? )  -  T  1(
x£R i /=  1,2
However, in v iew o f (0.5.2). all the summ ands in the last te rm  are zero except for those 
w i th  some — 2. Therefore , w r i t in g
A , =  A , ( y , )  =  4>(fl, +  y.)  +  -  -  2<t>(»,) -  y,V(0,),
B, =  B, ( y , )  =  <f(0, -  y .)  -  <!>(«, -  y.)  -  2<i>(0,).
C, =  2 9 > (0 , ) -  1,
we have
</
G ( R . y )  =  [ ] ( ß . ^  O )  -
l ~  1
jp \ W(,1,
J =  1
toWc,
J  3 1
l [(nM(n^ )
1C ( 1,2 ,..  d } , I/  >  2 I K -  I  j £ l
- E [»■ II ^
^ S A y ) ^ T , ( y ) .
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say. The sum S d(y) is taken over all pairs 7, triples I etc. of the first, d positive integers, 
up to and including the entire d-tuple; we take 5j =  0 and Tj =  A\ .  Now each C\ > 0 , 
and if yt A 0 then B l {yl ) < 0. Also, since 0 < 0X < \  3 we have ,4,(yj) > 0 when y, 7^  0; 
see Section 4(i) of Hall (1983). Therefore Td(y) > 0 for all y ^  0. It remains to show 
that  S d[y) > 0.
We proceed by induction on d. Observe that  S2(y) =  73i (y j ) i32(y-2) > 0 for all y, 
so let us assume that  d > 3 and S d~ 1 = S d~ 1 ( y i , y>, • • • Vd- 1) > 0. We have
d -  1
Sd{y) =  (Bd + Cd)Sd_,  +  f l  Ci )  ■- (B < +  c'd)Sd- 1.
But B d 4 C d > 0 , so S d(y ) > 0 for all y. as required.
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A p p e n d i x .  D e r iv a t iv e s  of  t h e  N o r m a l  d e n s i ty  f u n c t io n .
We collect here some properties of the derivatives of the Standard Normal density 
function 0(x) — [2n)~i /'2e~x //2. Repeated differentiation yields
4>'(x) = - x 0 (x ) ,
4>"{x) -  ( x 2 -  l)0(i),
0 ^ ( x )  = -  (a*3 -  3x)0(x),
(A.l)
<?!4)(x) =  (x4 6x 2 ■+ 3)0(x).
0 ^ ( x )  = -  (x ' - 10x" 4- 15x)o(x), 
ö ^ ( x )  = (x° -  15x4 4- 45x2 -  15)ö(x).
In general
ö ' r ! (x) -  ( -  l ) r Hr(x)o{x)  for r > 1. (A.2)
where / / r (x) is the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomial of degree r: sec Kendall and Stuart  
(1963, 6.23. page 155).
A simple induction shows that / / r (x) has only terms of even degree for even r. and 
only terms of odd degree for odd r. This leads to:
Lem m a A . l .  (a) The function o (r)(x) is either even or odd. according to whether r is 
even or odd.
(b) ö (r)(x) ~  ( - x ) r + 0 { x r 2) o(x) —> 0 as x —» ± 00.
(c) <h(x) = 1 “ x 1 4- 0 ( x  '') phi(x)  —> 1 as x —» 00.
Fart (c) is included for completeness; it comes from expansion 26.2.12 on page 932 of 
Abromowitz and Stegun (1965).
Figures A.l and A.2 display the functions 6 (r^(x) for r =  0, 1.. . .5 and x > 0.
The following recurrence relation is often useful. It follows from the identity (6.26) 
on page 156 of Kendall and Stuart (1963).
Lem m a A . 2. For all r > 1 and all x we have
J | (x) + x o 1' !(x) -  r o fr ' 1 (x) = 0.
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0 . 4 -
- 0 . 2 -
- 0 . 4
—  0.6  J
F ig u r e  A . l .  Derivatives of o (x ) .
- 1. 0 -
- 2 . 0 -
— 3.0 J
F ig u r e  A . 2. Higher derivatives of p(x).
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Let, us consider the zeros of the functions o*r) (j) .  Ofcourse they coincide with the 
roots of the polynomials I I r(x).
T h e o r e m  A . 3. The equation ö^r](x) = 0 has exactly r Real solutions x, which we 
denot e 0r i < 0r _r+3 < Whenever 9 , is defined, that is r > 1, \s\ < r — 1
and r T  s is odd. we have
( * 0  ^ r - t - 1 , 5 — 1 ^  ^  ^ r + l , 5 4 l )
(b) <f>^r~ 1 ■ (9rs) > 0 > 6^r" 1! {0r>) i f  r +  s = 1 ( m o d i )
0 (r‘ 1)( ^ 5) < 0 < O! w , ) ( ^ 0  i f  r +  s = 3 ( m o d i ) .
Since d>^ r ) ( - r )  = ( -1  )ro (r 1 ( r) .  the roots of o^r| are symmetrically placed about the 
origin. Indeed 6r _ e - - 9 rf . and 9r(, = 0 for odd r. Thus 0r.c always has the same sign 
as s. The other motivation for our unusual notation is Theorem A.3(a). The following 
table gives the roots and turning points of the functions o (r '(j') for r -  1 . 2 . . . . 5  
and x > 0. Factorization of the polynomials R A{x) and lT,{x) yields 9\^ =  3 -  \  6.
9In 3 — \  6. 9~.2 5 -  \  10. and 0 iA -  5 -r \  10.
0 c , " ( 0 ) 0.3989
0 o HI(0) - 1.1968
9c,] ~  0.6167 o (M(#o,) Cr -2.3071
0 4 ,  -  0.7120 ~ 0.5506
1 o ' ( l ) - -0 .2120
Or, 2 ~  1.3556 - -0 .7100
V3 o " ( \  3) 0.1780
9c,3 -  1-8892 O ' 51( # 0 3 ) 1.0062
043 ~  2.3311 - -0 .1196
0=4 ~  2.8570 ~ 0.1391
h ^  O OO 1 OU _r O . O — 4 0 o (r” (#,,5) - -0 .1106
Here are some interesting relationships between consecutive derivatives d ( , | ( x ’ 
and + 1 * {x).
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T h e o r e m  A . 4. If jxj < jyj and iö(r)(x)l < j0d)(y) then ^ (x)| > j(^ *r t l *(y) .
Equivalently, if jx| < y and j< r^+1)(x)j < i<?^ r+1 ^(y)| then |<^r)(x)J > |</)^ r^(y)j. This 
is consistent with the vague trend that o ^ ( x )  should decrease in absolute value as 
jxj increases (see Lemma A .1(b)), although more locally <^r)(x) oscillates about zero. 
Theorem A 4 must surely be known, but we cannot find a reference.
Finally, we present a useful Corollary of Theorem A.4.
T h e o r e m  A . 5. (a) If x is a turning point of q P'1 *6and jxj < jyj then i<^C(x)i > j0d)(y)i .
(b) If & > 1 and 0 < z < 9rs -  0r41 j , then j0(r,($r.* -  z)\ > |0 (r! (9rfi -f z)\.
I}roof of  Lemma A .2. The result is trivial for r — ]. Repeated differentiation proves it. 
for larger r.
Proof  of Lemma A 3 .  Observe that 0*r- can have at most r zeros because they coincide 
with the roots of H r. a polynomial of degree r. We shall demonstrate the existence 
of 0r{. for all S' < r — 1 by induction on r. The cases r — 0 and r = 1 are trivial, so 
suppose that r > 1 and 1 has roots _r- i < 9r r_-> < • • • 0r r ]. L e t 0 r. - r- i  =  — oc 
and 0r r  ^ \ oc. Then o !r!(x) — 0 at both ends of each interval ( ^ , ^ ^ , ^ 2) where 
-  r 1 < s ; r 1 (>ee Lemma A. 1(b)). Thus o (ri must have at least one turning point 
in each of these intervals, at say £  (0rfl,0r.±-rz)- These r -t- 1 values #r+1 1
( r < s -t- 1 < r) are the zeros of o (r~ 11. so the induction is complete. This construction 
also proves part (a).
Next.  Lemma A .1(b) implies that 0^r)(x) > 0 for all x t  ( - o c . # r r+i)- In
particular. o [r] (6b_ } _ r) > 0. Since the polynomial l l r has r dist inct simple roots,
6 {r] must change sign at each 0r„ ( *•! < r — 1). It follows by induction on s that 
0 *r 1 (tC-f 1 ,.«4 1) > 0 if and only if (r -  1) +  (.$ -r 1) -  1 (mod 4). This proves the 
right hand inequalities of part (1)). To see the left hand inequalities, observe that 
if 0r-i,*.4 i is defined then it falls in the same interval (9ru, 9 rfi.t2 ) as 0r_ \ ] (see
part (a)). Therefore o [ r 1 (9r + ] 1) and Olr J - 1 - i ) are of the same sign, positive if
and only if (r -  1) t  ( s - f  1) =  3 (mod 4).
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Before embarking on the proof of Theorem A 4, we need one more lemma.
L e m m a  A . 6. If 1 < s < r -  1 then 9r+ 2.s < 9rs , and <£>lr42) {9rf.) > 0 if and only if 
r -r s =  1 (mod 4).
Proof  o f  Lemma A. 6. Lemma A.2 gives <^r+2) (0r5.) =  - f l , . , , ^ 41! (0r5), and <£(r41) (0r<!) > 
0 if and only if r T s =  3 (mod 4) by Theorem A.3(b).  Thus ^(r+ 2) (0r#) and 
<£>*r4 2) (6V+! j ) are of the same sign, bot h positive if and only if r + s =  1 (mod 4). 
Since 9r+2.s is the only zero of o (r42) between and 0r+i..c-n, and <£>(r42^
changes sign there, it. follows that ^r+ 2 ,.- 9re. □
Proof  of  Theorem A. 4. Let us suppose that 0 < x 0\ < yuj, (p*r!( j 0) 1 o 1’ !(yu) 
and '(5(r4 11 (xq); < !o(r" 1' (y(i):. We shall aim for a contradiction. Since o (r,(x)i and 
d |r" 1 (.r) are even functions of x. we may assume that 0 < x n < y0. There are two 
cases, according to whether or not o*r , (c) lias a zero between Xq and yrj.
(i) Suppose that o (r)(^) A- 0 for all z 6 ( xo ,y (,). say 0 < 0rs < xn < 0r+ i s 4 j < 
y,t <  0T,5j-2 - For definiteness we shall assume that r s = 3 (mod 4). so 
0 < o fr)(x0) < 0 (rl (yu) and 0 < 0 (r_t l f (xo) £  - ® {r" 1 * (yo). The case r -*■ a =  1 (mod 4) 
may be handled similarly. Write 0 =  9r  ^ j j, and
5  =  { x ^ 9rs.9)  : there exists y €  (9.9r + •>
with o (r' (x) <’ ö ,r ’ (y) and o ir ' 11 (x) < -<p[r~ 11 ( y ) }.
The set .S is not empty since x (! C- 5 .  so we may put X] = sup 5.
We claim that
•T] ' 9 j . (A. 3)
Lemma A.6 implies that 0 r+3 M ] < 9. and that o (r ■°'l (~) > 0 whenever 0 r+3 5+i < 
z ' 0r..-' + z- Thus, if #r r3 .i41 < x < 9 < y < 9r >. 2^ then o |r + 1!(c) is convex (upwards) 
in x 6  lx. 9 and 2  6  9 . y :. It follows that o (r41)(~) < (9 z)®^ ~ 1J (x) (9 x) for
z €  (x , 9 ). so integrating over z € x . 9  we have
<p(r)(9) - o (r)(x) < \ { 9  -  x ) o (r4,1(x). (A.4)
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Similarly
t (r)( y ) - o M ( e ) <  \ ( y -  tf)<?<r+1,(>/) < O' (A.5)
Now suppose that <£(r+1l(x) < 1 • (y). It is easy to show that </>*r+1)(x) >
-  <^r * 1 ’ [29 -  x) (differentiate the function a( u ) =  <^r+1' (0 4- u) + <^r+1* (9 -  u) twice),  
so we have y > 29 -  x, or y -  9 > 9 -  x. Therefore, adding together the inequalities 
(A.4) and (A.5),
<*>w (y) -  < \(o - *)4>(r+1)M  + -  0 ) 4 r+1,(y)
< 2 (9 - x ) d>(r+1)(x) +  c!>(M1)(y)
< 0.
Thus c / r^(x) > (5*r'(y),  so x (jt 5 .  This establishes (A.3).
It follows that X] £ 5 ,  so we may choose y} £  ( 9, 9rfi4 2 ] with p^rl(xi )  < <2>(r*(y 1 ) 
and o (r_rl|(x]) < 11 (y j). We must have c^rl(xi )  =  0^r^(yi), for otherwise the
p>oint x 2 £  (x ] ,0 )  given by <^r^(x2) =  o^r, (yi ) would also be in 5 ,  contradicting 
X] =  sup 5 .  Lemma A.2 then gives
4>(r- 2)(x i )  -  <f>lr42, (yt) =  i i P (r411U i ) -  y i o (r^ ' ( y i )  < o.
o (r ' J | (x, -  0  -  o (r * “}(y 1 -  <) < 0( ’ r 2 ) ,
for sufficiently small (. Tliis implies that
- < ) 4  oirJ , Hy, -  < )
d ,r* , , (xi) 4 o | r J 1>(y,)
W~2) (x, -  €]) -  0 {r 4 2)( y } -  f i ) < 0.
and hence
<?>{r,(x] -i- e) -  <P[r]{y  ^ -  0
ö(r41)(x!- i 2) ~  o (r^ \ y ,  -  12) < 0
for small t > 0. where (j  £ 0. c for j  =  1.2. Therefore Xj £ ( £ S  for sufficiently small 
c > 0. contradicting Xj — sup S.
(li) So (5( , ) (^) must have at least one zero between x () and y,,. If x 0 £  {9r, s - 2 , 9r + \ \
for some s, then the point x(, £ 9r ^ ] < ] , 9 r<: with o |rJ(x,,) =  <?(r)(x[)) satisfies
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| 0 (r '+ 11 (x0)l > i<^r+1)(:ro)! by par t  (i) above. Thus  we may assume that  x 0 G 
\9r+ 1 , ^ - 1  > &rs] for some s. Similarly we may take yL) G 9rt , 9r + \ t+ i ] f° r some i. Next,  if 
2*0 =  Ors < Qrt < Vo < ^r+i. t+i  then | </>( r ^  1} (Xu) | > ;0(r+1)(^r, 842)1 > * * ;P(r~ 1 ’ (^ r-/) I by 
pa r t  (i), but  Lemma A.6 implies tha t  ö (r_> 1 ]{0rt ) > !<^r 41)(yo)!- Therefore x0 < 9rs , 
and y0 > 9rt since j<p(r)(y0)| > J<£(r)(x0)|.
We have 0 < 0r + 1 «_! < x 0 < 9rs < 9rt < y0 < #r+i t+ 1 - Let us assume 
further that r +  s =  r -f t =  3 (mod ‘4), so that 0 < -d>^(x o)  < <?>^r'(yo) and 
0 < 0 (r+1,(xo) < £>*r41 ,(yu). The other three cases may be proved in essentially the 
same way. Write
S  = { x  e  |0r^ i i5_ 1 . 9r,) : there exists y G {9rt . 0r+ M+;) j
with -  o ,r! (x) < d>( r 1 (y) and o ( r ' 11(x) < <^r T1' (y) },
and let Xj =  sup S .  Since 9r+2,s < 9rs and 9r + 2 .t < 9rt (Lemma A.6). the 
function <^r41-(~) is decreasing with increasing £ in (9r4 2.s, 9rs) and (9rt . 9r^ \  i ). 
Thus, if 9r+2,s < x < 9rs < 9rt < y < 9r_-i t ^ l then o (r~ 1)(xo) > o (r^ 1,(9rfi) > 
Ofr  ^11 (9rt) > ö^r41*(yo) "here the middle inequality come from repeated application of 
part (i): so x $  S.  It follows that x } < #r- 2 ..- (xj — 9r_ 2}f is impossible, for in tliat case 
sf X■> G ( x j , 0 r5) then -<f>^(x:.) < <^rl(x])  and ö i r - 1 ' (x 2 ) < o (r~ 1^(x] ). so x 2 G S) .  
Choose y } G (9rt , 9 r t + ji with -<p(r)(x])  < o (rl(yi ) and o (r^ 1!(x]) < o ' r~ 1)(yi).  
Actually we must have 0^r'4 l ^(x1) =  o^r’ 11(y 1). for otherwise we could choose 
2*2 c  (x j , ^r4 2 ,.«) with <p(r‘"1)( x ] ) < 0 (r~ 1)( z 2) < o !r_1’(y) so that x 2 G 5.
Now apply Lemma A.2 to get
= - ( ^ i  + yi )o,r '' ' (x , )  -  (r -  1) o !’ ' ( l , )  + 0 | r '(l/i) <  0 . (A.6)
(If o^r ' 11 ( x j ) =  0 == d>(r_+1) (y ] ) then ;<>(r42' ( x j ) > o lr4‘>,(y1); by part (i). so there is 
always strict inequality in (A.6)).  We have o ,r  ^2)( x 1) > 0 > 6>lr + 21 ( y i ), so may choose 
t > 1 with
Thus
r<Pir+2)( x l )+  <>,r+2|(!/,) < 0 < r " o fr_ ’1 (j* I ) -+ 6 |rT2* ((/,)-
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0 (r  ^1](ti  +  re) -  P (r  ^1}(yi o
T<p( r " J)(x,  r  r f , )  +  p (r" 2'(.Vi -r Cl)= c < 0
for sufficiently small c > 0, where 6 [0,e]. Also
P(r)(xi +  re) +  p (r,(yi -  c)
= p (r)(x]) + </>(r)(y i ) +  (  r p (r^ 1)( x ]) -  d>(r" 1](yi)
V  
2 f r 20 (r+2)(xi + r12 ) +  P ( r ' 2)(yi -  c2) > 0
for small c > 0. where c 2 € [0,cj. Therefore X] + rf €  S  for sufficiently small c > 0. This 
contradiction completes the proof. □
Proof of  Theorem A .5. (a) If it were true that o lr~ 1^(x) =  0, x < jyi and 
p(r) ( x ) ; <  j</>(r)(y)j, then we would have 0 > :P( r - 1| (y) from Theorem A.4.
(b) Let us suppose, for definiteness, that r -  s = 3 (mod 4), so P^r41^(ör.,) > 0 and
o ( r)(#r.* -  2 ) < 0 < o^r]{0rs -f z)  for small 2 < 0. We have to show that
a{z)  =  0 {r)(Orf -  2 ) - o !’ (flr, -  z) < 0 (A.7)
for all 2 £ ( 0 . 0rf -  (L - i .^- i  • Suppose that (AT) is false, and let y ~  inf 5
where 5  =  { 2  E ( 0 . 6rs -  ^r_ 1.^—1 ) : 0 (2 ) > 0 } .  We have a(0) =  a'(0) — 0,
and a"(0) =  2 o (r + 2^(0r.c) < 0 by Lemma A.6. so a(z)  < 0 for small 2 . Therefore 
y > 0. Since a is continuous we have a(y) = 0. It follows from Theorem A.4 that 
o (r" n (#r.* y) > p (r~ 11 (6rs -1 y). so a'(y) < 0. But then there exists e E (0, y) such
that u(y -  <) > a(y) =  0, so y f  inf 5  after all. □
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I n d e x  of  N o t a t i o n .
We collect here the definitions of the various symbols and technical terms used in 
this thesis. See also Section 1.3, where some conventions are explained. The left-hand 
column of the following table gives the place in the text (eg. equation number) where 
the notation w'as introduced.
S y m b o l Interpretation
= defines notation: also used for equivalence in modulo arithmetic.
Sect. 1.3 ‘same precise order': an x  bn if an = 0 ( b tl) and bn =
an x  to 0 ( n _1 2) if an -f- n _1/2 x  bn +  n ~ i 2
O(o„);
- a n ~  bn if un bn — 1 as n -* oc.
G marks the end of a proof.
\T the integer just less than or equal to x.
(5.1.1) T A x A. x — A
x. y inner product of x and y: > x j V1 (x. y € R' ).
(5.1.2) {*1•* 2}A = { b: . \ -  > 2 ;a}-
a. b. A. B: ad hoc functions, variables, etc.
B often a Borel set.
Sect. 1.3 
Sect. 1.3 
Sect. 1.3
c
c(...)
C
A strictly positive universal constant.
A strictly positive function.
C  > 0 depends only on the distribution of X .
c The class of all convex Borel sets in R x
Sect.2.1 
Sect.3.1 
Sect. 4.1 
Sect.4.1
CD Convergence determining.
CD class: 5 is CD if A n($) x  bn to 0 ( n " 1/2) for all X  6 £ 2 (or X  € £ 2) 
CD set: X is CD if A n( I )  x  bn to 0 ( n ~ 1/2) for all X  € £ 2.
density CD: X is density CD if A^(.£) x  bn to 0 ( n ~ ] '2) for all A' € £ 2. 
lattice CD: X is lattice CD if A n(JT) x  bTl to 0 { n ~ l / 2) for all Ar 6 £ 2.
C h a p . 6 
Sect.6.1
d dimension.
■ > = n : ( ^ r  = r i y ' - w .
IGO
(1.3.1c) 8 -  6X  vn — Vn
j  Ön2 + An3 + 8n4 (A € £ 2)
l  <$n2 T y ^ ,  , + 8n 4 ( X  E C \ )  ■
(1.3.1a)
\e {.V> / ( !A'! > v ^ ) }  for i  < 2
&nj
( e {x > 7 ( | * |  < v ^ ) }  f o r i  > 3 .
(1.3.1b) 8ni
( E { | X p  /(|.V| > V " ) }  f o r i  < 2
| e { W / ( | A - | < v^ ) }  f o r i  > 3 .
(6.2.4a) 8-n L'
|  e {a^  I(\x\ > v ^ ) }  for \u] < 2 
|  E j A" / ( A' < y / n )  } for \v] > 3.
(6.2.1b) 8n3 sup | n - , / 2E{((. ,A’)s / ( |A |  < v 'S)} (A e  £ 2).
(6.2.1c) ^m2 +  t>n3 +  Ä„4 (A t  i j ) .
(2 1.1) X A S ) sup |P„(B) -  4>(ß)l.
B £ S
(1 1.1) K W sup ipn (x) -  d>(x)j.
x € X
(1.1.6) T ( . n
y/n  ( b Sn 6  1
x £ X \  b 1 2 y n  x/ n  2V n j
E Expectation.
( a small Real number.
F ( r ) The distribution function of A’.
(2.2.1c) g{x- y) o { x  + y) -  o(x) -  y<f>'(x) -  | ö " (x ) .
(2.2.1b) G ( B . y ) /  g { x . y ) d x .
J i t
(3.1.2b) G ( x .  y ) $ ( * +  y) -  $ (x)  -  yö(x) -  | o ' ( x ) -
(5.1.5b) G \ ( x ,  y ) « M *  +  y) -  ^ a ( j*) -  y<h'A(x) -  -J $ " ( * ) •
Le. 2.4.2 5n 7 n x  as n  —> oc through A .
T h . 5.3.7 5o(A) inf{x >  0: G"A(x. y )  >  ') for all y >  0 } .
(2.3.3b) h { x u x 2. y )  =  <f>{Z)( x i ) g ( x 2. y )  -  Q{:<] ( x 2) g ( x i , y).
(2.3.3c) H ( B u B i , y )  =  4>'3>(.B,)G(B2,y) -  <J>‘3 | ( ß 2) G ( ß 1.y).
(3.2.1) H ( x \ ,  x 2 t y)  =  <P"(x \ )G(x2, y )  -  o " { x 2) C { x l , y ) .
(3.4.14) H „ ( y ) =  H { x t , X j , y ) .
(5.3.1) H \ ( x u x 2 ) y) -  ^ 3)( i , ) G A(T2 ; y) -  <J>l3 ) ( i 2 ) 6 ’ A( T 1 , y ) .
Th.6.3.3 M { { x G R J : (Tx) <  : \ t  =  I , ( 6 r {.
1 ( E ) 1 or 0, according to whether the event £  is true or
1 the limit of a sequence; may be ±oc.
span).
1G1
(6,1.5) L ( S ) n  x s matrix: (?. j ) ' t h  element (~ =  {^ i  > B
(2.1-2) A So 1 arge that E  j  j A” 2 7 ( A' > A) j < | .
Chap.5 A Half interval width.
L 2 a random variable A’ E L 2 if EA =  0 and EA 2 = 1.
Chap.6 r 2L  d a random vector A' 6 £ 2 if EA' =  0
an d  E ( A \  X ) is t h e  d  x d  i d e n t i t y  m a t r i x
l  <?( r , (-Tl) d>( r , (x.2) Mr)Ms) \
(3 .4 .1) A/ r ( a- i , ar2 , x 3 ) =  o ( r 4 1 ) ( x i ) P ( r + 1 ) ( ^ 2) 0 ( r + 1 ) ( x 3)
V * (r +  2 , ( * i ) 0 ( r4 2 ) (j-j) <£( r + 2 ) ( x 3) /
(6.4 5) A / / r ) ( S )  a n  ( Q t  1) x s m a t r i x : L ( S )  t h e n  b o t t o m  row <J>jr
P a probability measure.
M O characteristic function of p
N {0. 1 . 2 . . . . }
Chap.6 V u  E  N 4: a vector with non-negative integer coefficients
Sect.6.1 V
Sect.6.1 v\ TlW
Sect.6.4 i / b ) an ordering of those vectors u E N 2 with u = 3 (1 <
A a divergent sequence of positive integers.
o(.) o n = o(bu ) if an ;bn —  0 as n —1- oc.
o ( . ) On =  0 ( 6 n ; if an b,-, is bounded as ii —> dc.
(6.4.2) O(d) t / ( d  - r  l ) ( d  - f  2 ) :  the number of vectors u 6  N 2 with
(3.4 1 a) P(T 1 • C.) =  det A / i ( j ] , x 2; x3).
Sect .4.1 P n ( l ) density function of S n \  n
Pn (x) distribution function of S n /  V n -
P n ( B ) probability measure of 5 n \ 0 .
o(x ) Normal density function: ( 2 ; r )  1 / 2 e 1 2.
Sect.6 .1 o' l ( x ) Normal density function ii I t 1. (27[)-d>'2e ~ {x'x) /2 .
(6.4.3c) o r V ) £ r ( L > V ) W
*(y) Normal distribution function: /  (p(x)dx.
o or < y  
r
* ( B ) Normal probability measure: /  o(.r) dx.
J x<-B
(22.4) <P<r > ( ß ) /  c>(r * ( x )  dx.
J  xeP
< n).
= 3.
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(5.1.4a) 
Sect.6.1
(6.4.3a)
(6.4.3b)
(2.3.2b)
(2.3.2c)
(3.4.1b)
(2.2.3b)
(3.1.2a)
(2.2.1a)
( 2 . 1. 6 )
(3.1.3)
(4.1.4) 
(3.4.16)
(3.4.6)
Th.A.3
Th.5.2.2
(3.3.1a) 
(4.2.4 a) 
(5.3.2a)
<1^'(x) [ d / d x ) T <J>(x + A) -  4>(x A)
Normal probability measure in R  f: / <5l/(x) dx.
J  i f  R
/  (D u(f>d){x) d x .
J  B
1prs(x 1 ,3:2) =  0 (r) (^ 1 (^2 ) -  </>(r)(-r 2 )^ (5,(:rl)-
* r , ( £ l , £ 2 ) =  ^ r ) ( ß l ) ^ (<,)( ^ 2 )  -  ^ ( r ) ( ^ ) ^ ( 5 ) ( ß l ) .
g(ari,X2,x3) =  det M 2( x i , x 2, x 3).
Qn{l) =  <7n M  = Ep(x, - X / y / n ) .
Qn{x) = Q;} (x) = EG(i ,  - X / y / n ) .
Qn(B)  = Q*(R) = EG(£,  -  X/y/n) .
QD class: 5 is QD if. for all A' 6  f 2: l iminf  f SUPBeS +  ”  > 0.
QD set: I  is QD if, for all A' e  £ 2: lim inf ( f UPxeX !QpJx )\ +  n - - " j  > 0.
r. - -■* 0 0  \  0 n  /
qD set: I  is qD if. for all A' 6 £ 2: lim inf ( -UP i e r  i<?" ^  +- n— — )  > 0.
ff(y) H l 3( y ) / H i2(y).
R The set of all Real numbers.
p often the gradient of a line in R".
sgn(x) -1. 0 or 1. according to the sign of x.
S n A\ ( ^ A (,) in Chap.6).
5 a collection of Borel subsets of R (or R d).
T(y)  y  A,G(xz,y),  where N Atö" (x t ) =  0. 
z—* i = 1 L—J1— 1
rr d>(r)(x,), where y ^   ^ A,o,/(x,) = 0.
0 6 t  0,1; is often used in the remainder term of a Taylor series.
0rf ( s" < r -  1, r — s is odd) a root of cAr , (x) = 0.
@rs(A) (;*•: < r -  1. r — s is odd) a positive root of (x) =  0.
U{x  1 , X 2) = V:12(xt,X2). 
U(X!,X2) = ^ ( X h X o ) .
U a ( x i , x 2) =  4/ 23 (;X> A, ,x 2 ;a )-
(6.2.5) U { / =  v / \ v \  : v 6 and ^ — 3 }.
(3 .3 .1 b ) ^ ( i i , a r 2) =  u ( x , , x 2) =  v 23( x i . x 2).
(4 .2 .4 b ) t ; ( r i , x 2)
(5 .3 .2 b ) 1 =  ^34(k l  A, \x-2 ]:x ) .
L e . 3 . 3 . 10 VV'(x,y) =  G{ x , y ) / ( f >"( x )  ( x A ± 0 -
L e . 4 . 3 . 10 u-(x,  y) = P( x ,  y)/<f>i?,)[ x )  (x ^ {0,  ± v 3}).
(5 .3 .1 0 b ) WM*, y ) = G \ ( x ,  y ) / ^ A ’’(x)  (x  A ± © 3 * ( A ) )
y ,  z Re a l  n u m b e r s  or  v ec to r s .
x , y, z R a n d o m  v a r i a b le s  o r  v e c to r s .
A'1' 11,  v; ( X e & v z  N-').
Le .6 .2 . 2 x t {(,.Y) (A-e » € B" ,  |t| = l).
X a  se t  o f  Rea l  n u m b e r s .
Sect  . 5 . 1 X \ { [ x ] a  : x  e  X  }.
z T h e  se t  o f  all In t eg e r s .
B i b l i o g r a p h y .
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